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Who Says CB -SSB Ain't for Real?
CBers are switching to the monkey chatter
of single sideband units countrywide!
We give you the facts on what's available!

All you need to know about degausing,
cleaning, bulk erasing, testing,
splicing, cuing and editing at home!
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he Has a Nose for News [)
One IC Brought Back the TRF!
A new breed of build -it- yourself
M receiver that gets its pep and
upersensitivity from 110 dB of gain!

Also-see our new column on
Antique Radios
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3 months on
one AA dry cell!
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One ofour
most successful students
wrote this ad!
Harry Remmert decided he
needed more electronics
training to get ahead. He
carefully "shopped around"
for the best training he could
find. His detailed report on why
he chose CIE and how it worked
out makes a better "ad" than
anything we could tell you.
Here's his story, as he wrote it
to us in his own words.

By Harry Remmert
G G

A

F

r eR

SEVEN

N EARS

in my present position, I was made

ink painfully aware of the fact that I had gotten just about
all the on- the -job training available. When I asked my
supervisor for an increase in pay, he said, "In what way
are you a more valuable employee now than when you
received your last raise ?" Fortunately, I did receive the
raise that time, but I realized that my pay was approaching the maximum for a person with my limited training.
"Education was the obvious answer, but I had enrolled
in three different night school courses over the years and
had not completed any of them. I'd be tired, or want to
do something else on class night, and would miss so many
classes that I'd fall behind, lose interest, and drop out.

Harry Remmert gives his CIE Electronics course much of the credit for
starting him on a rewarding career. He tells his own story on these pages.

neccessary. If I feel tired, stay late at work, or just feel lazy,
I can skip school for a night or two and never fall behind.
The total absence of all pressure helps me to learn more
than I'd be able to grasp if I were just cramming it in to
meet an exam deadline schedule. For me, these points
give home study courses an overwhelming advantage over
scheduled classroom instruction.
"Having decided on home study, why did I choose CIE?
I had catalogs from six different schools offering home
study courses. The CIE catalog arrived in less than one
week (four days before I received any of the other catalogs). This indicated (correctly) that from CIE I could
expect fast service on grades, questions, etc. I eliminated
those schools which were slow in sending catalogs.

The Advantages of Home Study

FCC License Warranty Important

"Therefore, it was easy to decide that home study was the
answer for someone like me. who doesn't want to be tied

"The First Class FCC Warranty* was also an attractive
point. I had seen "Q" and "A" manuals for the FCC exams,
and the material had always seemed just a little beyond
my grasp. Score another point for CIE.

down. With home study there is no schedule. I am the
boss and I set the pace. There is no cramming for exams
because I decide when I am ready. and only then do I
take the exam. I never miss a point in the lecture because
it is right there in print for as many re- readings as I find

CIE

backs its courses with this famous Money-Back Warranty: when you
complete a CIE license preparation course, you II be able to pass your FCC
exam or be entitled to a full refund of all tuition paid. Warranty is valid
during completion time allowed fur your course.

"Another thing is that CIE offered a complete package:
FCC License and technical school diploma. Completion
time was reasonably short, and I could attain something
definite without dragging it out over an interminable number of years. Here I eliminated those schools which gave
college credits instead of graduation diplomas. I work in
the R and D department of a large company and it's been
my observation that technical school graduates generally
hold better positions than men with a few college credits.
A college degree is one thing, but I'm 32 years old, and
10 or 15 years of part-time college just isn't for me. No,
1 wanted to graduate in a year or two, not just start.
"When a school offers both resident and correspondence
training, it's my feeling that the correspondence men are
sort of on the outside of things. I wanted to be a full-fledged
student instead of just a tag -a -long, so CIE's exclusive
home -study program naturally attracted me.
"Then, too, it's the men who know their theory who
are moving ahead where I work. They can read schematics
and understand circuit operation. I want to be a good
theory man.
"From the foregoing, you can see I did not select CIE
in any haphazard fashion. I knew what I was looking for,
and only CIE had all the things I wanted.
Two Pay Raises in Less Than a Year
eleven
months after I enrolled with CIE, I passed
"Only
the FCC exams for First Class Radiotelephone License
with Radar Endorsement. I had a pay increase even before
I got my license and another only ten months later.
"These are the tangible results. But just as important are
the things I've learned. I am smarter now than I had ever
thought I would be. It feels good to know that I know what
I know now. Schematics that used to confuse me completely
are now easy for me to read and interpret. Yes, it is nice to
be smarter, and that's probably the most satisfying result
of my CIE experience.

times over, both in increased wages and in personal
satisfaction."

Perhaps you too, like Harry Remmert, have realized that
to get ahead in Electronics today, you need to know much
more than the "screwdriver mechanics." They're limited
to "thinking with their hands" ... learning by taking
things apart and putting them back together ... soldering
connections, testing circuits, and replacing components.
Understandably, their pay is limited -and their future, too.
But for men like Harry Remmert, who have gotten the
training they need in the fundamentals of Electronics, there
are no such limitations. He was recently promoted, with
a good increase in income, to the salaried position of Senior
Engineering Assistant working in the design of systems to
silence submarines. For trained technicians, the future is
bright. Thousands of men will be needed in virtually every
field of Electronics from two -way mobile radio to computer
testing and troubleshooting.
Send for Complete Information

APPROVED UNDER G.I. BILL
All CIE career courses are approved for educational ben-

efits under the G.I. Bill. If you are a Veteran or in service
now, check box for G.I. Bill information.

Praise for Student Service

"In closing, I'd like to get in a compliment for my Correspondent Counselor who has faithfully seen to it that my
supervisor knows I'm studying. I think the monthly reports
to my supervisor and generally flattering commentary have
been in large part responsible for my pay increases. My
Counselor has given me much more student service than
"the contract calls for," and I certainly owe him a sincere
debt of gratitude.
"And finally, there is Mr. Tom Duffy, my instructor. I
don't believe I've ever had the individual attention in any
classroom that I've received from Mr. Duffy. He is clear,
authoritative, and spared no time or effort to answer my
every question. In Mr. Duffy, I've received everything I
could have expected from a full -time private tutor.
"I'm very, very satisfied with the whole CIE experience.
Every penny I spent for my course was returned many

CIECleveland

Electronics Engineering Course
..Covers steady -state and transient network theory, solid-state
physics and circuitry, pulse techniques, computer logic and mathematics through calculus. A college level course for men already
working in Electronics.

Institute

of Electronics, Inc.

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

r

Accredited Member National Home Study Council

Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc.
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Please send me your two FREE books:
1. Your school catalog, "Succeed in Electronics."
2. Your book on "How To GetACommercial FCC License."
I

am especially interested in

Electronic Communications
Electronics Technology
Industrial Electronics
Broadcast Engineering
Electronics Engineering
First Class FCC License
Electronics Technology with Laboratory
Name

For men with prior electronics training ...

- FREE

Many men who are advancing their Electronics career
started by reading our illustrated school catalog, "Succeed
in Electronics." It tells of the many electronics careers
open to men with the proper training. And it tells which
courses of study best prepare you for the work you want.
if you're "shopping around" for the training you need
to move up in Electronics, this interesting book may have
the answers you want. We'll send it to you FREE. With it,
we'll also include our other helpful book, "How To Get A
Commercial FCC License."
To get both FREE books, just fill out and mail the
reply card. For your convenience, we will try to have a
representative call. If card is missing, use coupon below.

(Please Print)

Address
City
Zip

State

Veterans

&

Servicemen: Check here for

G.

Age____
I. Bill information
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PROJECTS THAT IMPROVE
There's a TRF in that IC
31
40
69
79

-a

good experience project couples old -time
radio and today's integrated circuit.
Disaster Alarm- shuffle an inexpensive alarm kit into protecting a full
house
Antiquing an Old Tube into Antiquity
A Better Battery Tester-check battery I 'n E against our full -page
battery info chart

SIX SHORT PROJECTS
34
Hook Up a Krunchometer Today
35
So You Want To Design a Simple Transistor Amplifier Stage
Build an RF Sniffer
48
Instant Patch Box
58
72
Rebroadcast Your CB UHF -VHF Receptions
78
Head -Amp for those Mini -Sound Projects

TOPICAL STUFF
30
2 + 2
Quad-our cartoon page
66
These Trollies don't go 'Ding, Ding, Ding'
Blinky Blocks Bright Lights
68
Tanks to Radio Control
70

-

e/e DESCRIBES
43
59
75
83
86

..

.

Those Little Gadgets that Keep Tape Machines Going
SSB Today-Citizens Banders
swing with these
Heath Metal Locator -check out underground unknowns
Programs for DXers
Four Ways to 4- Channel

...

e/e COLUMNS
16

26
49
51

53

Ask Hank, He Knows-Hank Scott let's you know

Central Reporting -Don Jensen's shortwave listening column
Antique Radio Corner -our new one from Jim Fred
Kathi's CB Carousel-Kathi's helping hand
Hey Herb -Herb Friedman talks audio
DX

REGULARS
Hey Look Me Over
8
Newscan
23
28
77
87

Cover

Highlights

91

106

Literature Library
Bookmark

-to

Basic Course
understand transistor tests
Reader Service Page
Classified Ads
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BUILD
Circuits
Electronics
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PROGRESSIVE HOME
RADIO -T.V. COURSE
*
*
*
**

Now Includes
12 RECEIVERS
3 TRANSMITTERS
*SQ. WAVE GENERATOR
* SIGNAL TRACER

*
*

* AMPLIFIER
* SIGNAL INJECTOR

* CODE

OSCILLATOR

No Knowledge of Radio Necessary

1

No Additional Parts or Tools Needed

EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV

SCHOOL INQUIRIES INVITED

Training Electronics Technicians Since 1946

FREE EXTRAS

Sold In 79 Countries

SET OF

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE
PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE
"Edo -Kit" offers you an outstanding
Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians.

The
at a
rock -bottom price.
making
use of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio theory, construc
Lion practice and servicing. THIS IS A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE IN EVERY DETAIL.
You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solder
In a professional manner: how to service radios. You will Work With the standard type of
punched metal chassis as well as the latest development of Printed Circuit Chassis.
You will learn the basic principles Of radio. You will construct. study and work with
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors, rectifiers. test equipment. You will learn
and practice code, using the Progressive Code Oscillator. You will learn and practice
trouble -shooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal Injector- Pro.
nressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompany.
y
a instructional material.
You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio
Amateur Licenses. You will build Receiver, Transmitter, Square Wave Generator, Code
Oscillator, Signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them. You
Electronics.
will receive an excellent background for television, Hi -Fi isandrequired.
The "Edu -Kit" is
Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science
the product of many years of teaching and engineering experience. The Edu -Kit" will
provide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio worth many times the low
price you pay. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the prim, of the kit.

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE
You do not need the slightest background
In radio or science. Whether you are Interested in Radio & Electronics because you
want an interesting hobby. a well paying

business or
the

a

fob with a future, you will find
s

ages and backgrounds have Successfully
used the "Etlu -Kit" In more than 79 countries of the world. The Edu -Kit' has been
carefully designed, step by step. so that
you cannot make a mistake. The "Edu -Kit"
allows you to teach yourself at your own
rate. No instructor Is necessary.

anyd thousands of individuals of d all
PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

:

TOOLS

SOLDERING IRON
ELECTRONICS TESTER
PLIERS -CUTTERS
VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
QUIZZES
NIGH FIDELITY GUIDE
TELEVISION BOOK
RADIO
TROUBLE -SHOOTING BOOK
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUBI
FCC
CONSULTATION SERVICE
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
PRINTED CIRCUITRY
I

SERVICING LESSONS

You will learn trouble -shooting and
servicing in a progressive manner. You
Will practice repairs on the sets that
you construct. You will learn symptoms
and causes of trouble in home. portable
and car radios. You will learn how to
use the rofessional Signal Tracer. the
Signal Injector and the dynamic
unique
Radio & Electronics Tester. While you
are learning in this practical way, you
job for
will be able to do many a repair
your friends and neighbors, and charge
fees which will far exceed the price Of
Our
the
technical prob.
will hel
help
s
you
ve.
lens you may haith

educational radio kit in the world.
The Progressive Radio 'Etlu -Kit" is the foremost
in the field of electronics training. The 'Eduand is universaily accepted as the standard of
"Learn by Doing... Therefore you construct.
educational principle
Kit" uses the modern
in a closely Integrated protrouble shooting
learn schematics, study theory, practice
thorough and Interesting background in radio.
gram designed to provide an aslly- learned
You begin by examining the various radio parts of the "Edu-Kit." You then learn the
function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first

-all

any

FROM OUR MAIL BAG

J. Stataitis. of 25 Poplar PI.. WaterI have
paired
bury. Conn., writerys:
friends,
sets
learn theory, practice testing
i
for itself.
"Edu -Kit'
money'
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations,
radio. learn more advanced theory
to spend $240 for a 'Course.
ready
and trouble -shooting. Then you build a more advanced
but I found your ad and sent for your
and techniques. Gradually, in a progressive manner, and at your own rate, you will
find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like a
Kit.'
P. O. Box 21. Magna.
Ben Vale
professional Radio Technician. course are Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Signal
Utah:
Included in the 'Edu -Kit"
professional
am sending you the questions and also
Tracer, Square Wave Generator and Signal Injector Circuits. These are not
the answers for them. I have been in
"breadboard" experiments, but genuine radio circuits, constructed by means ofn professional
of radio construction known
Radio for the last seven years. but like
wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the newourmethod
Kits. and likee
work with
reuler AC or DC house current.
as "Printed Circuitry." These circuits operate on
eñ
buildO
with the
I worked
toyed every minute Signal
IS COMPLETE
Tracer works
THE "EDU
different hots: the let
You know that I
fine. Also like to
ou wi receive a parts and instructions necessary to build twenty different radio and
feel proud of becoming a member Of your
electronics circuits, each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubs, tube sockets, vari.
Radio-TV Club."
sisters, tie strips.
able, electrolytic, mica, ceramic and paper dielectric condensers,
Robert L. Shoff, 1534 Monroe Ave..
hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis. Instruction Manuals, hook -up wire, solder,
Huntington, W. Va.: "Thought I would
etc.
controls
and
switches,
say that I redrop You a few lines to
selenium rectifiers. coils, volume
amazed
Circuit
chassis.
Printed
In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including
ceived my Edu -Kit and wasbe really
had at such
special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a
that such a bargain can
started realready
professional electric soldering iron, and a self-powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics
a low price. I have
My
Phonographs.
and
radios
Tester. The 'Edu -Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator.
pairing Were
really surprised to see me
friends
in addition to F.C.C. Radio Amateur License training. You will also receive lessons for
The
get into the swing of it 5o quickly. with
servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, a High
comes
Tester
that
Trouble-shooting
Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You ceive Membership in Radio -TV Club, Free Consulta.
the
the Kit is really swell. and finds
tion Service, CertiCeate of Merit and , Discount Privileges. You receive all parts, tpels,
trouble, if there Is any to be found."
instructions, etc. Everything is yours to keels.
11557
N.Y.
Hewlett,
563DJ,
Proorefasiv,g Edu- Kits' Inc., 1189 Broadway, Dept.

-KIT"

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

PRINTED CIRCUITRY

Please rush my expanded "Edu -Kit" to me, as indicated below:

no increase in price, the "Edu -Kit"
ineludea Printed Circuitry. You build
Printed Circuit Signal Injector. a unique
servicing Instrument that can detect many
Radio and TV troubles. This revolutionary

Check one box to indicate choice of model

At

now

Deluxe Model $31.95
New Expanded Model $34.95 (Same as Deluxe Model Plus Television Servicing Course and valuable Radio & TV Tube Checker).
Check one box to indicate manner of payment
I enclose full payment. Ship 'Edu -Kit" post paid.
I enclose S5 deposit. Ship "Edu -Kit" C.O.D. for balance Plus postage.
Send me FREE additional information describing "Edu- Kit."

a

new technique of radio construction is now
becoming popular in commercial radio and
TV sets.
A Printed Circuit Is a special insulated

chassis on which has been deposited a conducting material which takes the place of
wiring. The various parta are merely plugged
in and soldered to terminals.
Printed Circuitry is the basis of modern
Automation Electronics. A knowledge of this
subject is a necessity today for anyone in-

terested in Electronics.

Name

Address

City & State
i

Zip

PROGRESSIVE "EDU- KITS" INC.

1189 Broadway, Dept. 563DJ, Hewlett, N. Y. 11557
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$395
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Editor -in -Chief

JULIAN
OX

OSCILLATOR

S.

MARTIN, WA2CQL

Technical Editor

Crystal

controlled transistor type.

Lo Kit 3,000 to 19,999 KHz
Hi Kit 20,000 to 60,000

KHz (Specify)
$2.95
MXX -1 TRANSISTOR RF
MIXER
A single tuned
circuit intended for signal
conversion in the 3 to 170
MHz range. Lo kit 3 -20
MHz. Hi kit 20 -170 MHz.
$3.50
SAX -1 TRANSISTOR RF
AMP. Amplifier to drive
MXX -1 mixer. Lo kit 3 -20
MHz. Hi Kit 20-170 MHz.
$3.50
PAX -1 TRANSISTOR RF
POWER AMP. A Single
tuned output amplifier to
follow the OX oscillator.
3,000 to 30,000 KHz $3.75

CRYSTAL Available
from 3,000 KHz to 60,000
KHz. Supplied only in HC
6/U holder. Calib. is
±.02% when operated in
International OX circuit
or its equivalent. (Specify
frequency)
$3.95
BAX-1 BROADBAND AMP.
May be used as a tuned
or untuned amplifier in
RF and audio applications
EX

20 Hz to, 150 MHz.

PETER L DEXNIS,

WA3LOQ

Audio Editor
STEPHEN B. GRAY

\'rlrs Editor
JEFFREY APTER
Citizens Band Editor

KATHI MARTIN, KAI0614
tl'orkbencl, Editor

HANK SCOTT
Art Director

JIM MEDLER

$3.75

Art Director
IRVING BERNSTEIN
Cover

fa-

INTERNATIONAL

Associate Art Director

ANDY STEIGMEIER
Art Associate

CRUSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO, LEE

OKLA. CITY, OKLA 73102

Write for FREE Catalog
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Advertising Director
DAVID J. MILLER
Production Director
CARL BARTEE
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GERTRUD BORCHARDT
Assistant Production. Manager

MARILYN BONILLA
Newsstand Circulation Director

DON GABREE

If you operate AM on a tube
set, you might need all the
gain you can get. On a
transistorized SSB rig, you

probably need just a little.
That's what's so super about the
new Super Sidekick. You get a
modulation- boosting match for
any set and a dynamic cartridge
for clarity.
See a Turner dealer for details,
or write to Turner, 909 17th St.
N.E Cedar Rapids, la. 52402

Subscription (`ircnla(ion- :llarketing Director
ROBERT V. ENLOW
Instruments Division- Manager

WILFRED M. BROWN

President, Chairman of the Board (1957.1972)
B.

G. DAVIS

President and Publisher
JOEL DAVIS
Vice -President and General Manager

LEONARD

F.

PINTO

Vice President and Treasurer
VICTOR C. STABILE, KBPQ 681

,

TURNER

MICROPHONES
Super Sidekick
List Price $80
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CB'ers on- the -move

choose...

2.36 "HIGHX 6.49" WIDE 9.87" (LESS
KNOBS) DEEP are the petite physicals of
our new LTD mobile unit. You'll appreciate its small size and big performance
muscle! The LTD is all facts -from its
15 watt PEP input to its rich gold and
walnut grained front panel.
Let the LTD literature give you the complete story. Our full color brochure can
be folded into an actual size paper model
of the LTD -which you can test fit under
your present car, camper or boat dashboard! For your free copy see any of

Browning's over 500 distributors or

write...
"Miss Gold

e

Eagle

ro(ur i1)0® laboratories

inc.

1269 UNION AVENUE

LACONIA. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03246
TELEPHONE 16031 5245454

Circle No. 23 On Reader Service Card
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Altention
CB Mobilers!
The Hustler "Double- Talk" CB mo-

bile antenna system gives guaranteed superior performance over a
single antenna installation more
uniform signal pattern because of
uniquely detailed phasing design.
Get twice the signal capture area,
twice the power capability, more

-

consistent communications with virtually no fading or blind spots when
changing direction in travel.

48"
SDT

Hey,.
look me over
Showcase of New Products
Small Engine Tune -Up Meter
Now the week -end tinkerer can set-up his
garden tractor, lawnmower, motorcycle, outboard, trail bike, snowmobile, etc. with the
same accuracy obtainable on a V -8 engine.
The new Heathkit CM -1045 is a solid-state
tune -up tool for all one to four cylinder, 2
and 4 cycle engines. It tests volts, ohms,

42"
DFG

25"
DTG

-in

Select the model of your choice; each
ready for easy installation and operation.

Available from more than 3000 distributors
and dealers who recognize the best!

NEW-TRONICS CORP.
15800 COMMERCE PARK DRIVE
BROOK PARK, OHIO 44142

dwell, continuity
many cases permits
checking the entire ignition system on a
small engine without tearing it down to get
at the ignition points behind the flywheel.
There's also a built-in tachometer with snap on inductive pickup and 0 = 3000 plus O =
15,000 rpm ranges. Simply by connecting
the leads, rpm can be read on any engine
from one to 24 cylinders, without switching
for the number of cylinders. Completely portable, the CM -1045 is powered by three low cost 1.5 volt C batteries and is self- contained
in a snap -lock oil -gas- water -resistant case.
The kit goes together easily in a couple of
evenings and is priced at $39.95. Get all the
facts by circling No. 1 on Reader Service
page.

Circle No. 29 On Reader Service Card
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IMPOSSIBLE? BARGAINS IN SURPLUS ELECTRONICS AND OPTICS
SPECIAL $1.00

81/2

72 page pictured CATALOG FREE with an order or

x 11

WAVEFORM GENERATOR,

NEW -COSMOS
INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

1E 1E1

Said le be the "New Wove" in integrated circuits of the
future. Ultra low power drain (microwatts)

'0

Q

40000E
4001AE
40020E
4006AE
40070E
40090E
40100E
40111E
40120E
40130E
40140E
40ISAE
40160E
40170E
40180E
40190E
10200E
40210E
40220E
40230E
40240E
10250E
4026ÁE
40270E
40290E
40300E
40330E

Dual 3 Input Nor 8 Inv

$ .99

Quad 2 Input Nor
Dual 4 Input Nor
18 Stage Static Shift Register
Dual Complementary Pair 8 Inv
Hex Buffer, Inverting
Hex Buffer Non Inverting
Quad 1 Input Nand
Dual 4 Input Nand
Dual "D" Flip Flop
8 Stage Static Shift Register
Dual 4 Stage Static Shift Register
Quad Bilateral Switch
Decode Counter W /Decoder

$ .99
S .99

Presettable Divide by

"N" Counter..

Quad and /or Select Gate
14 Stage Binary Ripple Counter
8 Stage Static Shift Register
Octal Counter W /Decoder
Triple 3 Input Nand
7 Stage Counter
Triple 3 Input Nor
Decade Counter /7 Segment Decoder
Dual 11( Flip Flop
Presettable Up /Down Counter
Quad Exclusive Or
Decade Counter /7 Segment Decoder

....

.99

$ .99

$1.99

$5.99
$5.99
$1.99
$5.99
$5.99
$2.39

BF -5

WAVEFORM

SINGLE CHIP 7- SEGMENT
DISPLAY COUNTER, AND DECODER:
That's right!

A single ship TTL decade
counter with latches, BCD outputs, a
7 segment decoder driver, AND a 7.
segment LED display (with decimal(
on top. Only 0.15" thick (not counting
pins), the chip mounts in o standard
16-pin DIP socket. Digits are 0.270"
high and can be latched in during the
next count or blanked.

without additional active tampon

ents. By adding a second BF -S,
you con create amplitude, fre
quency or phase modulated aerie.
ties of these waveforms. They are
able to replace large discrete
reform gene rrrrrr
sting from
$200.00 to $1300.00. At the some
time, they greatly reduce system
Full
technical
data, P.C.
weight and power consumption,
layout, assembly, and hookup instructions included.

$4.99
$ .99
$2.19
$2.19
S

BF -5

Just one of these BFS devices
produces sine, square, .triangle,
ramp and sawtooth waveforms

Q 0.27

DL0

1

New surplus from a large computer company. Solid silver.
prated OFHC copper conductor. Special high temperature,
thin-wall insulation of tenon, and other quality mater-

$5.49
$5.19

ials. Extremely rugged and flexible wire -wrap wire. In
addition to usual applications, can be used for eff
breadboarding, and wherever quick stripping of solid
wire 'o desired. Different colors ore now available. State
first, second, and third choice of colors. Shipping weight
per 500' is
lb.
1000'
10,000'
500'
Conductor
Order No.

$ .99

$3.99
$ .99

$7.49
$2.99
$7.99
$1.99
57.49

1

Size
30
26
24

SPECTRA -STRIP FLAT BONDED
what everyone wants
for their home -brew projects, because
they always ask for it. We now hove
over S by 100 feet, but it won't last
long, so order now before it's oll gone.
We don't wont any broken hearts.
Specs: 20 conductors, 24 AWG, 7
strands, size is .88" x .044 ". We could
give all its virtues, but most people
know them or could easily look it up in any industrial
electronics house catalogue.

WWW30(ft.)
WWW26(1t.)
WWW24(It.)

$75.00
$95.00
$100.00
Sockets mode by T.I. and Cinch.

We know this is

$9.00
$11.00
$12.00

$5.00
$6.00
$6.50

SUPER QUALITY I.C. SOCKETS
All are low profile, compact types.
Pin Dip Solder
Sockets ore mode
3 for $1.25
16 Pin Dip Solder
14

2

for $1.00

Tale Sockets
by T.I. and Cinch
16

for $5.00

Tale Sockets
13

for $5.00

14 Pin Dip Gold Wire Wrap Socket
10 for $5.00
2 for $1.25

.35/ ft.
CIS 1.00/3 ft. EIS 5.00/18 ft.
S30.00/100 e.
$55.00/200 H. O 0100.00/400 ft.
0S500.00 /2000 ft.
5200.00 /900 It.

T

for 51.00

13
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NEW FROM ARIES!
ULTRA LOW COST DIGITAL CLOCK
(STANDARD TIME CHRONOMETER)
Aries /BF has sold aver 12,000 digital clocks, to the best
of our knowledge more than the combined output of all
other manufacturers. Because of our huge purchasing
power, and the engineering background gained, we can
offer the features listed below. Compare with any other
manufacturer and see if they can offer all these features:
Decorator solid walnut case. A striking addition to
even the most luxurious living room. Our sketches
just don't do it justice.
Superb accuracy, seconds per month
Choice of 50 or 60 He operation, 12 or 24 hour display
in hours, minutes, seconds.
BCD outputs, for auxiliary readouts etc.
Excellent beginners kit, elaborate step by step Instruc
Lions debugged by trial construction by experimenters
who hare never built a kit before. Only o soldering
iron, wire snip and screwdriver needed. Guaranteed
success (maximum repair charge $10.00)

PRINTED CIRCUIT MATERIAL
$47.50
Lowcost Digital Clock Kit
Epoxy gloss 010 material. Specify single or double copper

16 Pin Dip Gold Wire Wrap Socket
2 for $1.50
8 for 55.00
IO Pin to 5 gold Sockets (Cinch)

S

$15.00

$9.75

GENERATOR

WIRE -WRAP COMPUTER WIRE

$5.99

write...

clad. Thickness 1/16 inch.

for $5.00

4 s 12

$1.00,
$2.50,

Sheets

12 a 12 Sheets

S
S

for S 3.50
for $10.00

Asserted cut pieces et least

91.50

c
GIANT 21/2" NUMERAL

QtC

"NIXIE" CLOCK KIT
New! For foctories, offices, and commercial establish.
menti, and those people who like large displays, char.
octets appear as a bright continuous line which can be
read from distances as great as 150 feet. All drive
circuits are solid state, and unit employs new custom
LOI <lock chip. Indicates hour, minutes, and seconds.
May be wired for 24 heur or 12 hour operation with a
simple jumper change. Nit offered complete with or with.
out case for custom installations. Parts include P.C.
board, sockets, solid state components, hardware, ta.
sistors, caps, viewing filter, est.
Sh. Wt. 15 Ibs.

AIRCRAFT 'AUTO BOAT QUARTZ
CRYSTAL CHRONOMETER
'

Revolutionary(, was the reaction of our customers when

they saw our latest kit. Measuring only 21/s" 5 21/4" e
Ts /t ", and accurate to 10 seconds a month, this shronome
ter promises to entirely replace mechanical clocks in
cars, boats and airplanes.
Fits into a standard 21/4" instrument panel cutest. The
displays are bright L.E.D. displays thot should last e
lifetime. Setting controls are recessed and operate from
a pointed object such as a pensil point or paper clip, in
order to keep non -authorised hands off. The clock should
only hove to be reset at very great intervals, or in the
event of power loss (i.e. replacing battery in car). The
clock is wired se that the timing circuits are always
running, but the displays are only lit when the ignition is
on, resulting in negligible power drain. The law price is
only possible because of a new one chip MOS clock
Operates Irons 10.14 Volts D.C. An accessory unit which
mounts on the back adopts the unit 59 202E volts for
twin engine aircraft and larger boats using 24 Volts igni.
lion. Know how disgusted you are with the usual car
clack? Order this fine onit now let rallying, sports
events, navigation, or just to have a line chronometer
that will give you a lifetime al superbly accurate time.
Quartz Chronometer, Nit Form
Quartz Chrenemeter, Wired
24 Volt Adapter

$69.50
$99.00
$10.00

GNNC/C With Case
GNNC Without Cose
GNCW Wired

$98.50
$84.50
$139.50

COMPACT BRIDGES-BY VARO & G.I.
1
2
2
2
2

6
6
6
6
6

Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp
Amp

Volt
200 Volt
400 Volt
600 Volt

S
S

800 Vole

32.00

.50
.60
S .80
$1.40

100

50

Volt
Volt

60

200 Volt
400 Volt

$1.00
$1.20
$1.50

600 Volt

$1.80

100

DOC
13 13

KEYBOARDS e
8 und f has accumulated a wide selection of surplus
keyboards, which we ore now offering at low prices. With
this selection, you should be able to find something to
fill your requirements, no matter how complex.
1) Figure "A ", ASCII coded full alphanumeric, using
decoding. Manufactured for Tektronix by
solid
Honeywell or Controls Research. Complete with sate.
Nß1 ....$55.00
merles, brand new.
2( Figure "B ", similar to above, but slightly diff
101- 2....540.00
key layout.
3) Non -decoded 'alphanumeric keyboard, Figure, "C "e
single form, SPST contort on each key.

083 ...524.50

"0 ",

calculator keyboard in calculator case,
sensitive elastomer contacts, manufactured
K8.4.... $9.50
far Aries.
S) Touch -tone keyboard, Figure "E ", manufactured by
KB -5.... $9.00
' s included.
Chromatics. No el
6) Desk calculator keyboard, Figure "F ", manufactured
4) Figure

pressure

by Controls Research.

Nß6....515.75

CATALOG. Check reader's card or write
ALL ITEMS (WHERE WEIGHT IS NOT SPECIFIED)
POSTAGE PAID IN THE U.S.A.
CHARGES WELCOME!

'

Phone

PHANUMERIC L.E.D. DISPLAY
This display consists of 35 L.E.D.'s

emitting diodes) arranged in a

$ a7

(light
matrix.

S a

7

LED Display

charges to

'

617 531.5774 or 617 532.2323.
NI
$10.00 minimum.

C.O.D.'s oleose.

Numbers and letters of the alphabet can
lighting the appropriate seg.
meets i.e. from our 2513 eh
genera
ter Ram. One 2513 can be used to drive up
5e 64 displays by time sharing. In 14 Pin
be formed by

Dia Package.
64 Character

in

BankAmericard- Mastercharge.

$9.75

=3
Ono

S10.00
MINIMUM
CHARGE

Ca

B & F. ENTERPRISES
!ill!

Phone
5322323
P.O. Box 44, Rothorne, Massachusetts 01937

Circle No. 21 On Reader Service Card
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YOURSELF TO A JOB WELL BONE...

by; d He&hkit quality electronic products
(A) Build your own Fteathkit
25V Color TV..:599.95*

ess cabinet

The GR-900 Is the most entranced TV you can buile. Yet
everything goes together with traditional Hearhkit situp city
And the built-in convergenco hoard and test meter tar atborne maintenance aòó further savings over the life or the
km You preset any 12 UHF channels for positive pushbctton
flower tuning, and you can scan both UHF end VHF keelhers in either chrection. An ultra-rectangular black matrix
tube voltage controlled veractor UHF tuner, MOSFET VHF
tuner and en exclusive angular tint control for better t esh
tones combine to produce art absolutely brilliant coloi picture. Mailing weight. 125 lbs.

(B) NEW Heathkit 19V B&W
saludan cabinet
Portable TV...179.95*
the new GR-1900 is like no other B&W portable! With
solid-state "modular" oesign- most circuitry roc tints
pa yant 4 plug-in boards. Just 2 tubes; picture S high cortege. Total detent tuning Or all 70 UHF channels as well as
VHF. "Instant-on." Front panel centrals of VHF/UHF fine
toning, traightness: contrast, master air/off- vert. hold; 7-.GC
& height. New ultrarectangular tube for a toll t134 so. in.
urew Other "big' set features are Automatic Vertical
earity; dual-controlled AGC; extra-wide Video Bandwidth:

4-circuit ;rounded-C:icy VHF tuner. A TV kit even the novice
[tune: Trait tuners come oreassembled 8 alioned; trant
stators & ICs plug into seniors, and all chessiii wiring is
color cocee. tyla!Ing
56 tbs.
Can

(C) I-lea/110 19V Color TV...349.95*
ers cr3Anet
Salto-Sta.e mOdular r-roultry spells reliably operation and
easy assernitly. And the GR-269 comes Witi a fuel complement of rrliernient and self-service equipment- lot generator, corawygence board, test meter and troubeshooting
book. Factor y assernoled and aligned AFT module for perfect picture & torrid at a touch. VHF tuner with MOSFET
Circuitry an n UHF tuner with hot-carrier dazie design for
low noise high sensitivity. Roth tuners & IF assembly
factory assembled & aligned "Instant-on", swItckeyontrolled
degausslncn
sour.d outhut: 75 & 300 7her antenne
moats; eat:Nisi:at Hearn Magna-Shield, stundarci. Mailing
weight. 1C0 lbs

(D) Heathldt 21V COlor TV,...499.95* lese cathh6t
The new tieothkit GR-271 is the 21-in. (measured diagonally) version of our lamouS GR-900, the Most advanced
color TV we've ever offered. The GR-371 Iran
state-of-the-aid tuning convenience with power Cohort selection of all VHF and any 12 pre-selected I.:6+= .,hann6k.

10
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exclusive angular tint control for consistently better flesh
tones; voltage controlled varactor UHF tuner & MOSFET
VHF tuner for unmatched sensitivity; exclusive MTX -5 matrix tube with etched face plate for increased contrast. less
glare. Plus, the GR -271 has built -in dot generator, convergence panel and volt-ohm meter - full remote control options, too. Its Hoathki:r TV at its finest in a space -saving
size, Mailing weight, 121 lbs.

(E) Heathkit Pocket Calculator... 92.50'
a fully portable calculator with
rechargeable nicket -cadmium battery. Or you sun leave it
connected to the plug.in charger for permanent desk -top
use. Weighs just 12 oz. And check over these features.
8 -digit capacity. Four arithmetic function. Floating decimal.
Constant key. Chain calculation capability. Clear-entry key.
Entry & total overflow indicators. Low battery indicator.
Battery -saver circuitry. And you can build it in four evenings. Mailing weight, 3 lbs.
The. new Heathkit IC -2009 is

(F) Heathkit Desk-to -;p Calculator... 79.95*
The Heathkit IC- 2108 -a great looking full -function electronic calculator for home or office. You can assemble it in
three spare evenings. Features include: Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division functions. Floating and fixed
decimal. Constant key. Chain calculation capability. Clear
display key. Entry and result overflow indicators. Negative
answer indicator. 120 or 240 Volt operation t.laiiing weight.
4

lbs.

(G) NEW Heathkit Telephone Amplifier.- .14,95*
An easy -to-assemble kit that even a beginner can get together in a couple of _pare evenings. The Heathkit Telephone Amplifier lets you carry on a conversation without
being tied to the phonë. Amplifies the incoming voice and
reproduces it at the separate speaker. Picks up your voice
at the exposed telephorm mouthpiece. The GO-1024 features
a unique acoustic coupling so it can be used w.th all types
of phones, including trie Slim-line and Princess types. Has

all solid -state circuitry, powered by a low -cost 9 -volt battery (not included). Great for hands -free communication
wherever a business or household manager is busiest.
Mailing weight, 2 lbs.

(H) NEW Heathkit Small- engine
Tune -up Meter.,.39,95*
Kit CM- 1045 -fur ail 2- and 4 -cycle engines. I to 4 cylinders,
with conventional, CD, or transistorized ignitions. Great for
motorcycles, snowmobiles, outboard marine engines, etc.
Clip -on leads let you check dwell, volts, ohms and continuity without tearing down the engine to get at systems
buried beneath the flywheel. A built-in inductive- pickup
tachometer works with any number of cylinders. Blue high impact plastic case stores leads and three "C" batteries
for ultimate portability. Mailing weight, 5 lbs.
(I) Heathkit AM Radio...14.95*
The Heathkit G9 -1008 is a smartly styled. great sounding
solid -state radio that makes a great inirocuction to Hsethkit
building. Eight -transistor circuitry mounts on orc printed
board. big 31=í" speaker mounts in high impact plastic case.
If you've never built a kit before you can probably have
this one together in one fun evening. Uses 9 -volt battery
(not supplied), Order the Heathkit GR -t008 for yourself or
the kids. Mailing weight, 2 tbs.

(J) Heathkit AR -1214 50 -Watt
Stereo Receiver...169.95`

includes cablrer

Produces 50 watts WF,. 25 watts per channel into 8 ohms
with amazing fidelity. Two ICs and 2 ceramic filters in the
IF offer greater than 60 dB selectivity, while phase lock
multiplex demodulator gives 40 dB typical channel separation at less than 0.5% distortion. Preassembled FM tuner
boasts 2 uV sensitivity and 2 dB capture ratio. Other features are phono preamp level controls. flywheel tuning.
stereo" indicator light, headphone, jack, and complete tape
monitor facilities. And the cabinet is Included in this low
price. Mailing weight, 18 lbs.
:AN

taw

Dept. 1399
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

HEATH COMPANY,

-

HEATNKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS
ARIZ.: Phoenix;
CALIF,: Anaheim, El Cerrita, Los Angeles, Pomona,
Redwood City, San Diego (La Mesa). Woodland Hills;
COLO.,' Denver; CONN.: Hartford (Avon); FLA.: Miami
(Hialeah); GA.: Atlanta; ILL.: Chicago, Downers Grove;
IND.: Indianapolis; KANSAS: Kansas City (Mission):
MD.- Baltimore, Rockville; MASS,: Boston (Wellesley);
MICH.: Detroit; MINN.: Minneapolis (Hopkins); MO.:
St Louis; N.J.: Fair Lawn; N.Y.: Buffalo (Amherst), New
York City, Jericho; L.I.: Rochester; OHIO: Cincinnati
(WOOdlawn), Cleveland; PA. Philadelphia, Pittsburgh;
R.I.: Providence (Warwick); TEXAS: Dallas, Houston;
WASH.: Seattle: WIS.: Milwaukee.

Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.
Enclosed is 9

SEND FOR YOUR

FREE
HEATHKIT

1974

CATALOG
- it describes
more than 350

Name
Address

City

Heathkit projects

Circle No.
SEPTEMBER -OCTOBER,

plus shipping

Please send model(s)

1

State

zip

*Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory

CL-474e

On Reader Service Card

197;3
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HEY, LOOK ME OVER
Ham Line
complete new line of American -made 2meter FM transceivers for the Amateur has
been introduced by General Aviation Electronics, Inc. (GENAVE). The very fine offering of radios includes the GTX -10, the GTX 200, and the GTX -2. The GTX -10 is a full
A

Includes
20"x 30"
Wall Chart

eludes

flEE

Genave GTX-200

ms

alculator
Geneve GTX-10

2 pages

products,
ojects, tips,
'rmulas,
les, etc.
Om

Genave GTX-2

your

cal

LECTRO
lectronics
r!

GC ELECTRONICS

INC.0

IKISIQN.QE YDROMETALS,
r IS 61101 U.S.A.

Circle No. 4 On Reader Service Card
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10-channel, 10 watt output unit and retails
for $199.95. The GTX -200 features independent selection of 10 transmit and 10 receive
frequencies, offers 30 watts nominal output
power and retails for $259.95. The GTX -2
provides 10 push- button channels with backlighting for night operation, 30 watts nominal output power and retails for $249.95.
Internally, all radios are equipped with netting trimmers for each transmit crystal. High
selectivity 8 -pole second IF filters are incorporated in the design of all three units, and
RF output stages are VSWR protected. Don't
wait -get all the facts today by circling No.

36 on Reader Service page.

MINI-

Even if you

BEAM
Model GA-5D

9.5db Gain

....

500Watt Power Rating

The secret of success in this five -element miniature beam is in its coils. Ten High "Q" coils
molded on each element- extension limit the
'mechanical size of the GA-5D without limiting

its electrical capability.
built to take a powerful beating---- in fact, the same coils are used in the

These coils are

construction of 10-meter amateur antennas.
The GA -5D is lightweight. Erect on TV antenna
mount. and turn with an inexpensive TV rotor.
Get allthe facts: see your Dealer or write fac-

Fix CB
don't know anything about

electronics, you can learn how to repair CB
radios if you study this course and can master the use of hand tools. Lessons, which
can be learned in two hours or less, are
mailed to you weekly. And, they're easy to
study because they employ the step -by-step
programmed -instruction technique! Before
you start learning about CB radio circuits,
you learn about the fundamentals of electronics as explained in simple easy -tounderstand language-without pain and
without having to know math except simple
arithmetic and the most basic algebra. For
more information from CB Radio Repair
Course, Inc., circle No. 41 on Reader Service
page.
The Beginner's Kit

tory direct, Dept. 211 -RTV

A kit -form portable solid -state AM radio, de-

vsky ?Art/L

signed for easy assembly by the novice, has
been introduced by Heath Company. The
GR -1008 is an inexpensive receiver with all
solid -state circuitry, 31/2 -in. speaker and high -

4610 N. LINOBERvM 8:.
-

.

D.,

..44

?NUGETON

MO. 63044

Circle No. 6 On Reader Service Card
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UNUSYMG
3'

Vag

BARGAINS

NEW MATERIALS

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW METHODS

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE
f

AI

\'erns.

power.

plant.

New

t

tr.

,'.o tphaRO

Improved. aluminized and

gled
diameter
mt,
ventilated
ell.
mount with locks

,

Equatorial

both
axes.
eyepiece and e,
Equipped with
d
Harlow lens. 35
telescope.
.pod. Included FREE: "STAR
CHART". "HOW TO LSF YOUR THY:

SCOPE" hook.
Stock No. 85.050E0
S34.95 Ppd.
Stock No 80.16280 562.50 Ppd.
TELESCOPE
DELUXE 3" REFLECTOR
85.105E0
4t a" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE (055 to 270x) Stock No.5110.00
FOB
4t..q" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE w clock drive Stock No.585.107EK

....

6" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE Stock No 85.187E0 .. .$215.00 FOB
6" REFLECTOR W (ELECTRIC) CLOCK DRIVE No. 85,086EK
FOB

5249.50

3.0

-120X-

-$8.951
-MICROSCOPE
-rerritle value! sharp clear picture. Micrometer focusing. virtually indestructlble. Use as micro projector-lust pop
out mirror. Insert mask. Great for field
trips. Have one for every student. Features sturdy hase, unbreakable mirror
41,
specimen

impact plastic case. Features include an RF
amplifier stage for reception of distant or
weak stations and an AGC circuit for uniform volume. The kit can be put together in
one evening with a soldering iron and common household tools. All components except the speaker mount on a single printed
circuit board, and the use of fixed ceramic
filters in the IF section makes alignment
amazingly simple. The step -by -step instructions leave nothing to chance and, should
the builder want to learn more about what
he is doing, the assembly manual contains
sections explaining the GR -1008 circuitry and
basic radio theory. The unit is powered by
one 9 -volt battery, not supplied. The Heath kit GR -1008 is priced at $14.95, mail order.
For more information, circle No. 1 on Reader

fixed eyepiece
high goai.noobjective.
addtl. zoom compounding lens. 'Elora
available light. Includes 24 -pg. instr

activity guide
... 58.95 Ppd.
No. 41.983E0
P41,983EK (10 or more) ea. $7.50 Ppd.
WEATHER STATION
Meteorology kit ran give you the know &

Stock

BUILD A

"PRO"

how to check your predictions against
official forecasts! Has remote reading
anemometer w windvane. Indoor indicator hoard flashes neon, shown wind
'peed, direction. Safety power cord
holds current to leas than I ma. Also:

sensitive air tank barometer w 2-ft.
indicator column: sling psychrometer
to measure rel. humidity: rain gauge
res to 1/100th inch: 100 ft.
that
lead -ir e wire: cloud chart: forecasting
manual.
Stock No. 71.022E0

SIS.95 Pod.

BIG. BRIGHT 18" BLACKLIGHTI

Mirror- finished chrome reflector makes
this instant starting 15W high intensity bulb brightest one weve seen. UP
to .5,000 hours of safe. long wave
13660A1 R -L. Handsome fire -red baked
enamel finish. Pushbutton on /off switch
really turns on display, nuoreSeent
paintings. R -L rooms. theatrical shows.
asily mounted vent. or hoe. Only 21/2
lb. 11:, v AC. UI. aperov.
Stock No. 71.829E0 ....$17.95 Ppd.
No. 71,83SEK
ECONOMY MODEL
$9.95 Pod.

....

3-

CHANNEL COLOR ORGAN KIT
Easy to

Service page.

'

technical

'

3 -in. Scope
High sensitivity and stability coupled with
a wide range of applications are among the

build low -cost kit needs no
knowledge. Completed unit

hands or audio frequencies to
modulate 3 independent strings of colored lamps (i.e. -lows " -reds. 'mid dles "greens. highs " -blues. Just connect hi n. radio, power lamp, etc.
channel
plug ea. lamp string Into o
max. 300w r
1<11
features :3 neon
has 3

.

Indicators. color intensity controls, controlled Individ SCR circuits: isolation
transformer: custom plastic housing;

n st r.
Stock No.

1.831EK ...515.75

Ppd.

MAIL COUPON FOR
GIANT FREE CATALOG!
MORE THAN
148 PAGES
4.500 UNUSUAL BARGAINS
COMPLETELY NEW 1974

¡

I

CATALOG!
new edition. Dozens of electrical a nd electromagnetic -I
(f'umpletelyparts, accessories. Enormous selection of astroInamical Telescopes, Microscopes, Binoculars, Magnifiers.'
(Magnets, Lasers, Lenses. Prisms, ecological 011d unique'
lighting items. Many war surplus items for hobbyists,
lesperimenters workshop, factory.
I

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. Barrington, N.J. 08007
PLEASE SEND FREE CATALOG "EK"

NAME
I

ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

EDMUND
SCIENTIFIC CO.
OM.

a1

Slots SWAM

FIMO

ZIP

300 EDSCORP BLDG.

SABRINGTOM. NEW JERSEY 08007
,Rica oa YOM(. osai. YOMO.ra Yuas,..

Circle No. 7 On Reader Service Card
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HEY, LOOK ME OVER
features of the new Model LBO -310, 3 -in.
solid state, oscilliscope made by Leader Instruments. The compact, lightweight package also features a large, easy -to -read display area based on 8x10 divisions. It is said
to have a number of applications for checking color TV, B &W and audio circuitry on
both the service technician's and the hobbyist's bench. The LBO -310 measures 6 -in. H X
4 -in. W X 131/4 -in. D and weighs approximately 10 lbs. It has a 115/230V; 50 /60HZ;
12VA power supply and sells for $199.95. For
all the facts, circle No. 38 on Reader Service
page.

Sound Kit
Hobbyists and do- it- yourselfers can now assemble their own high -fidelity speaker systems with the Archerkit 10 -in. Speaker System kit from Radio Shack. The new kit is easily assembled using a screwdriver, pliers and
soldering iron. The three -way system has a
bass -reflex type enclosure constructed of 3/4in. hardwood with a 10 -in. woofer, cone -type
6 -in. midrange, 3- 1/4 -in. tweeter, and electrical crossover. Impedance is 8 ohms. Response is 40- 18,000 Hz; power capacity, 40
watts peak. Size, 14x22x9 -in. Kit includes
walnut finishing oil. The kit with step -by -step

assembly instructions sells for $49.95. For
further information, circle No. 45 on Reader
Service page.

watWs

Astroplane
gives CBers Performance to brag about.
short out, and with direct

The unique construction features are exceptional.
4.46 db gain over isotropic
is, and provides, a stronger
transmit and a stronger re-

ceive.
To make use of the better
signal, the Astroplane radiates
the signal from higher up than
other CB antennas and at a
better angle. According to Dr.
Alva Todd of the Midwest College of Engineering, "it possesses an unusually low angle
of maximum radiation." This
low angle of radiation means
that your power is radiated at
the horizon and not up into
the clouds.
You'll also get long lasting,
trouble -free performance because it is compact in design
-without long drooping radials, without coils to burn or

ground construction for positive lightning protection and
static dissipation.
$29.95 Sugg. Retail
Cain 4.46 over isotropic
Power Capacity 2KW
Lightning protection D.C.
Ground
V.S.W.R.

1.2:1

12 Ft.
Length
Diameter 30 In.

Free 16 page color catalog
Write: Avanti R & D, Inc.
35 W. Fullerton
Addison, Illinois 60101

i1V1nt\

RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT,

creators of the
famous MOONRAKE

INC.

Circle No. 12 On Reader Service Card
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Temp Sensor
What's the temperature outside? In the garage? In the freezer? It's easy to find out by
pressing one of three buttons. Olsen's deluxe Multi -Probe Electronic Thermometer
F -201 is useful for other purposes, for exam-

exactlY what
±TÌ You need
LARGEST SELECTION
ANYWHERE

"":-:

Xcelite, first with color-coded
nutdrivers, offers you a size
and type to drive any hex head
screw or nut. Yes, metrics, too.

i

hex sizes from 33z" to

and

.....

%"

3mmto17mm

3V2" Midgets to 21"
"Super Longs"
nickel chrome plated or
plastic -dip -insulated
shanks
with clearance hole or
full hollow shafts
tough, cold drawn,
accurately formed sockets,
regular or magnetic
fixed -handle or
interchangeable shanks
straight and tee handles
regular or ratcheting
types
available individually
or in handy kits and sets

darkroom, aquarium, hot -house, scientific use and many others. Three sensor
probes on 15 -foot cords offer accuracies of
1/4- degree. Distances can be extended up to
1000 feet with ordinary lamp extension cord.
And the price is right-$49.95. For further
information and the Olsen catalog, circle No.
pre:

29 on Reader Service page.

Tune in FM and TV Audio
The new "Eavesdropper" radio from Midland
International receives standard VI-IF televi-

-

Made in U.S.A. to highest

standards.
REQUEST FREE
TOOL CATALOG 171

nationwide
availability through
local distributors

professional nutdrivers
XCELITE, INC.

80 BANK ST., ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. 14127

Send complete tool catalog,

which includes information on

all Xcelite nutdrivers.

sion audio as well as FM broadcasts. Batterypowered, the compact radio permits the listener to enjoy the audio portion of TV shows.
Radio is equipped with jack for earphone or
pillow speaker-can be used with television
(Continued on page 98)

name
address

state & zip

city

In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.

Circle No. 17 On Reader Service Card
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Hank Scott, our Workshop Editor, wants to
share his project tips with you. Got a question
or a problem with a project you're building
ask Hank! Please remember that Hank's column is limited to answering specific electronic project questions that you send to him.
Sorry, he isn't offering a circuit design service.
Write to:

-

Hank Scott, Workshop Editor
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS
229 Park Avenue South
New York NY 10003

Needs a Schematic
a copy

I'd like to get

of the Panasonic CT95

TV chassis schematic diagram.

-L.T., Akron OH
Write to Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit PA
17214 and ask them to send you a copy of TV

Schematic/ Service Manual, Japanese Vol. 2
which covers the set you have. In fact, everyone,
write to Tab and ask for their catalog. On the
back page they list all the manuals they sell
and the TV sets they cover.
Simple Problem
How can I electrify a guitar?

-R.T., San Diego

that. Actually, it's quite easy. Many audio
stores sell guitar mikes that attach to the guitar
at the bridge or near the resonant cavity opening. They are usually hi- impedance devices
that can plug into your hi-fi or public address
system. That's your best bet. Electric guitars
have steel strings and special magnetic heads
that sense the travels of the string. The resonant cavity has no effect on the sound picked
up. In fact, you can mount the neck of an old
guitar to a plywood board, insert a bridge,
strings and magnetic head, and you'll have an
electric guitar. It may sound as good as an
expensive rig.

CA

I once saw a nut with a night lamp attached
to his guitar so he could see the frets while

playing. I'm sure you want to do better than

What Next?

I replaced the high voltage transformer, high
(Continued on page 22)

THE

ACTION;
4411

rH AN()

fiNDER
New Midland Dual -Band Scanner -8 Channels,
AC /DC- Choose Hi /Lo -VHF or Hi- VHF /UHF
Operated mobile or at home, Midland's sleek compact finds the
action! Rangematic circuit handles any combination of hi /loVHF or hi- VHF /UHF channels (depending on model). You get
automatic electronic tuning, micro -integrated circuitry. Adjustable scan rate, 8 -24 channels /second -or manual. Push-

buttons to lock out any channel. Variable squelch. Telescopic
antenna, mobile bracket. Ask for models 13 -930 and 13 -934.
Write for free
Scanner Brochure:
P.O. Box 19302
Kansas City, Mo. 64141

I

D LAN co

ELECTRONICS COMPANY
Circle No. 25 On Reader Service Card
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Get ON THE AIR with e
Science Fair P -BOX"
AM WIRELESS MIKE KIT
Broadcast to any AM radio up
to 20 feet away! No connecting
it's a real AM
,
wires .

transmitter!
Transmit to any number
of radios in several
rooms at the same time
... have your own
"radio network"!
Battery powered -use it anywhere, indoors or out, to make
broadcasts on unused dial spot
of any AM radio: auto, portable,
table model. Safe -wire it without (or with) soldering. Like each
P -BOX, it includes instructions
that let you learn as you build,
unique Perfboard chassis, and all
parts except batteries.

22 more
P-BOX Kits

695

495 each

each

2- Transistor FM Radio
Voice -Controlled Relay

One -Tube AM Radio
Solar- Powered AM Radio

895 each

Telephone Amplifier
Power Supply & Charger

"OTL" Audio Amplifier
Light -Operated Alarm

Indoor /Outdoor
Electronic Thermometer

595

Heads & Tails
each

Metal Locator
3- Transistor
Shortwave Radio

'

229
'74 CATALOG! MAIL IN THIS COUPON
180 pages! Audio, CB, Ham, Kits, Radios, More!
Please print. Mail to address at right.
FREE

Apt

Name

each

Transistor AM Radio
3 -Way Code Oscillator
Electronic Metronome
Photoelectric Night Light

Science Fair

#-

nadieYlhaek
and ALLIED RADIO STORES
cOAPOFATIoN compANv

Y A TANDY

Street
C1ty

395

Light Transmitter /Receiver
Integrated Circuit AM Radio
WWV Tuner /Converter
Electronic Siren
Goofy -Lite Flasher

795 each

Slat?

_ -apl

i

I

I

I

I

P.O. Box 1052, Fort Worth, Texas 76107

Circle No. 32 On Reader Service Card
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NOW you can train at home building
a NEW 25DAGONAL Solid State Color TV

engineered by NRI for learning and
much better for learning
trouble -shooting servicing
than any hobby kit,
TV

So

because NRI designed and
created it as an educational tool.
Unlike hobby kits which are designed for creating
a TV set as the end product, NRI built its exclusive
25" Diagonal Solid State Color TV kit as a real training
for
kit. You can introduce and correct defects
trouble -shooting and hands -on experience in
circuitry and servicing. The kits include a wide band oscilloscope, color bar crosshatch generator,

...

Handsome woodgrain cabinet,
at no extra cost.
(Offered only by NRI)

transistorized volt- ohmmeter and other valuable
equipment that can soon have you earning $5 to $7
an hour servicing color sets in your spare time.

New square -cornered

Sylvania picture tube

100% solid

state chassis

6- position

detented UHF channel selector

Modular
construction
with plug -in
circuit boards

Automatic
degaussing

Automatic fine tuning

Automatic
tint control

Automatic
color control
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS
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NRI FIRSTS make learning Electronics fast and

fascinating-to give you priceless confidence

FIRSTto give you a complete programmable digital computer,
with memory, you build yourself ... to learn organization, opera tion. trouble- shooting and programming. This remarkable computer is one of *en training kits you receive with the new NRI
Complete Computer Electronics Course.

The NRI color TV and digital computer kits are the
latest in a long line of "firsts" for NRI. For more
than fifty years, NRI has been providing unique 3dimensional home -study training that has helped
hundreds of thousands of students reach their goals
quickly and easily.
What NRI provides is a combination of kits and
bite -size texts that give you hands -on experience
while you are learning. The texts average only 40
pages each, and they are fully illustrated. You are
taken step-by -step from the first stages into the more
advanced theory and techniques ... with an expert
instructor ready at all times to provide valuable
guidance and personal attention. (The level of personal attention provided is more than you would
receive in many classrooms.) Once you've grasped
the fundamentals, you move with confidence and
enthusiasm into new discoveries in the fascinating
world of electronics.
You start out with NRI's exclusive Achievement
Kit, containing everything you need to get moving
fast. Lessons have been specifically written so that
experiments build upon one another like stepping
stones. You can perform a hundred experiments,
build hundreds of circuits ... as you learn to use the
professional test equipment provided, building radios and TV sets, transmitter or computer circuits.
It's the priceless "third dimension" in NRI training
... practical experience.

Train with the leader -NRI
give you true -to -life experiences as a Communications Technician Every fascinating step you take in NRI Communications training, including circuit analysis of your own 15-watt,
phone/cis transmitter, is engineered to help you prove theory and
later apply it on the job. Studio equipment operation and trouble
ooting becoma a matter of easily remembered logic.
rIRSTto

Compare training kits, texts, techniques and overall
training ... and you'll find that you get more for
your money from NRI. Whatever your reason for
wanting more knowledge of Electronics, NRI has an
instruction plan that will meet your needs. Choose
from major programs in Advanced Color TV Servic-

ing, Complete Computer Electronics, Industrial
Electronics and the other special courses designed
to meet specific needs. With NRI home training, you
can learn new skills while you're still working at
your present job ... and turn yourself into the man
in demand.
GET FACTS ABOUT GI BILL
If you have served since January 31, 1955, or are in service
now, check GI line on postage -free card.

Send for free NRI catalog

FIRST to

give you completely specialized training kits engineered for business, industrial and military Electronics Technology. Shown is your own training center in solid -state motor control
and analog computer servo-mechanisms. Telemetering circuits.
Isolid -state multiivibrators and the latest types of integrated circuits
ere included inyour course.

MAIL THE POSTAGE -FREE CARD FOR THE
FREE NRI CATALOG IN THE FIELD OF YOUR
CHOICE. YOU WILL BE UNDER NO OBLIGATION. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.
If the card has been used, write direct to:
NRI TRAINING
3939 Wisconsin Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20016
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ASK HANK, HE KNOWS
(Continued from page 16)

voltage rectifier and horizontal drive tube in
my black & white television set. Nothing works.
It makes a lot of ozone and stinks like something burning. What do I do? I made exact
replacements very carefully.
-B.P., Denver CO
First, never get into a repair job beyond
your understanding. I replace tubes in my TV
set, even parts like electrolytic capacitors,
resistors, even a tuner. But the parts in the
high -voltage cage never seem to work right for
me, even if I only blow the dust off. Yep, your
pal, Hank, calls the TV repair man when the
high voltage goes and it's not the tubes. They
got to make a buck, and, in the long run, it is
the cheaper way out.
It Was a Bargain
I bought a second

Circle No. 24 On Reader Service Page

Powerful electronic detector finds buried
gold, silver coins, etc. Write or call for
free catalog. Dealer inquiries

invited.
Phone day-

An Expensive Fuse

Financing Available

night (713)682 -2728

RELCO, Dept.o -58
BOX 10839, HOUSTON, TEX. 77018

Circle No. 14 On Reader Service Card

TUBES!

PARTS!
F'94
O.,
CORNELL'S
New Color

2

Send For

Catalog
48 Pgs. New Items

4219

E

33ç

tper
ube

IN

LOTS OF 100

per
tube

ORDER FREE
IF NOT SHIPPED
IN 24 HOURS!

UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92105

Circle No. 5 On Reader Service Card

"LISTEN IN" TO POLICE -FIRE RADIO CALLS IN YOUR CAR!
WORKS o',tll ANY CAR- Portable or NOME
RADIO! Just PLUGS in -No wiring-3
to hookup! Switch instantly from
'io
egator to ALL POLICE-FIRE- EMERGEN
C Y- COM M E RC I A L- TAX I CA B- STATE -CITY
GOV'T 2 ay Radio calls In YOUR AREA.
DUAL -HI -LOW
BANDS- 36 /5O- I5O /17:
MHX. OVER a MILLION Radio Cara /stations,
USE
Everywhere -Anytime-always works!

1d

and pay
SEND ONLY
$2.00hCgMO.
ó° sn
fo pp Del
Instructions'
service Warranty
DAY MONEY i ACH
TRIAL (if retnd) AMAZING OFFER good only
by mail

iSg

WESTERN

RADIO

Dept.

BE -9,

-O

KEARNEY,

hand Quadrasizer. The
price was right. Now my problem, what is it?
-N.K., Austin TX
Your letter described a four -channel matrix
device. The trouble with too many products of
this kind is that trademark names are used. But
lately the 4-channel mess is becoming crystal
clear. This fall will see the biggest audio explosion ever heard. Manufacturers will dump
their stereo product lines in favor of 4- channel.
Many of the audio magazines, who are very
reluctant to cover 4- channel in depth, will
suddenly discover this new audio medium. SQ
will be SQ. CD -4 will be CD -4 and that's all
you'll need to know. About time!

- 68847

NEBR.

Circle No. 2 On Reader Service Card

My receiver blows out tweeter windings faster
than most sets pop fuses. I've checked the
amplifier and nothing is wrong. The woofer and
mid-range speakers work fine. I replaced the
crossover circuit and still the tweeter goes.
This happens in both the left and right channels.
What is wrong?
New York NY
Sounds like your receiver is passing the 19
kHz stereo pilot into the output stage. You
have an old receiver that may be fritzed up.
Check it out.
An Added Cost

I installed a low-pass filter on my CB set to
kill the harmonics. Why didn't the manufacturer
do this and save me money?
-P.M., St. Paul MN

It costs money and not everyone needs it.
Your set, in the middle of Texas, may not
interfere with your neighbor's TV, if he had a
TV. Whereas, in your hometown, the house
next door may be jammed by the TVI your
rig puts out. If you need a low -pass filter, put
one on, and they are not that expensive. By
the way, did you fool with the final RF amp?
(Continued on page 94)
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The great new

newscan

It scans 360° in
milliseconds with
535 dB gain. Or beams

Electronics in the News!

an 8.75 dB gain signal
where and when you
want it- instantaneously.

Law West of the Pecos
For the New Mexico State Police, getting an
answer to a teletypewriter message used to be a
laborious process, with time-consuming delays
built into an overworked and outmoded system. Now, using a new system developed by

Teletype Corporation, a subsidiary of Western
Electric, messages hum across the network almost instantly, with a monthly volume almost
triple that of the old system.
The new, computer- directed network provides fast, efficient telecommunications over the
varied terrain of America's sixth largest state.
From the mountains of Taos to the desert of
White Sands, the system can, in minutes, put a
cruising patrol car in contact with FBI head-

(Otherwise, itb just

another beautiful
base antenna.)

Mí-119 Super Scanner electronic beam,
incl. con4ol console sugg. price, 1995
MODEL

-

nna Specialists co.
Division of ORION INDUSTRIES, INC.
12435 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44106

Export: 2200 Shames Dr.,
Westbury, L.I., New York 11590
Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons, Ltd.

Circle No. 16 On Reader Service Card

trooper radios the license plate number of an
abandoned car to his local headquarters; from there
a teletype query goes out to all relevant stations
A

on the

New Mexico State Police network. With the
Teletype Corporation's new data terminal
the trooper on the road gets the answer to
his question, usually within minutes.

quarters in Washington, or the National Law
Enforcement Teletype Service in Phoenix. The
150- word -a- minute teletypewriters that form
the heart of the system have been specifically
designed by Teletype Corporation to be adaptable to the diverse needs of police work; they
are compatible with all other relevant networks, so messages need not be translated from
one computer language to another, and each
station can, in effect, act as its own "headquarters." A station in Carlsbad, for example,

Ideal for servicing TV, Electronics
and other communication equipment.
This handy torch is completely self- contained. Easy to
use. Produces a 5000 °F. pin point flame. Size and heat
of flame is adjustable. Perfect for all types of electronic
work. Will let you weld, solder or braze all types of
metals. Get your miniature Microflame torch today at
leading electronic shops everywhere. Microflame, Inc.,
3724 Oregon Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55426.

Circle No. 11 On Reader Service Card

DESIGN

..

BUILD

MULTIPURPOSE

..

KIT

TEST
WITH

..

YOUR OWN OP -AMP CIRCUITS

IC'S,

SEMICONDUCTORS, ETCHED

BREADBOARDS, OTHER PARTS. BOOKLET OF TYPICAL
SCHEMATICS AND CIRCUITS INCLUDED. $10.00 PREPAID
REUSABLE

PHOTOLUME CORP.
118 EAST 28th STREET

NEW YORK,

N.Y. 10016

Circle No. 26 On Reader Service Card
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NEWSCAN
can query the FBI directly, without tying up
the main state police station at Sante Fe.
The new system has drawn the interest of
other police departments throughout the country. Some have even requested to see the New
Mexico operation first hand. "They're always
amazed," says Communications Captain Richard deBaca, "at how calm everything is in our
communications department. One man even
suggested that he had come at a bad time, when
traffic was slow. When I showed him the volume of traffic that our units were handling, he
was impressed."
The Captain expects the call volume on the
network to exceed 100,000 calls per month
sometime in 1973. "As our troopers in the field
become accustomed to efficient service, they are
more likely to use the system," he says. "And
even with that many calls, this system isn't

breathing hard."
For Better Teacher -Student

Communications
An $80,000 electronic student response system, designed to increase the efficiency of

.

SEW EST

...,

SP

°I1 'thi" ft
ßE51

sae
ni Produc

"Iles

student-teacher communication, is now in operation at the University of Southern California,
School of Medicines. The system allows individual student participation and response which
would otherwise be impossible in the large
classroom environment of the 500 -seat auditorium.
(Continued on page 97)

superstore of electronics at your fingertips
Stereo /4- Channel Sound SystemsTape Recorders and Accessories
Radios
Phonos Kits
Amateur and Shortwave Gear
Citizens Band
Antennas Police/Fire VHF -UHF Radios Electronic
Calculators and Timepieces
Security
Test
Equipment
1000's of Parts, Tubes, Batteries,
Wire, Hardware
Exclusive TELEDYNE and OLSON Audio Products
A

mail this coupon today
Electronics

Dept. TM

260 S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio 44327

Send me my FREE 1974 Olson Catalog
Apt

Name

Street
City

lip

State

Push -button panel at each seat in new elec-

Send a Catalog to my friend
Name

Apt

Street
City

State

Zip

tronic classroom allows students to select
right answer to questions. Flashing light
on student's answer panel tells him if he's
right. System feeds all student answers into
analyzer for instant report to instructor on

Circle No. 28 On Reader Service Card
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Walkin'
But Not Talkin'?
Better Get
REALISTIC®

These Realistic Walkie- Talkies put you in touch
and keep you in touch, whether you're hunting,
hiking, working, you name it! They're built to take
it with really rugged cases, telescoping antennas
that don't snap off at a touch, knobs and switches
that have a really "professional" feel! All are solid state, and all are solidly built, so you can walk and
talk with confidence, no matter where you are!
TRC -25A Our best no- license model. 100 mW, 2channels, "Beep" tone, Channel -11 crystals, battery,
carry strap.
TRC -35C 3 channels, 1.5 watts. RF and IF stages,
noise limiter, superhet circuit. With Channel 11
crystals, 8 "AA" cells carry strap.
TRC -99C 3 channels, 3 watts. Extra -power for long range!
Negative ground chassis, automatic gain control, more!
With channel -11 crystals, 10 "AA" cells.

TRC -100B 6 channels, 5 watts. Full power for professional use! FET front end, separate speaker and mike,
integrated circuit IF, more! With channel -11 crystals,
10 "AA" cells.
TRC -101 Our best! 23 channels, 5 watts. Fine tune control, dual- conversion receiver, separate speaker and mike.
With all crystals, 10 "AA" cells.
Rush me
Realistic® Walkie- Talkies at S
each (plus applicable sales tax).
Check or money order for S
is enclosed.
Please PRINT CLEARLY:

232
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Send FREE Catalog

Name

by

Apt. No

Radie Idhaek
and ALLIED RADIO STORES

Street

M A

State

Zip

1111

P.

TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY

0. Box 1052, Fort Worth, Texas 76107
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1

DX central

t1-1:1,--;

THE SHOPPING CENTER FOR ELECTRONICS

(our catalog index of Mfrs extends from ADC to XCELITE)

...

HOBBYISTS
EXPERIMENTERS
TECHNICIANS
ENGINEERS

...

.

.

reporting

SERVICE

A

world of SWL info!

Your Satisfaction is Our Target

...

Top Name Brands
Low Prices

.uQQQ fa"
.

r`

:ere

AMPLE STOCKS -including

O

those hard -to -find Parts
whether you want a 15C capacitor,
a $50 FET -VOM, or a $450 stereo
system-you can get it at EDI!
Send

for your

FREE

catalog Today.

RUSH FREE CATALOG

Name
Address
City

State

Zip Code

ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS INC.
Dept. TA-2, 4900 Elston

Chicago, III. 60630
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1

BURGLAR ALARM PROJECT KIT

BUILD 24 DIFFERENT SOLID -STATE ALARM CIRCUITS.

UNIQUE PLUGIN COMPONENT STRIPS, ETCHED CIRCUIT BOARDS, SEMICONDUCTORS, INSTRUCTIONS AND
SCHEMATICS INCLUDED. $10.50 POST PAID

PHOTOLUME CORPORATION
118 EAST 28TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016
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SEMICONDUCTOR SUPERMART
FREE CATALOG

-

MOTOROLA

FAIRCHILD

NATIONAL

NAME BRAND
PRIME QUALITY
SEMICONDUCTORS
RCA
HEP

SIGN ICS

Other Parts For Elementary Electronics Projects

CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS CO.
Box 3047
-tlale
5coft

AZ

85257

Circle No. 10 On Reader Service Card

Fight Cancer
with a checkup
and a Check

AMERICAN
,,CANCER
SOCIETY

BY DON JENSEN

Your tape recorder can be a valuable piece
of DXing equipment! Yet many SWL's apparently are still thinking of their tape and
cassette recorders mainly in terms of music
playback. They're great for that, of course, but
if you haven't made your tape machine a full fledged partner with your shortwave receiver
in the DXing game, you're missing a real bet!
There are any number of ways that a recorder can help you with your listening hobby.
First, a tape recorder can be invaluable when
it comes to identifying a puzzling station you've
tuned. You know how easy it is to miss that
all important announcement when the interference (QRM) and atmospheric noise (QRN)
levels are high. When the station is broadcasting in an unfamiliar language, IDs are often
hard to catch.
It is a big help to record the announcements.
If you miss it the first time through, repeated
playing of the identification often will do the
trick.
A tape recording of each of your DX catches
also can serve as something of a recordkeeping
system. A few minutes of each station, including the identifying announcements, will give
you a better idea, months and years hence, of
how well the stations were received than any
log book jottings.
For some SWLs, the cost of collecting QSLs,
verifications of their receptions, is a bit steep.
After all, the postage to send reception reports
to foreign stations adds up fast. So they don't
try to get QSLs from all the stations they
hear. Instead they record the station identifications and use these tapes or cassettes as proof
that they received the various broadcasters. Any
number of stations can be recorded on a single
hour -long tape.
And, on the other hand, if the cost of writing
for QSLs from the stations isn't a major problem, some DXers send a short, usually three inch spool, tape to the station so that the engineers can get a firsthand idea of the exact reception conditions. Some stations en,-^this practice and occasionally
return the tape with local r(C
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THESE RADIO SHACK ARCHERKITS
ARE "SWELL" ON WHEELS!

Deluxe
Capacitive Discharge
Ignition System Kit

Portable Auto Analyzer Kit

3995

5495

Auto /Marine
Tachometer Kit

1995
Automatic
Windshield Wiper
Delay Control Kit

1295

SCR Electronic
Ignition System Kit

Driver Alert
Radar Sentry Kit

Capacitive discharge ignition system puts more power in your
car, cuts maintenance and boosts
gas mileage!

Auto analyzer measures rpm,
volts, amps, ohms, dwell angle,
plus spa -k output and leakage.

1295

2495

Tachometer is designed for all
12-volt systems, reads 0 -8000
rpm with ±2% accuracy. 240°
deflection angle.
Wiper delay control is an essential
aid for driving safety. Ends "dry
wiper" action in light rain or mist!

Driver alert sentry gives an audible
warning of radar within a 1/2-mile
range. Promotes safer driving.
Clips on visor.
SCR ignition system electronically
fires spark, extends dwell angle
for improved power.

230

'74 CATALOG! MAIL IN THIS COUPON
180 pages! Stereo Hi-Fi, CB, Ham, Kits, Radios,
Recorders, Tools, More!
FREE

and ALLIED RADIO STORES

Name

Street
City

ftaduo $haeK

Apt #
State

Zip

KNOWN

A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY

P.

0. Box 1052, Fort Worth, Texas 78107
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LITERATURE
LIBRARY

U.S. MAIL

101. Kit builder? Like weird products? EICO's 1973 catalog takes
care of both breeds of buyers at

prices you will like.

102. International Crystal has a free
catalog for experimenters (crystals,
PC boards, transistor RF mixers &
amps, and other comm. products).

103. See brochures on Regency's
1973 lineup of CB transceivers &
VHF /UHF receivers (public service/

business bands-police, fire, etc.)
104. A pamphlet from Electra details the 6 models of the Bearcat

Ill,

a

scanning monitor receiver.

105. Dynascan's new B &K catalog

features test equipment for industrial labs, schools, and TV servicing.
106. Before you build from scratch,
check the Fair Radio Sales latest
catalog for surplus gear.
107. Get Antenna Specialists' cat.
of latest CB and VHF /UHF innovations: base & mobile antennas, test
equipment (wattmeters, etc.), accessories.

108. Want a deluxe CB base station? Then get the specs on Tram's
super CB rigs.
109. You can get exactly what you

need in nutdrivers from Xcelite.
They have sizes and types for every
hex head screw or nut, including
metric sizes. Color -coded fixed handles or interchangeable shank sets
are midget or super long.
110. Bomar claims to have C/B
crystal for every transceiver
for
every channel. The catalog gives list
of crystal to set interchangeability.

...

111. A Turner amplified mike helps
get the most from a CB rig. This
free brochure describes line of
base & mobile station models.

112. Midland has recently published

122. For 1973's value -packed sale

brochure illustrating and catalog, featuring TV & radio tubes,
describing over 40 CB and scanner send for Cornell's. There is a special offer of 25¢ per tube on orders
products.
over $10.
113. EDI (Electronic Distributors)
has a catalog with an index of man- 123. Radio Shack's 1974 catalog for
ufacturers' items literally from A electronics enthusiasts has 180
to Z (ADC to Xcelite). Whether you pages,
colorfully illustrated
want to spend 29 cents for a pilot - complete range (kits & wired) of hilight socket or $699.95 for a stereo fi, CB, SWL equipment and parts.
AM /FM receiver, you'll find it here.
124. It's just off the press-Lafay114. Get all the facts on Progressive ette's all -new 1973 illustrated cataEdu -Kits Home Radio Course. Build log packed with CB, hi -fi com20 radios and electronic circuits; ponents, test equipment, tools, ham
parts, tools, and instructions in- rigs, and more.
cluded.
125. Mosley Electronics reports that
115. Olson Electronics' 244 -page by popular demand the Model A-311
fully-illustrated 1974 catalog car- 3- element CB beam antenna is beries leading national brand prod- ing reintroduced. Send for the broucts in all electronics categories.
chure.
116. Trigger Electronics has a com- 126. RCA Experimenter's Kits for
plete catalog of equipment for hobbyists, hams, technicians and
those in electronics. Included are students are the answer for suckits, parts, ham gear, CB, hi fi and cessful and enjoyable projects.
recording equipment.
breadboards ",
117. Get the HUSTLER brochure il- 127. For "dynamic
1 and 2; and for "basic breadlustrating their complete line of CB elite
3.
for El Instruboard,"
elite
send
and monitor radio antennas.
ments' literature. Included is a
Digital
Design
Line."
catalog,
"The
118. Teaberry's new 6 -page folder
presents their 6 models of CB transand
Avanti
antennas
(mobile
128.
ceivers (base and mobile): 1 transVHF /UHF) are
ceiver for marine -use, and 2 scan- base for CB and
in
and
illustrated
fully
described
ner models (the innovative "Crime
Fighter" receiver and a pocket-size new cataolg.
scanner).
129. A new free catalog is available
119. Burstein -Applebee's 1974 cata- from McGee Radio. It contains eleclog has 276 pages of radio /TV elec- tronic product bargains.
tronics bargains. Selling for $2, it is
130. Semiconductor Supermart is
offered free to our readers.
a new 1973 catalog listing project
120. For a colorful leaflet on the builders' parts, popular CB gear,
Golden Eagle Mark Ill SSB receiver and test equipment. It features
and the Mark Ill SSB transmitter, semiconductors. -all from Circuit
Specialists.
write to Browning Laboratories.
a 4 -color

-a

121. Edmund Scientific's new cataover 4000 products
that embrace many sciences and
fields.

log contains

-

131. Heath's new 1974 full -color
catalog is a shopper's dream
chockful of gadgets and goodies
everyone would want to own.
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DX CENTRAL REPORTING
Continued from page 26

gramming recorded. This, it must be noted, is
a rarity, however. Generally the tapes arg not
returned.
SWLs who tune the ham bands and utility,
non -broadcast stations sometimes have problems with the CW Morse code transmissions.
One trick for the fellow who isn't too proficient
at copying the code is to record the signal using
a two -speed machine's fast speed. Play it back
at the slower speed and it may be easier to
"copy,,
The recorder's microphone isn't the best way
to tape record signals from your receiver,
though many SWLs get satisfactory results this
way. But the mike, placed near the receiver's
speaker can also pick up extraneous, sounds in
the room, others talking, a squeaking chair, a
sneeze.
A patch cord, with suitable plugs, works better for direct recording from the receiver's headphone jack or speaker terminals to the tape
machine.
A final tape recorder use for the SWL is
tape- swapping or tape -sponding, sending talking
letters, short segments of your DXing sessions,
selections of favorite music and the like to
friends and fellow .SWLs around the country
and around the world.
Tip Topper. How can I hear Israel? That's
one of the more frequent questions' we get here
at DX Central. And, until fairly recently, there
wasn't an easy answer since little Israel, definitely an important power in its part of the world,
was rather a second -class citizen in the area of
shortwave broadcasting. While a number of
Mid -East Arab nations, and especially the United
Arab Republic's Radio Cairo, had booming,
high powered shortwave signals, Israel's broad-

casts weren't received nearly as well in North
America.
The state radio, the Israel Broadcasting Authority had its origins in two pre- independence
shortwave operations. One was the Voice of
Jerusalem, the official broadcasting station of
the British mandate government of what then
was called Palestine. The second root was the
Voice of the Haganah, the underground broadcasting station of the Jewish Independence Movement shortly after World War II. When Israel
achieved independence in 1948, these two stations were combined and went on the air as Kol
Israel, the Voice of Israel. Later, when TV came
to the country, both radio and television were
placed under the Israel Broadcasting Authority,
IBA.
IBA is headquartered in Jerusalem. The studios and most editorial offices, along with the
news bureau, are in a complex of buildings
originally built as a summer palace for an
Abbyssinian princess. Things just didn't work
out the way the princess planned, though, and
the palace became a girl's school. Later the
buildings were taken over by the British mandate government for use as the Holy Land's first
broadcasting station.
IBA broadcasts shortwave mostly to Europe
and Africa in a number of languages, including
Russian, French, Hebrew, Arabic and English.
But, compared to the powerful shortwave transmitters in the rest of that corner of the world,
IBA was woefully short on lungpower!
That problem has been rectified with the installation of 300 kilowatt shortwave transmitters. And, of special interest to Stateside and
Canadian DXers, just this year, and very belatedly, the IBA has begun to experiment with
shortwave programs beamed especially to North
America. Whether or not these transmissions
(Continued on page 96)

138. Leader's catalog features "Instruments to Believe In." They have
which
to
a complete line for industry, educafrom
has
10
Schools
tion and service, featuring oscillochoose. There is a plan for GIs.
scopes /vectorscopes, many gener134. Get the new free catalog from ators, accessories, etc.
Howard W. Sams. It describes 100's
of books for hobbyists and techni- 139. B &F Enterprises has an intercians -books on projects, basic esting catalog you'd enjoy scanelectronics and many related sub- ning. There are geiger counters,
logic cards, kits, lenses, etc.
jects.
133. If you want courses in assembling your own TV kits, National

LITERATURE
LIBRARY

has been

expanded
Use Coupon on Left:
132. E. F. Johnson's 1974 full line
of CB transceivers and accessories
equipment is featured in a new 16page brochure. A 4 -color folder on
monitor scanner line is also offered.

140. For a catalog on Pace Comreadouts for those who want to munications' CB transceivers, cirbuild electronic clocks. calculators, cle number 140.
etc. Parts lists and helpful schematics are included.
141. Pearce -Simpson is offering
135. Sprague Products has L.E.D.

1972-73 edition of Tab
Books' catalog has an extensive
listing of TV, radio and general
servicing manuals. Also listed are
books on audio and hi -fi, basic
technology, and test equipment.
136. The

new literature on their CB and SSB

transceivers.

142. For the latest information on
CB transceivers by Courier. send

for their literature.

143. Siltronix has literature on CB

137. The Drake Model SPR -4 Re- transceivers that you just shouldn't
ceiver is programmable to meet miss.
specific requirements: SWL, amateur, laboratory, broadcast, marine 144. Lee Electronics Labs has an
radio, etc. This leaflet gives com- inexpensive circuit analyzer, which
plete information.
is featured in this catalog.
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t(=JAJ
by Jack Schmidt

"No kidding.... I got the idea
one night in the stereo shop."

"Looks like you've got all four
channels coming through one speaker."

"This is the first game of the year
to be broadcast live in 4-channel ..."

+
+
+
-t

+
+

-+
"You enjoy your kind of Quad
and I'll enjoy mine!"

... and that one picks

up the sound

for the left -front speaker ... and
the back one gets it for the left -rear,
now these two pull in the...."
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Electronics

Building yesterdays radio with the excitement of today!
Back in the days when everyone who built electronic projects as
hobby used vacuum tube circuits, there was a project in the RCA
Receiving Tube Manual for a wide range, low distortion receiver for
the AM broadcast band that used what was called an "infinite impedance detector." This one -tube project gave hi -fi buffs a simple receiver that could detect the full response of local AM stations, some
of which did broadcast with frequency programming in spite of the
usually quoted 5 kHz audio cutoff of AM stations. But, plagued with
poor sensitivity and selectivity, it became more convenient to build
one of the $29.95 AM tuner kits of the day than to erect a 50 -foot
longwire antenna and deal with the bleedover of other local stations.
With this project e/e shows you how to overcome those old time
problems with an IC circuit that's simple, sensitive and selective.
a
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EARPHONE C3 ICI

C4

R3

C5

C2

JI

BI

WOTERRIFIC TRF

is the author's original
model, built on a small perf
board with a ferrite rod and
coil L1 salvaged from an old
transistor radio. You can do
that or use one of the units
suggested in the parts list.

This

R2

There is a way today for you to get a full
measure of low- distortion sound from your
local AM station, and at the same time gain
experience in building one of the oldest circuits around -the TRF (tuned radio frequency) radio. As a bonus, you work with
an integrated circuit, one of those amazing
supersmall bits of etched silicon that do
big jobs. Here the IC is a small three -lead
unit that looks like a transistor but actually
contains ten. Inside, an RF signal (the station you tune) is amplified and detected with
enough output to directly drive high -impedance headphones. There is even an automatic volume control built in, so you don't
have the problem of blasting and fading as
you tune signals of different strengths.
That brings up the other fascinating thing
about this receiver -its selectivity, or ability
to separate stations crowded along the dial.
With a high -Q ferrite antenna we could pick
up eight separate stations in downtown NYC
real feat for a TRF! A quick glance at
White's Radio Log shows no less than seven

-a

RI

LI

CI

FERRITE ROD

full-power 50,000 -watt AM stations listed
for New York City. An ordinary TRF circuit would be swamped by the high -power
locals, allowing only one or two stations to
be heard.
Actually, compared to an average superheterodyne -type pocket transistor radio, the
audio quality of our receiver is considerably
better, and its sensitivity and selectivity
closely approach the superhet. The radio
drives high-impedance earphones with sufficient volume for personal listening; with
additional amplification it can of course be
used to drive a loudspeaker.
The Circuit. The heart of this simple radio
is a newly- developed integrated circuit, the
ZN414, made and developed by Ferranti
Limited of Great Britain. It amplifies the RF
signal, demodulates it, and provides automatic gain control (AGC). Selectivity is
high -Q
the result of the input circuit
(200 or more) ferrite antenna and tuning
capacitor that work into the high input
impedance of the IC.

-a

Increasing the appearance of basic perfboard construction is simple with one of the good
looking cases available to hobbyists. A well stocked workshop (left) can make a neat job
easy as you attach the Miller coil holder. And dabs of adhesive hold perf -to- fiberboard.
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS
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Your three options for listening include
a one-transistor earphone amplifier. Use
it with less sensitive phones. Actually,
even 8-ohm hi-fi phones work at reduced
volume when connected directly to cap C5.
Connecting C5 and ground to the input of
your hi-fi, quad or stereo will give you +
well defined clean sound from BCB locals
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l,5 VDC

-

R3

47051

HI

-Z

EARPHONE
1.5 VDC

CI

I

OO K

PARTS LIST FOR THE TRF -IC
B1

-1 volt AA
1/2

sensitivity)

cell

BH1- Battery holder for single AA

cell (Radio

Shack 270 -1432 or equiv.)

CI -365 pF variable capacitor (Radio Shack
272 -1341 or equiv.)
C2 -0.01 uF (10,000 pF) disc capacitor, 12 VDC
or better (Radio Shack 272 -131 or equiv.)
C3 -24 to 27 pF disc capacitor, 12 VDC or better
C4 -0.22 to 0.25 uF capacitor, 12 VDC or
better (Radio Shack 272 -1058 or equiv.)
C5 -0.5 uF capacitor, 12 VDC or better (Radio
Shack 272 -1054 or equiv.)
EP1- 2000 -ohm impedance earphone (Radio
Shack 33 -180 or equiv.)
ICI- Integrated Circuit ZN414 (Available from
Circuit Specialists Co., P.O. Box 3047,
Scottsdale AZ 85257 for $4.95. Postage is

included.)
rod antenna coil for broadcast band,
J. W. Miller type 2001 (Radio Shack 270 -1430
ferrite antenna coil can be used with reduced
*Optional parts required ony if single -stage audio

L1- Ferrite

amp is to be constructed.

*-

Optional amp ifier and speaker
(Radio Shack 277.1008)
C/1"-Transistor, NPN, 2N2222 (Radio Shack
276 -2009 or equiv.)
RI- 100,000 -ohm, Y4 -watt resistor (Radio Shack
271 -1800 or equiv.)
R2- 39,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor (Radio Shack
271 -1800 or equiv.)
R3- 470 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor (Radio Shack
271 -1800 or equiv.)
R4* -100,000-ohm, 1/4-watt resistor (Radio Shack
271 -1800 or equiv.)
R5" -10,000-ohm, 3/4-watt resistor (Radio Shack
271 -1800 or equiv.)
R6
270 -ohm, 1/4-watt resistor (Radio Shack
271 -1800 or equiv.)
PA1 *

*-

Misc. -Battery

holder, hookup wire, solder,
epoxy glue, etc.
* *Optional amplifier /speaker unit required only if
earphones are not used.

nuuuu

Construction. Try to follow the parts layout as shown. Long connections may cause
feedback whistles and poor reception. Of special note, C4 must be soldered as close as
possible to the integrated circuit. Sensitivity
with the ferrite antenna should be sufficient
for most broadcast band stations. If you do
want to pull in the weak ones, attach a couple of feet of free -hanging wire to point A
shown on the schematic. The radio will operate with proper selection of a smaller tuning capacitor (C2) at frequencies between
approximately 200 kHz and 4 MHz! This

would include, in addition to the broadcast
band, the weather band, the marine band,
and the end of the 49 meter short -wave
band. I was able to receive, using just a
ferrite antenna, a German and a Canadian
station in the 49 meter band, and I could
hear the marine operator around 2.5 MHz.
The Editor's Modification. The original
circuit board for the super -transistor radio
was heywired on a perfboard with all connections made there. Phone jack, tuning capacitor, antenna coil -every part was
mounted on the board without regard for
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TERRIFIC TRF

appearance. However, there comes a time
when every project must be mounted in a
box so that it can be used and be durable.
The super -transistor radio board is suitable for mounting inside an aluminum case.
However, the antenna coil must be mounted
on the outside of the case. The phone jack
was mounted so that the phone plug could
be inserted without any problem. The tuning capacitor was also mounted on the
front panel for the purpose of having its
dial accessible for tuning. The antenna coil
(ferrite core) was mounted on the outside
of the box simply because the box itself
would shield the antenna from electromagnetic radiation. So, the easiest way for
me to proceed was just to remove these parts
from the perfboard and mount them on the
front and back panels as the photos indicate. Leads were then connected to the perfboard, and the perfboard in turn was cemented to the bottom of the box. Since the
bottom of the box is metallic, with metal
screws jutting up because of the rubber feet
mounting, a 1/4 -in. masonite board was cut
and inserted into the box so that the leads
on the bottom of the perfboard would not
touch the metal case.
There was one particularly important
mounting problem. The tuning capacitor is
isolated from ground as the schematic diagram indicates. However, the mounting shaft
of the tuning capacitor connects to one of

112 volt cell powers this set
for at least 90 days -even if you operate
for 24 hours a day! What would a D cell do?

Just a single

the plates of the capacitor. Therefore,
mounting this tuning capacitor directly to
the front panel would short out a part of the
circuit and make the receiver totally inoperative. To avert this problem, two washers
were cut from this magazine's cover. The
holes were punched out with a paper punch.
A piece of spaghetti tubing was cut about
146 -in. long to make a large "rubber band"
spacer that would fit over the shaft threads.
This insures that the side of the shaft and
the capacitor mounting threads would not
touch the hole in the box. The two washers
went on either side of the surface of the
box so that the capacitor nut and rear
mounting would not touch. Sound difficult?
It's not, because it only took about five minutes to do.

Hook Up a Krunchometer Today
Your oscilloscope sits unused on the test
bench during parties when it can provide yoeman service as a Krunchometer to entertain
your guests. Set-up is easy!
Set the vertical gain control of the oscilloscope for zero gain. Adjust the horizontal
sweep control to about 20 Hz. Set the intensity
and focus controls to give a nice clean, fairly
bright trace. Now stand back about 15 feet
from the face of the oscilloscope and crunch on
a raw carrot or spaghetti (yuck!) while watching the trace on the oscilloscope. No connections are needed between the oscilloscope and
the crunching observer. Note the wave that is
generated on the oscilloscope trace and you will
find the greater the crunch, the greater the
amplitude of the wave.

Don't expect to see the wave on the oscilloscope unless you are the one doing the crunching. This seemingly "magical" property of the
Krunchometer can be verified by everyone who
takes part in the crunching.
How does it work? While you are watching
the oscilloscope trace, your eyes see a flying
spot which makes the oscilloscope trace. You
do not see this trace as a flying spot, but as a
solid line because of the eye's image persistence
of 1/15th of a second or less. As you are
crunching the eyes are being bounced up and
down causing the flying spot to trace on the
retina of the eye a wiggly line. This wiggly line
you see is what I call a Krunchometer. The
Krunchometer works best when carrots are in
season.
--Glynn G. Gillette
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quick, easy method to determine
values to use when
you insert an additional transistor amplifier
stage in your equipment? The common emitter arrangement shown in the diagram can
be used with a reasonable amount of simplicity, stability, and dependability. It has
both voltage and current gain.
Get Started. It is simple to select the correct values for the components in this circuit. Suppose we have the common variety
of a silicon transistor with a beta of over
20 to be used as a small signal class A amplifier stage.
Under these conditions we want about
1 mA in the collector circuit. Let's use an
emitter voltage somewhere between 1/2 and
2 volts, say 1 volt. The emitter resistor Re
value will then be 1 volt/ 1 mA = 1000
ohms.
Since the base is automatically at 0.7 volt
for a silicon transistor-close to 0.3 volt for
germanium-the 1 volt emitter sets the base
at 1.7 volts.
The current in the divider network of R1
and R2 sholud be 1/z or more times as high
as the collector current, which was selected
at 1 mA. The divider current, then, is 0.5
mA. Use a 6 -volt collector supply, for example. To obtain the resistance values of
the divider network simply divide the 6 volt
collector supply by the divider current of
0.5 mA. The answer, 12,000 ohms, is the
total divider resistance value. Since R2 is at
Want a

W what component

VDC
(COLLECTOR
Rc VOLTAGE)

OUTPUT

INPUT
R2

a

IW

1.7 volts/ 0.5 mA = 3400 ohms, it follows
that Rl must be 12,000 minus 3400 or

8600 ohms.
This leaves only the collector resistor Rc
to find. Any resistance should be used that
gives the required collector voltage to drive
the next stage. The collector voltage should
be kept at least 1 volt over the emitter voltage; about 3 volts would be a logical output.
The value of resistor Rc can then be easily
3 volts / 1 mA = 3000
calculated by 6
ohms.
Lest You Forget. A few things worth remembering: A signal at the base affects the
collector current. A positive voltage for an
NPN transistor or a negative voltage for a
PNP applied to the base raises the collector
current. The common emitter configuration
inverts the input signal 180° at the transistor
output. The common emitter current gain,
beta, is usually given in the manufacturer's
data sheet but may quite easily be figured
by the equation:

-

Beta

alpha

=

one minus alpha

Thus, if alpha is given at 0.98, beta would
be:
Beta

=

-

1

-.98
.98

.02

=

.98

= -49

As a general rule alpha is approximately

between .9 and .99; beta is usually between
10 and 1000. The negative number (minus
sign) indicates signal phase inversion.
Final Tip. Now you have an inside track
on designing simple, one -stage transistor
amplifiers. If your computations call for an
8,600 ohms resistor, select the nearest
standard resistance value. The two nearest
values are 8,200 and 9,100 ohms. Either
value is usable in the circuit (the 8,200
being the closer) since they are within 6%
max. of the computed value. You'll find
±10% change in computed values to have
little effect on the circuits operation. Start
designing, today!
35
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Changes come fast
in electronics.
From

tube
to
LSI
Take a look at the race in circuit technology. In the
1960's the tubes at the left made way for the transistors at the right. Today, transistors are surpassed by
the large scale integrated circuit (LSI) at the far right.
This circuit, less than a quarter inch square, replaces

over 6000 transistors!
There's big money to be made by the men who
stay ahead of this technology race. Put yourself

NTS COLOR AND B &W
TV SERVICING

ahead with NTS Home Training! You get the latest,
most advanced equipment (at no extra cost). More
solid -state units, and more advanced technology.
Plenty of training with integrated circuits, too! As an
NTS graduate, you enter a world of electronics you're
familiar with. You have a thorough working knowledge of solid -state circuitry. You're ready to tackle
bigger jobs at higher pay!

and all other equipment are yours
to keep.

Solid-state

Solid -state
315 sq. in.

Heath color TV

B &WTV,
74 sq. in.

picture
(cabinet
included)

grated circuits! All Solid- State! You
perform all wiring and patchcording. No shortcuts. No pre -wired
circuit boards.Your training is complete! Also receive an FET Volt Ohmmeter and a 5" wide -band
Solid -State Oscilloscope.

NTS ELECTRONICS
COMMUNICATIONS
Gain the prestige and earning power of owning an F.C.C. First Class

Build and keep the largest, most
advanced color TV made! Over -all
solid -state design, ultra -rectangular
screen, matrix picture tube, built-in

self- servicing features, "Instant

On," A.F.T., solid- state, 24- channel
detent UHF /VHF power tuning, and
much more! Also build and keep
AM -SW Radio, Solid -State Radio,
FET Volt- Ohmmeter, and Electronic
Tube Tester. Learn trouble- shooting, hi -fi, stereo, multiplex systems,
radio, color and B &WTV servicing.

NTS ELECTRONICS
& COMPUTER

TECHNOLOGY
Build and keep this exclusive NTS
Compu- Trainer. It teaches you the
Solid -state
Compu-Trainer
14 integrated
circuits replace
198 transistors! ,

Checker, and Signal Generator. TV

mitting and receiving.
You build and keep 14 kits, including this amateur phone 6 -meter
VHF Transceiver, NTS's exclusive
6- transistor Solid -State Radio, and
a fully transistorized Volt- Ohmmeter. Also, learn 2 -way radio, Citizens Band microwaves, and radar.
5

-watt AM

transmitter/

Learn sophisticated solid -state circuitry as you build this B & W TV
receiver. Lo -Silho "Superhet"
Radio, FET Volt- Ohmmeter, Solid -

State Radio, Electronic Tube

Radio- Telephone License. Two
comprehensive NTS courses cover
the big opportunity field of trans-

receiver

same principles used in million dollar systems. Contains 14 inte-
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NTS Home Training
puts you in the lead.

NTS INDUSTRIAL &

AUTOMATION
ELECTRONICS
Automation is the future of industry and you can play an important
part! Learn industrial controls by
training on the NTS Electro -Lab (a
complete workshop).You also build
and operate this 5"
Solid -State oscilloscope. And you per-

decks, stereo multiplex component
systems, and more! Set up a spectacular music system. Learn about

Radio. Prepare yourself for great
opportunities in the Home Entertainment Industry!

Build and keep this
famous Heath Stereo
Receiver and Speakers.

CLASSROOM TRAINING
AT LOS ANGELES
You can take classroom training at Los
Angeles in sunny Southern California.
NTS occupies a city block with over a
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It used to be that the average homeowner

wanting early warning

Thi

IIiiiì er

Ilan
Can.

7
Yiiuur

Life

of 'impending

fires through smoke detection either had
to go the expensive commercial- equipment
route or build a not-to- reliable homebrew
device. In between the two extremes was
nothing on which you'd stake your life.
Fact is, in most instances "Joe Average"
is still being sold expensive smoke detectors
for home use he'd have to throw directly
into a fire before it sounded an alarm.
But times change, particularly when it
comes to solid state devices, and a small
ionization detector designed to detect gas
fumes and smoke is now available for little
more than the cost of a transistor. Though
the device is often termed a "smoke detector" it also sniffs out carbon monoxide,
methane and Iso- Butane gases, in fact, any
ionized gas. A small alarm system such as
the Radio Shack Disaster Alarm Kit
( #28 -4006) which incorporates this detector
can be used as a smoke detector in the
home to warn of impending fires, as a car-

bon monoxide detector in the garage for
those of you who insist on working on a
running engine with the garage doors closed,
or as a gas fume detector in closed areas.
The Disaster Alarm Kit has an approximate sensitivity to carbon monoxide of 500
PPM, and 2% to 4% smoke. Unfortunately,
it does not incorporate heat detection -for
there can be fire before smoke. However,
we'll show you how, for just pennies and
two extra wires, the Disaster Alarm can be
converted to a smoke, gas, heat and burglar
alarm.
Start, With a Prefab. The basic Radio
Shack Disaster Alarm Kit is AC powered
and is housed in a small white plastic cabinet
that is mounted high on a wall near the bedroom area (or inside a garage or closet).
The alarm sound is produced by a loud,
raucous buzzer, similar to the warning horns
used as interior remote fire alarm horns in
commercial equipment. Once triggered, the
GAS /SMOKE
DETECTOR'

SENSITIVITY
CONTROL
RESET SWITCH

ì

by Hetb Friedman

Assemble the printed circuit board exactly
as described in the manual. Modifications
are added to a complete and tested board.
40
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alarm can be silenced only by operating a
reset switch. Should the gas or smoke be
temporarily blown away by wind the alarm
will not be silenced: only the user can silence the alarm.
The kit consists of the plastic housing,
power transformer, buzzer-horn, a small
printed circuit board and much less than a
handfull of components. Cnstruction time
takes about one hour.
On the PC board is a small wire jumper
labled "J" that is used only for initial setting
of a sensitivity control. After the sensitivity
is adjusted the J- jumper is normally cut
through. However, by bringing out the two
J- jumper connections to a screw type terminal strip positioned near a hole pre -drilled
on the alarm's back panel both fire and
intruder detectors of the open circuit type
can be connected into the Disaster alarm.
Thus, the buzzer-horn sounds when there is
gas, smoke, excessive heat or a forced entry
through a door or window.
The alarm must be completed and tested
before the fire/ intruder modification is
made. Only after you are absolutely certain the alarm is working properly should
the following modifications be added to the
alarm.
Fire -Intruder Modifications. The PC
board is held to the cabinet by three plastic
studs. Gently snap the board off the studs
and flip it over. Unsolder the J- jumper
which is now cut in two. In its place solder
a 6 in. pair of insulated twisted wires. Then,
re- install the board on the studs. Position
a two terminal strip so it half covers the
"extra" hole in the cabinet's rear cover, mark
the mounting holes and drill for #4 or #6
screws. Bend the terminal strip's solder lugs
outward so they will be horizontal to the
cabinet and install the terminal strip using
POWER TRANSFORMER

J-JUMPER WIRES
Best location

TERMINAL STRIP

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

for alarm is high up in the

bedroom area. Make certain reseting switch
points down so that it is very convenient.
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DISASTER ALARM

a '/z in. spacer or stack or washers between

the terminal strip and the cabinet. (You
must be certain the terminal strip does not
short to the metal cabinet cover.) Solder the
two wives from the J- jumper connections to
the terminal strip. That's the entire modification.
The Disaster Alarm will work normally
with or without connections to the terminal
strip. If you -connect open circuit type heat
and fire intruder detectors (such as magnetic
switches) to the terminal strip the alarm
will sound when ambient heat is excessive
or when an intruder forces a door or window.

The heat and intruder detector switches
are connected in parallel as shown in the
schmatic diagram. Because it's a parallel
connection there is no practical limit to the
number of protective devices you can use.
You can place a heat detector in every
room and a magnetic switch on every window. Heat detectors come in two standard
values: 135 °F which is used in the living
areas and 190 °F (or 195 °F) used in furnace
rooms and attics.
Take extreme care that you do not obtain
closed circuit detectors for these cause the
alarm to continuously sound. The magnetic
detector usually sold in electronic parts stores
is the closed circuit type. Do not let a salesman talk you into these devices. The heat
and magnetic switch 'specified as open circuit has its contacts open when safe and
closed when activated. If you or the salesman are in doubt as to whether you are getting the correct detector simply check it out
with an ohmmeter. Open circuit detectors are
usually available from security equipment
distributors and many electrical supply
houses.

Standard open circuit heat /fire detectors
can be installed in all living areas,
above the furnace and in cellar and attic.

Final Set -up. After your complete secur-

ity system is installed, check it out in the fol- lowing manner. Blow some cigarette smoke
at the alarm. If the alarm doesn't trip calibrate the unit as specified in the supplied instructions, but where the instructions call
for a J-jumper simply connect a clip lead
across the terminal strip. Similarly, where
the instructions call for cutting the J-jumper
just remove the clip lead.
Applying a match near the heat detector
should sound the alarm. If it doesn't you
have made a wiring error. (As soon as the
detector cools off it automatically resets it-

self.)
Check a magnetic switch by opening the
door or window. If the alarm doesn't sound,
look for a wiring error.
It is a good idea to periodically check the
system by deliberately tripping each detector-contacts do go bad. If you discover an
inoperative detector replace it immediately.

DISASTER ALARM

i

TERMINAL
STRIP

HEAT
DETECTOR

MAGNETIC
DETECTOR

The alarm system

with modified
circuits can have any number
of additional detectors added
to expand system to cover
the entire house, even the
garage. Terminal strip is
added, after alarm is built,
in place of jumper "J ".

L

J
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by Jorma Hyypia

ne man's gadget is another man's vital accessory. Accept this
now, we shall both save time. I won't have to pass myself off
have
as an expert about what you need or don't need, and you won't

0

to waste time writing a letter asking why I didn't mention the combination tape splicer, bulk eraser and fly swatter made especially
for use in Boy Scout camps. Sure, I will express personal preferences on tape accessories, so this is no copout. But I also realize
that you may have little use for what I need, and vice versa. So if you
like a gadget I pass over lightly, or you can't dig the vital accessory
I tactfully recommend, no one need feel slighted!
Now that all that is clear, let's see just what temptations are
dangling from the pegboard at your local electronics shop. Don't
take any mentioned prices as gospel because manufacturers, independent dealers and mail order supply houses invariably have differing ideas about the worth of each gadget. The prices are mentioned
to provide a rough idea about how hard you will have to work to
justify purchase of another gadget to whoever is in charge of the
family budget.
Head Degaussers. If you have an uncomfortable feeling that some
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Head demagnetizers range in price from
around $3 to $12 or more depending on
quality of construction, convenience of handling, and whether a push- for-on switch is
of your prized tapes don't sound quite as built into the unit. If you tend to be forgetgood as they did a year ago, the dèteriora- ful, get one with a switch so that you won't
tion of sound quality may be real due to leave your demagnetizer turned on accigradual magnetization of the playback dentally and, thereby, ruin it.
head, capstan and guides; or it may also be
Other Head Maintenance Needs. All tape
partly due to actual deterioration of your heads build up deposits of iron oxide that is
recorded tape because of the magnetized scraped off the moving tapes. If these buildhead.
ups are not cleaned off regularly, sound
To ensure the best possible sound repro- quality suffers because the tape can no longer
duction, and to safeguard your expensive make the required intimate contact with the
and often irreplaceable tapes, demagnetize heads, and because the tapes themselves can
your tape player heads periodically. It only be damaged by the abrasive deposits.
takes seconds, and well worth the slight efThe safest and most thorough method of
fort. At the same time, pass the degausser cleaning tape heads is to swab them with
over other metal parts that contact the mov- any of the specially formulated cleaning fluing tape, including the capstan and tape ids made for that purpose. You can buy
guides.
cotton swabs from your electronics shop, or
Head demagnetizers are available in many save money by obtaining equally good cotsizes and shapes. All work the same way, ton Q -tips from the local druggist. There are
and probably all do a good job when used also spray -on head cleaners which are satisaccording to directions. The main thing to factory provided that the sprayed fluids are
bear in mind when purchasing a demag- completely volatile and will not leave resinetizer is to choose one that can most easily dues on the head or other nearby componreach the playback heads to be degaussed. ents. If you are addicted to aerosol squirtFor example, the job with the long snout ing, try them; I'll just keep on swabbing
(shown in one of the photos) is expressly liquid because I know it won't get onto anydesigned to reach the heads in 4- or 8-track
thing other than the head I am cleaning.
auto or home cartridge players; it can of
You can also dry-clean your tape macourse be used on the heads of other types chine heads by running a specially treated
of recorders as well. However the relatively tape across the heads. The tape comes on a
thick probe of this demagnetizer 'would not small reel for use on reel -to -reel machines;
be suitable for recorders or players having or you can obtain it in regular cassette or
heads crammed close to other components. cartridge form to just pop into the machine
A thinner, more needle -nosed probe would and play as you would a regular tape. These
be preferable.
do a good job where they actually contact
TAPE GADGETS

Head demagnetizer is a
must for continued hi -fi
sound. This Audiotex
model has an extra long

tip for cartridge players.

Nortronics head demagnetizer with thin probe
reaches record and playback heads where bulkier
units cannot reach.

11118

Hand -held Nortronics QM -211
bulk eraser completely
erases reels, cassettes,
and 8 -track cartridges of
up to s -inch tape width.
1
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the heads, but you may see some residual
debris left near the edges of the heads if the
tape does not contact the entire head surfaces. Another objection to such tapes is that
all the removed soil accumulates on the tape
and so very soon you are cleaning dirt with
dirt- abrasive oxide dirt at that. If you use
such cleaning tapes, discard them when they
begin to look soiled. They could be most
convenient to keep portable recorders and
players in top shape when you are travelling
and don't want to carry along any more
extra equipment than is necessary.
One other possible cause 'of sound deterioration is mis- alignment of playback heads.
You can check head alignment by running
through a Head Azimuth Alignment Tape
($1.29 at Lafayette) that provides a 6 kHz
steady tone in either direction. You just
listen to the tone and reposition the head
until you obtain the clearest sound reproduction. There's also a different tape loop
that, it's claimed, will enable you to check
speed timing, wow and flutter to within 1%
accuracy.
If your eyes are better than your ears,
and you have a feeling that your tape speed
is off, a simple strobe device will tell you
whether or not your fears are real or imagined A "buck- fifty- nine" will buy a strobe
disc on a handle that will measure speeds of
33/4, 71/2 and 15 IPS (inches -per-second).
You can also buy a similar disc mounted on
a U -frame (see photo) for $7.50. It does
not measure the 15 IPS speed which most
non -professional machines don't have anyway. The main justification for the much
higher price -as far as I can figure it
that the U-bracket is very easy to hold steady

-is

against the tape recorder, and that the position of the wheel can be shifted on the shaft
so that it will engage the tape properly.
Obviously, these strobes are for use only
with reel -to -reel machines where there is
enough room to position the wheel against
the tape. To view the strobe pattern you
need a light that flickers. This means that
you would perhaps have to lug the tape
recorder into the kitchen and put it under
the fluorescent ceiling light unless you want
to spring for the sometimes handier neon
test light that sells for $1.75.
Tape Accessories. So far we have been
talking mainly about accessories that can
help keep your tape machine purring contentedly; now let's see what gadgets the
manufacturers have dreamed up to keep
your tape.1 in good shape.
Actually, you need only sharp scissors, a
roll of splicing tape and your fingers to mend
broken tapes and to add leader tapes to
tapes that you prize and use often. But if
you have arthritic digits, or more than your
share of thumbs, or if you just want to do
things easier and faster with your talented
hands, buy a good tape splicer.
There are two basic types of splicer -the
simple splicing block and a semi -automatic
splicer. Both types, scaled for use with narrow cassette tapes, are shown in the photo;
larger models, for use with /a" tape, are of
similar construction.
The splicing block is cheapest to buy because it consists of little more than a tape wide groove running the length of a metal
block into which you place the two tape ends
to keep them aligned. You then cut both
tapes at a 45- degree angle by running a razor
1

Self- adhesive cueing tabs
by Radio Shack and Robins
tape threader gadget make
cueing possible and easy
even for clumsy editors.

Magnetic editing pen by
Robins removes isolated
sounds and creates fadeouts on recorded tape.
Great for home producers.

The Audiotex tape recorder
strobe checks recorder's

speed accuracy for both
and 33/4 IPS speeds by

71/2

holding against tape.
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blade through a guide slot. You then stick
on the bit of splicing tape ( never use ordinary household adhesive tapes) and trim
off the excess. Some blocks have metal
clamps to help hold the tape down in the
groove, some do not. You are supposed to
trim the extra splicing tape off by running
the razor blade along the two edges of the
groove. I have never made a decent splice
that way; I have never made anything but
a decent splice by trimming with a pair of
sharp, curved cuticle scissors that friend wife
has been looking for during these many past
years. I demagnetize it before using.
The semi -automatic splicer does à lot more
than help align the two tape ends and hold
them down with a couple of metal fingers.
By pushing the plastic block atop the splicer
into "cut" position and pressing it down like
a stapler you get a nice, neat cut through
both layers of tape. After carefully removing
the top scrap piece so that the butted ends
do not shift, you apply splicing tape, position the block to "trim" and bear down
again. Like magic, both sides of the splice
have been trimmed with that sexy little inward curve that is the surest sign of professional splicing. But be warned that too
much of a good thing can be bad; if you
have a 4 -track tape system, look for a splicer
that cuts a modest, skinny fashion -model
waist line instead of a deeper Mae West
curve that could damage a couple of sound
tracks.
As with so many other tape recording
gadgets, you can find splicers at many different prices depending on how well they
are constructed and whether or not they include a splicing tape dispenser. If you do a
lot of tape splicing because you are a nut on
editing or because you are inordinately
clumsy when handling tapes, it might be
worth something like $17 to get a complete
rig that includes a splicer and two wind -up
reel supports on the same base.
Speaking of editing, consider the possible
merits of a magnetic editing pen (see photo)
that can solve certain kinds of editing problems in pretty slick fashion. For example,
suppose you record music off the air but
run out of tape before a particular piece is
finished. It's always a bit .jarring to hear the
abrupt ending on playback. With the magnetic editing pen you can easily fade out

Worn pressure pads must be replaced periodically if the best sound quality is to
be achieved. Pads of any size can be cut
from self- adhesive material (comes in two
thicknesses) available at Radio Shack.

way to clean the heads of a cassette
tape recorder is to play the non-abrasive
cleaning tape contained in this

Easy

Realistic cassette sold by Radio Shack.

the music to create a far more pleasant effect. While the tape is being played, bring
the pen tip closer and closer to the tape
where it is about to enter the playback head
section of the machine. You will hear the
music fade off gradually and smoothly, as it
will forever after because you progressively
weaken the magnetic sound pattern on the
tape. A couple of trials using a test tape of
no permanent value will make you an instant expert in the technique of fade-ins and
fade -outs.
There are other ways to use the editing
pen. Suppose you have a tape copy of a
record that had a dig in it and that loud
thump or click always seems to call for an
apology if guests are around. By locating the
exact position of the thump on the tape, by
rocking the tape back and forth while the
recorder is in the play mode, you can mark
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TAPE ACCESSORIES
SHOWN IN PHOTOS
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Number
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44-1021
44-771
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-

$1.99
2.95
1.49
1.29
0.59
0.95

99P -15182 $12.50
28P- 651031h 4.75

TT -1

TM -2

G.C. Electronics (Audiotex)

Nortronics

11,,,

Reader Service No. 54

Tape Threader
Magnetic Tape Editing Pen

Tape Cartridge -Player Head
Demagnetizer
Tape Recorder Strobe
RPM Strobe Light (neon)

1,

Reader Service No. 58

Deluxe Bulk Tape Eraser
12 Twist -Lock Styrene Tape
Cans

Robins

1

Reader Service No. 68

EZE Cassette Tape Splicer
Cassette Tape Splicer
Cassette Head Cleaner
Tape Cueing Labels
Tape Recorder Pressure Pads
"Using Your Tape Recorder"
(book)

Lafayette bulk eraser removes old sound
and reduces background noise. 12 plastic
tape cans (also sold by Lafayette) and
Radio Shack booklet detailing tape recorder techniques are valuable at home.

1
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Two types of Realistic (Radio Shack)
cassette tape splicers make the job easy.
Unit on right is almost automatic, unit
on left is cheaper and razor cuts tape.

the spot and after removing the tape from
the machine delete the thump by bringing
the pen tip straight down on the offending
spot for just a moment. You will then notice a dead spot in the sound, but only if
you listen for it intently and know when to
expect it; it's much less disturbing than the
original thump, click or whatever.
If you have a machine with a pause control, rocking the tape is easy. If there is no
pause control, thread the tape across the
heads in the normal way but then pass it
behind the capstan so that the idler wheel
can't touch the tape. You can now turn the
machine on to "play" without the tape moving, and you can manually rock the tape to
.;,pd the spot you want.
Bulk Erasers. If you intend to repeatedly
record new material on the same tapes, and
especially if the same reel -to -reel tapes are
SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER, 1973

likely to be used on different recorders having wholly different erase, record and playback head configurations, a good bulk eraser
is a must for high -fidelity work. A bulk
eraser does more than just erase the tape
faster than it could be dole on the recorder;
it can do a much more thorough job than
any recorder erase head, especially if you
are cleaning up very old tapes on which
the magnetic sound patterns have "hardened" or if you are erasing new -style chromium-dioxide tapes.
You can opt for a hand -held bulk eraser
with which you "iron out" the magnetic signals by passing the eraser over the tape reel,
casette or cartridge. When using a larger
bulk eraser, the reel is placed on top of the
case while the coil is activated with a push
button. The reel is rotated a couple of times
and slowly removed while the coil is kept
activated. The Lafayette deluxe model shown
(99P 15182, $12.50) does a good job provided you turn the reel over and repeat the
erase process on the other side. A more
powerful "professional" model- sold by Lafayette for $34.95 does not require revers47
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If you have avoided metal cans for this reason, try the locking type of plastic cans that

TAPE GADGETS

you can open much more easily just by rotating the lid so that it simultaneously unlocks and rises to an easy-to-open position.
ing of 1/4" tapes, and will erase magnetic
tapes up to 1" wide. Also available is a bat- If you buy a dozen, you get a free cardtery- powered bulk eraser ($8.95) that is board rack for storage; it's handy enough,
most useful for field use where AC power is and will probably last a few years, but it
won't look very chic on your teak cabinetry.
not available.
It seems that every time you visit your
The erase efficiencies of different makes
and models vary considerably, so buy an local hi -fi shop there's another gadget for
expensive model on trail basis, if possible, tape maintenance on the peg board. Buy
what you really need, because if you were
lind test it on old tapes.
Better tape recorders and players general- to buy everything in sight you would almost
surely discard half of the goodies. After all,
ly have index counters that enable you to
find the starting points of various selections who has the time to sit around and baby a
on the tape. If you find that your counter tape machine for hours on end?
For example, you might figure that a siliisn't as accurate an indicator as you would
like, or if your machine lacks any kind of cone treated cloth that can be used to lubriindicator, try using small stick -on index tabs cate your tape will make musical passages
that you apply directly to the tape. Each sound smoother. Try it if you have tape
tape cueing kit contains tabs of different squeal or chatter that you can't eliminate
colors in groups numbered from 1 to 6; also any other way-as by replacing those worn a set of self- adhesive labels to apply to the down pressure pads. Avoid over use of anything that is supposed to add something to
reel to identify the indexed compositions.
Have trouble getting your tape started your tape because the added substance may
around the take-up reel? A Robins tape do more harm by gunking your heads.
One of the least expensive accessories I
threader could make this oft-repeated simple
job simpler. There's also a special kind of would recommend are those small plastic
take -up reel ( "Autothread" $1.19 for 7" clips that keep tape ends from spilling from
reel at Radio Shack) that mysteriously grabs the reels until you are ready to have them
the tape when you drop it into the reel; but spill out. But if you don't mind dangling tape
don't try to use this type of reel if you ends, don't let me pressure you into squandhave plastic leader tapes on your tapes be- ering another 49 cents for 18 clips down at
cause the grabbing action seems to work only the Radio Shack.
One thing I don't need, but you might, is
if the tape end is limp.
If you have especially valuable tapes that a cassette rewinder that lets you keep the
may be irreplaceable, they should be stored Rock and Roll blaring without pause for rewinding. Robins has a battery- operated rein plastic or metal cans, not so much to
protect them from physical abuse as to min- winder, tagged at $8.99 list, that will rewind
imize the deleterious effects of humidity a C -60 cassette in 20 seconds. And that just
changes. Metal cans are compact, and they about winds up this tape accessory rundown,
stack neatly in minimum space, but some at least until next year when there will probfolk seem to have trouble getting the lids off. ably be scores more gadgets to talk about. U
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BUILD AN RF SNIFFER
The easiest way to start servicing low
power ham transmitters is to first localize
where the power gets lost. An R.F. Sniffer
made from an ordinary #49 pilot lamp and
a few turns of wire will instantly indicate if
there's RF in a tank circuit. Carefully, so
you don't get near the high voltage, bring
the sniffer close to the tank coil. If RF is
present, lamp I1 will glow-no glow, no
RF. Coil L1 can be any diameter from
48
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about one -half to one inch or greater. Use
about 10 turns for 80 meters, 5 turns for
40 and 20 meters and 3 turns for 10 meters.
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS

RADIO
BY JAMES A. FRED

II Hello! The Editor of ELEMENTARY ELECmagazine has urged me to use this
magazine to communicate with the' growing
number of antique radio and wireless collectors. We are going to provide a common
meeting place for collectors of antique radio
and wireless equipment.
To start the column off on the right foot
I would like to introduce myself. became
interested in radio in 1931 when I saw the
diagram of a one tube radio in_ my high
school science book. This was at the lowest
point of the great depression, but I was able
to scrounge enough parts to build a crystal
set, then a one tube set. From there I
progressed to multi-tube radios, shortwave
receivers, and finally the crowning achieveanent, an eight -tube superhetrodyne. Upon
graduation from high school I opened my
own radio repair shop. During WWII I was
a radio instructor and a radio inspector. Afterwards, I went into industry and was employed as a set designer, test equipment
design engineer, and a reliability test technician. My spare time positions have included: broadcast station engineer, instructor in basic electronics, and a writer of
magazine articles. I also did radio repairing
TRONICS
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in my spare time. So, even though I am not
the oldest radio collector around, I do remember the pre -1930 radios very well. I
have a modest collection of radios dating
from 1922 to 1960.
Now that you know who I am, lets get

down to business. The hobby of collecting
radio and wireless equipment has many facets. In this column we will explore different
phases from time to time. For now, lets divide the last 70 years into some segments
of time as it relates to our hobby. There was
the pre -WW I area that saw the development
of vacuum tubes, spark transmitters, crystal
sets, and laid the ground work for commercial broadcasting. It would be fine if all
collectors could have pre -1920 radio and
wireless equipment, but by now most of it is
in museums and in the hands of the older
collectors. For these reasons most of the
newer collectors are concentrating on the
1920 to 1930 period of commercial radio.
There are several reasons for this: the main
one being the availability of radio sets of
this period. Personally I collect home and
car radios up to 1950. Since I started in
radio in 1931 I have a'very close kinship
with equipment of this period. (Turn page)

This collection of vintage
radios is on display at the
Indiana State Museum.
Readers can have a free fact
sheet of clubs, publications

and museums dealing with
antique wireless equipment.
See the article for
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ANTIQUE RADIO CORNER

Who Are The Radio Collectors? There are
no age limits to the hobby of collecting
radios. The youngest collector I know of is
16 years old, while the oldest is in his 80's.
You do not need to work in the radio industry or have a technical knowledge of
radio to enjoy our hobby. I know collectors who are electrical engineers, electron-

ic technicians, doctors, dentists, musicians,

school teachers, retired persons, students,
and from just about any other occupation
you can think of. You don't need a lot of
money to be a radio collector. I know of collectors who are probably millionaires, and
I also know of collectors who live on fixed
rétirement incomes. To be a collector you
don't need to live in any particular area.
Most of the collectors seem to live in either
the New England states or in California.
New England is the oldest settled areas in
the United States while California is one
of the newer states.
To sum up the personality of radio collecting I would say the number one requirement is desire. If you want to be a

collector, start now!
How Does a Beginner Get Started? I
would say that the best way to get started in
radio collecting is to buy the oldest wood
cabinet radio you can find. After you obtain
a radio, clean and restore it, study it, try to
make it play. You will soon find an older
one and then you are on your way.
Where can you find old radios? Look in
second -hand stores, Goodwill stores, Salvation Army stores, antique stores, old radio TV shops, or advertise in the Wanted columns of newspapers. The best find I made,
an Atwater Kent breadboard, laid in the, upstairs rooms of an antique store in a very
small town in Indiana. Your older relatives
will often have the first radio they ever
bought stored away in their attic. I have
found radios in barns, in flea markets, in
antique shows, and I might say, "Radios
are where you find them."
Suppose that you don't know a thing
about radios, what do you do? There are
publications that will help you learn about
old radios. One of the best books available
is Vintage Radio by Morgan McMahon. It
shows many pictures of radios manufactured
between 1922 and 1928. You can get a liberal education from this book. There are two
monthly publications available for a modest
subscription price. One is the Horn Speaker,
a tabloid size paper with information on antique radios, wireless equipment, and phonographs. The other publication is "Antique
Radio Topics ". This is a newsletter featuring original material on old radios, plus
technical tips and classified advertising.
A vital part of any hobby is organized
clubs for collectors. Any hobby is more enjoyable when you can share the companionship of people with similar interests. There
are several national groups for radio collectors. One is the Antique Wireless Association. They publish The Old Timers Bulletin
quarterly. They have a national convention
(Continued on page 100)

Broadcast microphones from
the early days of radio were
virtually all carbon -type noted
for their narrow 300 -3000 Hz
response. Today magnetic and
condensers are doing the job.
Here is an A.

C. Dayton type
receiver dating from the
early 20's. Speaker displays
influence of the sailing ship
models popular at that time.
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Kann's

by

Kathi

Martin KA10614

CB

CAROUSEL
summer's nearly over and I'd like
to extend a big kiss of thanks to all

WELL,

ite National Park. Did they have a problem! They were running an 8:1 SWR; the

of you who made me feel so welcome when
I popped into your CB jamborees. I really
hadn't planned to attend any CB summer
bashes, but how could I pass them by after
I literally drove right up into the parking
lots. And it was good to see how many
brother and sister CB'ers keep up with the
most modem trends in equipment; I had no
idea there were so many sideband- squawkers in use. SSB is bigger than any of us here
in the East believed. I guess people know
what they're talking about when they say
the real action is with those folks the TV
comics call "hicks." Some hicks! We could
all take lessons.
One thing that really threw me was the
number of CB'ers who deluged me with
questions about CB accessories. Seems.as if
no one has problems selecting the best basic
hardware for his particular use (I mean
transceivers and antennas), but there's a
wide lack of knowledge about specialty
items which resolve unusual problems. For
example, up in the Sierras (one of the most
magnificent parts of the U.S.) I ran across
a jamboree operating a base station to guide
in the mobiles trying to get around Yosem-

rig wouldn't load into that high an SWR,
and they couldn't figure out how to repair
the portable groundplane sky hóok. Well, I
have an SWR problem on my XKE, though
not as bad, so I had the necessary equipJohnson CB Antenna Mate.
ment handy
It's a device that presents a proper load to
the rig even if the antenna system SWR is
high. While it doesn't correct the SWR, it at
least permits the transmitter to put all its
RF into the transmission line. Anyway, I
left them my matcher and picked up another when I hit Frisco.
Trouble was, I was lending most of my
accessories all over the west coast and wound
up spending a good part of my vacation
tracking down replacements.
So.... Here are some of Kathi's tips on
accessories, (maybe I won't have to spend
my next vacation shopping for CB equipment!) .
For those of you operating a channel 9
monitor net with separate rigs, you can save
a bundle on price and effort by using the
same antenna for both rigs. Just latch onto
a Twin Rig Coupler that connects between
two transceivers and one antenna. You can

E. F. Johnson Antenna Mate for lower SWR.
Circle No. 64 on the Reader Service Page.

Pace P5806 6 to 12 volt converter; to 4 A.
Circle No. 59 on the Reader Service Page.
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transmit and receive from either rig without
manual switching-the twin Rig Coupler
does it automatically.
For those of you running more than two
rigs -like the yacht club in L.A. that gave
me two hours of water skiing behind 115
horses-just take an Antenna Specialists antenna switch and turn it around. The switch
normally feeds one transceiver to three antennas; but there's no reason why you
can't feed three transceivers to one antenna.
Another favorite accessory of mine is
Radio Shack's short, loaded clip-on antenna for walkie talkies. I have never really
appreciated that "hunting spear" sticking out
of the top of full-5 walkie talkies. The Radio
Shack clip -on antenna is about 15-in. long
and fits right on top of a telescoped walkie
talkie antenna. It has very little effect on
overall performance and when I'm carrying
the walkie- talkie on a shoulder strap I don't
have a spear around my eye.
One way to resolve the 6 volt battery
problem on older VWs is with a 6 VDC to
12 VDC solid state converter. Instead of
plodding along with that old Sonar tubetype 6 volt rig, you can upgrade to one of
those slick 12 volt transceivers without trading in the VW. The converter will jazz up
the VWs 6 volt battery to a 12 VDC output.
Auto Setups. When there's no way anyone will talk you into cutting a hole in
your "wheels" for an antenna, there's always
a quick grip antenna, made by several of our
top antenna outfits. These antennas, which
deliver almost the same performance as a
full length whip, and sometimes better
performance, simply clip onto the rear deck
without leaving a mark. And if you don't
have a rear deck (or boot as my dealer calls
it) to which a clip -on antenna can be affixed, there's always a gutter clamp antenna
which mounts you- know -where. (Right! On
the rain gutter.)
Another small accessory I dig is the
solderless coaxial connector. The soldered
connectors on the end of my portable antennas would often break -especially the
center conductor of the coax. It would break
inside the connector. With the solderless
connectors, I now trim off a couple of inches
of transmission line, give a twist with pliers
and I'm back in operation in minutes.
Another cute accessory I get lots of mile-

age from is a center loaded portable whip
that mounts on the back of a transceiver
just screws into the rig's antenna jack. I'm

-it

often called upon to provide short range
communications for local plays, outings,
etc. Instead of looking for the nearest tree
or column to which I can wire a standard
whip antenna, I simply attach the small loaded whip to one of my small portable transceivers. While the antenna doesn't put out
a whopping signal, it does give solid copy
to walkie-talkies and other base -type transceivers within 1/4 mile -and that's enough to
cover any auditorium, picnic area or parade
ground.
Check This One. One accessory you've
probably never heard of, but one which gets
me a lot of free boat trips and water skiing, is my can of Mosley Weather -Guard
Antenna Coat. Down at the local boat docks
they say, "a marine CB antenna installed by
Kathi lasts forever if she puts on that magic
glop of hers." The "magic glop" is Mosley's
antenna coat (with the label removed from
the can). I watch while the boys do the
whole installation and then I apply Kathi's
Magic Glop And Snake Oil. Of course, the
deal is I get paid off in a day on the water.
A can of Antenna Coat cost about $1.65
and adds about 5 years trouble -free life to
the antenna.
My final accessory .is a 50 ohm dummy
load mounted in a coaxial connector; a device very few CB'ers have or appreciate.
Anytime I think something's wrong with
the antenna
the SWR starts to rise or
the forward power reading kicks when I'm
not modulating
simply disconnect the antenna system at the SWR meter output
and install the dummy load. If everything
settles down with the dummy load in place
I know for certain the problem is in the
antenna system. Similarly, if the SWR meter
keeps showing the glitches even with the
dummy load in place, I have eliminated the
antenna system as the problem area. It's a
lot easier to work on the transceiver than
the antenna, and those inexpensive coaxial
dummy loads have saved many hours of unnecessarily antenna work.
Well that's my story this issue. Check
with of Kathi next time for more current
info on the newest in transceivers or some
other CB gear. Bet you'll find something
you didn't know before. For example, our
contacts claim some sort of FCC action on
Class E CB before much longer. Could be a
40 channel FM service on the 224 MHz
band. Keep in tune and I'll keep in touch!

-if
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HU

HERB

THE AUDIO ANSWER MAN
by Herb Friedman

Hey Herb:

I'm really hooked on the performance

of a JVC cassette deck with JVC's own ANRS
noise reduction system, but I wonder how Dolby
equalized tapes will play through the ANRS.
Will I have any problems?
Some. ANRS and Dolby are only slightly compatible; acceptable for general use, but nbt for
the hi -fi purist. But, how often do you think
you'll be exchanging tapes? If you're a typical
sound enthusiast, probably very little; and if you
must have quality you can always dub off from a
friend's recorder. I would say You should get the
recorder that appeals to you most in terms of the
features you want and its overall record /play

characteristics.
I've just gone through a summer with
the local electric company playing at brownout
for days on end. I don't mind them damaging
the motors in my air conditioners (ha, ha) but
the turntable wows away like the hand cranked
victrola grandma used. Is there some way to
regulate the voltage going to the turntable?
Yup. You could use a Colorvolt regulator,
which is designed to regulate the line voltage to
color TVs. A better idea is to use an electronically speed controlled turntable such as those from
Panasonic and Thorens, among others. I never
did believe we needed electronic control in this
country but with the electric companies rapidly
going downhill in their summertime performance-almost as bad as in Europe -electronic
control is fast becoming a "must have" in certain
parts of the U.S.
Hey Herb:

tape recorder produces a very annoying background hiss. I've tried several socalled low -noise and hi-output tapes but the hiss
is always the same. How do reviewers and test
labs get lower tape noise from these tapes?
They usually don't. They talk about lower
noise, and they can test lower noise in terms of
what it would be if they increased the output
level, but rarely do they say they actually made
a recording with lower noise. In most instances
either the recorder's electronics is producing
most of the noise or the bias adjustment is such
the user can't realize the better performance of
the LN /HO tapes. But when the recorder is specifically adjusted for the LN /HO tape, and when
the electronics are really good, then and only
Hey Herb: My

-

Tandberg 9000X

then do you get an outstanding difference when
using LN /HO. For example, the Tandberg 9000X
4 -track stereo recorder gets an honest -to- goodness
nonweighted (no cheating) signal -to -noise ratio
of 58 dB with their specified tape; and that's as
good as many recorders can do with a Dolby.
Unfortunately, it takes quality equipment to
realize the true potential of LN /HO tapes, and
very few recorders have that much quality.

What's the difference between a logic
and full -logic SQ decoder?
A lot! There are several types of logic SQ de -,
coders. The basic type just increases the gain of
the front when the signal is inherently front. Another type is a teeter-totter (see -saw) with the
gain tilting to the center front and center rear
depending on the program; this unit, however,
also decreases side separation as a by- product.
The full logic decoder, also known as the wavematching /full logic, or full logic -W, senses the
center front, center rear and the corner information; it gives the closest approximation to discrete surround- sound.
Hey Herb:

Hey Herb: What would cause the amplifier's output power to drop suddenly when the music gets
loud, and then take several seconds to build back

to normal?
Very poor overload recovery characteristics. I
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BUILD YOUR OWN
BELL & HOWELL
SOLID -STATE

25-INCH DIAGONAL

COLOR TV!

It's an enjoyable way to learn new skills that coulci
launch you on a brand -new career in electronics'

For free information, mail postage -free card today

ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS
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A complete at -home
learning program in
home entertainment
electronics!
Send for free information now about
this complete, learn -at-home program in
home entertainment electronics prepared
for you by skilled instructors at Bell & Howell
Schools.
Work on this exciting "hands on" project
integrated into your learn -at-home program!
As part of your program, you build yourself a
Bell & Howell solid -state color television set. This
important project gives you "hands on" experience with
solid -state circuitry-the kind of practical experience
you'll need to build a successful career.
Attend special "help sessions" ... talk to your
instructors in person!
If you'd like some personal advice at any
point in your program, you can arrange to
attend a special "help session" and talk over
special problems with a qualified Bell & Howell
Schools instructor.

25 -Inch

picture
(measured
diagonally)

Detach
postage -paid
reply card
and mail
today for free
information

Master the most up-to -date
solid -state circuitry
As color TV moves more and more in the direction of
total solid -state circuitry, you'll be thoroughly familiar with
the most advanced "trouble- shooting" techniques for
these sophisticated circuits.
Fix stereo systems

... FM -AM radios ...

phonographs ... tape recorders
The thorough knowledge of electronics you gain from
completing this course and building your own color TV
set will be enough to service almost any type of home
entertainment electronic device -even some that aren't
on the market yet!

-

Earn extra part time income
or start a business of your own!
The skills you acquire through this unique program
can help you earn extra money -or start a business of your
own in color TV servicing. We've helped many people
start new careers or businesses of their own in elec-

tronics.

Exclusive Electro -Labs electronics training system
-yours to keep!
To make sure you get practical experience with instruments used daily by professionals, we've integrated
into your program three precision instruments you assemble yourself: a Design Console, an Oscilloscope and a
Transistorized Meter. (See details at right.)

a

registered trademark of the Bell

Bell & Howell Solid -State 25 -inch
Diagonal Color TV: Ultra- rectangular
tube 25 -inch picture measured diagonally full 315 sq.
inch viewing area solid -state modular circuitry 4 advanced IC's 100 transistors 72 diodes individual plugin circuit boards
special UHF/VHF tuning features
built -in self- service components.

Design Console: "Breadboard" circuits without soldering for both solid -state and vacuum tube experiments
patented modular connectors transistorized dual -range
regulated DC power supply 12.6 volt center tapped AC
power supply sine and square wave signal generator
test speaker.

Oscilloscope: Professional technician's diagnostic insharp screen
wide -band
5 -inch screen
strument
images
calibrated for peak -to -peak voltage and time
measurements 3 -way jacks for leads, plugs, wires.

Transistorized Voltmeter: Measures current, voltage,
combines vacuum -tube voltresistance on large dial
meter with multimeter
sensitive, 4-inch, jewel-bearing
d'Arsonval movement.

NEW... with your first lesson, you get the brand -new
Laboratory Starter Kit: A volt -ohm meter (VOM) with design panels modular connectors experimental parts
battery power source. Gives you immediate "hands on"
experience with your very first lesson.

For Free Information,
Mail Card Today!
"Electro- Lab" is

about...

&

Howell Company.

card has been removed, write:
An Electronics Home Study School
DEVRV Ir1STITLITE OF TECHMOIDDY
If
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BELL E HOWELL SCHOOLS
4141 Belmont. Chicago. Illinois 60641
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INSTANT
PATCH
BOX
Speed up
substitutions with this builders aid
by James A. Fred
The INSTANT PATCH Box is one of the

little luxuries that simplifies electronic experimenting and makes it more enjoyable.
Haywire lash -ups often get the job done, but
feedback, oscillation, or inaccurate meter
readings sometimes make the end results
worthless. This little blue box provides a
shielded, no- nonsense ,method of substituting resistance, capacitance, or inductance
into a circuit with a minimum of problems.
Essentially, the INSTANT PATCH Box Consists of a small metal box with a cover in
which are mounted a SPST slide switch, two
banana jacks, and two banana plugs. The
box is the smallest that- will do the job
and keep distributed capacitance and inductance to a minimum. The circuit is extremely simple as you can see from the
schematic diagram. A voltage is fed into
one banana plug and either through the
switch or through the component plugged
into the banana jacks. The switch allows
conduction through the plugged -in component, or provides a shorted path across the
banana jacks.
You will not find a parts list with this

article since you should select parts to fit
your needs. Check your junk box for parts
on hand, and pick up what you can't find at
your local electronics shop.
you have built the instant
When
patch box, what can you do with it? Let us
suppose for a minute you have an experimental circuit you are working on. You are
trying to determine the correct size bias resistor to use. Connect the box into the
circuit with the banana jacks and alligator
clips. You can now plug different size resistors into the banana jacks and short out
the jacks if you wish. All this is possible
without touching a soldering iron to the circuit. Once you get into the habit of using
this builders aid, you may wonder how you
got along without it!
Construction is simple. Secure the parts
listed, make the proper size holes, and
mount the parts. There is only one precaution to take and that is to be sure to use
insulating washers when mounting the banana plugs. They must not short to the
metal box.
Incidentally, you don't have to use the
same combination of input plugs or component jacks that I did. You can use 5 way
binding posts, BNC connectors, tip plugs
and jacks, or other types of hardware. Just
be sure and use connectors that are compatible with your other test equipment.
.

.

.

This almost too easy circuit gives you the
option of (1) adding an extra component to
your haywire circuit or (2) shorting across
the component at the flip of a switch. You
can vary the terminals to suit your needs.
58
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Modern communicators use it...

a pipeline in the Middle East, aboard a liner in the Atlantic,
from a 20 -pound manpack to a multi -ton fixed base, people throughout the world use single sideband radio where reliability is a must.
Long recognized and accepted as a reliable means of communication, SSB has properly moved full -force onto the Citizens Band
where its interference -piercing signal is getting messages through.
Here's your e/e roundup of single sideband transceivers for CB.

Along

by Len Buckwalter

SSB transceivers are top-of- the -line
for more than a dozen CB manufacturers. The sets cost more because sideband circuits are considerably more complicated than regular CB equipment. What do
you get for the extra money? About 8 times
more talk power squeezed into a perfectly
legal signal
5 -watt transmitter sounds
like 40! The technical trick is done by rearranging the AM signal, which consists of a
carrier straddled by two sidebands. Since
voice tones appear in upper and lower side bands, one sideband is an unnecessary mirror image. The carrier also wastes power. A
sideband transmitter solves it by killing one
sideband and the carrier to compress all
available watts into a hefty single sideband.
The SSB receiver on the other end further
helps matters by operating with tremendous
selectivity (since it has to admit only a
skinny sideband). This reduces much noise
TODAY,

-a

and interference.
The more than two dozen SSB rigs described here have controls which may be
completely new to a conventional, AMgoing CBer. Here's what the most important differences mean:
RF Gain. This control lets you reduce receiver sensitivity. Sideband signals may become too strong and overload the front end,
causing mushy, distorted audio.
AM /LSB /USB. This is the mode selector

switch. In the first position, AM, the set operates like any regular AM transceiver and
is compatible with everyone else. LSB is
lower sideband; USB is upper sideband. You
may select either sideband of any CB channel. Some manufacturers claim "69 channels"- meaning you can use, one at a time,
all three models on each of CB's "23."
Clarifier. This control, as its name implies,
clarifies speech in the receiver. Unless a
sideband signal is tuned with fantastic accuracy, it sounds garbled or unnatural. Although channels are crystal -controlled, a
clarifier allows delicate touch -up adjustments for best reception. Some sets call it
voice lock, delta, or fine tune.
NB. This is the noise blanker, a circuit often
found in sideband sets because of its excellent action on interference.
The power source for the rigs described
below is quoted in slightly different figures
by various manufacturers. In the following
descriptions, we've simplified it by stating
the popular "12 VDC" rating if a rig has a
built -in DC supply for a car, or "117 VAC"
for base -station operation on house current.
Almost all manufacturers supply mikes,
power cords and mounting hardware. Every
set is solid- state, except where tubes are
mentioned. Prices, especially in view of international currency revaluations, are subject to change.
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COBRA 132
$339.95 ( Dynascan Corp.)

SSB TODAY
BROWNING GOLDEN EAGLE MARK III
BASE STATION
$650 (Browning Laboratories)

General Description: A 23- channel
General Description: A 23-channel base station
consisting of transmitter and receiver in separate but interconnected cabinets. Power supply
is 117 VAC. Overall dimensions of receiver and
transmitter (each) are 7 -in. h x 151/2-in. w x
10 -in. d. Receiver front panel controls, switches
and jacks include Speaker /Ext -Int -All, Channel
Selector, Mode /AM- LSB -USB, Bandspread, Volume, Squelch, Power, Manual /XTL 1 /XTL 2,
RF Gain, AGC. Transmitter controls include
VFO. Power, Meter -MOD /FWD /REF /MA, SWR
Calibrate, Mode /AM- LSB -USB, Spot. Standard
accessories are microphone and connecting cables.
Editorial Remarks: The Golden Eagle Mark III
receiver has a combined RF -IF gain control, OnAir indicator, Nuvistor RF amplifier, large Smeter, 2 crystal positions for monitoring AM
stations. The transmitter has a large meter
which reads Modulation, Forward and Reflected
Power (SWR) and plate, current, automatic level
control, front panel VFO, crystal spotting for
both AM and SSB operation, and mode indicator lights for AM. LSB and USB.
Circle No. 35 on Reader Service Page.

BROWNING LTD
$359.95 (Browning Laboratories)

transceiver for
mobile operation. Power supply is 12 VDC.
Front panel controls, switches and jacks include
Microphone, Volume, Squelch, Voice Lock, RF
Gain, AM /USB /LSB, Channel Selector, Noise
Blanker, CB /PA.
Editorial Remarks: The 132 has an illuminated
S /RI meter, transmit indicator, voice lock with
range of 600 Hz and a PA function.
Circle No. 40 on Reader Service Page.
COBRA 135
$419.95 (Dynascan Corp.)

General Description: A 23- channel base station
transceiver. Power supply is 117 VAC or 12 VDC.

Front panel control, switches and jacks include
Power, CB /PA, Meter Function, Volume,
Squelch, RF Gain, Voice Lock, AM /USB /LSB,
Channel Selector, Clock Controls, Microphone,
Phone.
Editorial Remarks: The 135 has console -type cabinet, digital clock with automatic control, S /RF/
SWR meter, headphone output, PA function.
Circle No. 40 on Reader Service Page.

.

COURIER CENTURION
5519.95 (Fanon/Comic!' Corp.)
General Description: A 23- channel SSB rig for
General Description: A 23- channel

transceiver for
mobile operation. Power supply is 12 VDC. Overall dimensions are 2s/8 -in. h x 6t -in. w x
d. Front panel controls, switches and jacks include Volume, RF Gain, AM /LSB /USB, Delta,
Squelch, Noise Blanker, PA /CB, Channel Selector. Standard accessories include microphone,
mounting bracket with tamper -proof hardware.
Editorial Remarks: The LTD is one of the smallest SSB mobile sets, has an S /RF meter, transmit indicator, and PA function.
Circle No. 35 on Reader Service Page.

base or mobile operation. Power supply operates on 117 VAC or 12 VDC. Overall dimensions
are 7t -in. h x 151318 -in. w 16s/ -in. d. Front

/
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Channel Selector, Volume, Fine Tune, AM/
USB /LSB,
Meter -PWR /CAL /SWR, Squelch,
Noise Blanker, Calibrate, Microphone Gain, RF
Gain. Standard accessories include AC and DC
power cords. Accepts high or low impedance
microphone.
Editorial Remarks: The Model 623 has tube output in the transmitter section, five -turn Fine
Tune control, S /RF /SWR meter, manually adjustable microphone preamp.
Circle No. 31 on Reader Service Page.

panel controls, switches and jacks include On
the Air indicator, Receiving mode indicator,
Blanker On -Off, PA /CB, Volume, RF Gain,
Clarifier, Squelch, Digital clock, Timer and
Alarm, Channel Selector and indicator, AM/
USB /LSB, Power on -off.
Editorial Remarks: The Centurion has a dual conversion receiver, built -in digital clock with
timer and alarm functions, external speaker
jack, separate meters for S -RF power and SWR
measurements.
Circle No. 34 on Reader Service Page.

(HY -RANGE V)
$319.95 ( Hy -Gain Electronics Corp.)
General Description: A 23- channel mobile transceiver. Power supply is 12 VDC for positive or
negative ground. Overall dimensions are 25/4-in.
h x 85/8-in. w x 10% -in. d. Front panel controls,
HY -GAIN 674

COURIER GLADIATOR
$429.95 ( Fanon/ Courier Corp.)
General Description: A 23-channel sideband
transceiver for mobile operation on positive or
negative ground. Power supply is 12 VDC. Overall dimensions are 3 -in, h x 109/16 -in. w x 113/ -in.
d. Standard accessories include power cord and
mobile mounting hardware. Front panel controls, switches and jacks include RF Power
meter and control, Calibration control for SWR

switches and jacks include Channel Selector, RF
Gain, Volume, Squelch, Fine Tune, LSB /USB/
AM, Power, ANL /Noise Silencer. Standard accessories include microphone, power cord.
Editorial Remarks: The Model has an illumi-

meter, Channel Selector, Clarifier, RF Gain,
Power On -Off, Blanker On -Off, PA /CB, Squelch,
Volume, Receiving Mode indicator, On the Air
indicator. Power cord and mounting hardware
are standard accessories.
Editorial Remarks: The Gladiator features a
low -noise receiver front end and built -in SWR

'

meter for measuring antenna efficiency. Meter
also reads S -units and RF power. Channel frequencies are derived through -frequency synthesis, microphone is a noise -cancelling type.
Circle No. 34 on Reader Service Page.
HY -GAIN 623

nated S /RF meter, antenna tune and load controis, bridge detector, provision for PA and
external speaker.
Circle No. 31 on Reader Service Page.
LAFAYETTE TELSAT SSB -25A
$249.95 (Lafayette Radio Electronics)
General Description: A solid -state 23-channel
transceiver for mobile or base -station use. Power
supply is 117 VAC or 12 VDC (positive or negative ground) . Overall dimensions are 31/4-in. h
x 91/2-in. w x llí -in. d. Front panel controls,

/

$495.00 (Hy -Gain Electronics Corp.)

General Description: A 23- channel

transceiver for
base or mobile operation. Power supply is 117
VAC or 12 VDC. Overall dimensions are 5t -in.
h x 117/s -in. w x 10t/2 -in. d. Front panel controls, switches and jacks include Microphone,

/

switches and jacks include Squelch, RF Gain,
Volume, Channel Selector, Fine Tune, LSB/
USB /AM, Noise Silencer/ANL /PA. Standard accessories include microphone with coil cord, AC
and DC power cables, mounting bracket.
Editorial Remarks: The Telsat SSB -25A has a
built-in burglar alarm control, separate S and
RF output meters, crystal lattice filter, external
speaker jack, and a tape recording output.
Circle No. 42 on Reader Service Page.
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LAFAYETTE TELSAT SSB -50
$289.95 ( Lafayette Radio Electronics)
General Description: A 23- channel transceiver for
mobile operation. Power supply accepts 12 VDC
negative ground, with provision for changing to
Power supply is for 117 VAC or 12 VDC. Overall dimensions are 21 -in. h x 7 -in. w x 101/2 -in.
d. Front panel controls, switches and jacks include PA /CB, Noise Blanker, Microphone,
Squelch, Volume, Clarifier, AM /USB /LSB,
Channel Selector. Standard accessories include
microphone mounting bracket, power cords.
Editorial Remarks: The Midland 13 -896 will
drive an external or PA speaker, has a built -in
III
stand for tabletop use, electronic switching.
Circle No. 44 on Reader Service Page.

/

positive ground. Overall dimensions are 27/8 -in.
h x 7%6 -in. w x 91%6-in. d. Front panel controls, switches and jacks include ANL /Noise
Silencer, CB /PA, Channel Selector, Squelch, Volume, Fine Tune LSB /USB /AM. Standard accessories include microphone, power cable and

mounting bracket.
Editorial Remarks: The Telsat SSB -50 has a
built -in burglar alarm system, 4-section crystal

lattice filter, provision for external speaker, tape
recording jack, and S /RF output meter.
Circle No. 42 on Reader Service Page.

MIDLAND 13.898
$419.95 ( Midland Electronics Corp.)
General Description: A solid -state base station
with 23 channels. Power supply is 117 VAC or
12 VDC. Overall dimensions are 51/4-in. h x 15 -in.
w x 10 -in. d. Front panel controls, switches and
jacks include Microphone, RF Gain, Volume,
Squelch, LSB /USB /CB, Fine Tune, Phone, PA/
CB, Channel Selector, SWR Calibrate, ANL/
Blanker, Clock controls. Standard accessories in-

MIDLAND 13-894
$369.95 ( Midland Electronics Co.)

dude AC and DC power cords, microphone.
Editorial Remarks: The Model 13 -898 has an il-

General Description: A mobile transceiver with
23 channels. Power supply is 12 VDC. Overall
dimensions are 21/ -in. h x 7 -in. w x 9 in. d.

Front panel controls, switches and jacks include
Microphone, CB /PA, Noise Blanker, Squelch,
Clarifier, Volume, AM /USB /LSB, Channel Selector. Standard accessories include microphone,
mounting bracket, DC power cord.
Editorial Remarks: The Midland 13 -894 is a compact, 51/2 -lb. set with vertical S meter, ±600 Hz
clarifier range, external speaker and PA jack.
Circle No. 44 on Reader Service Page.

luminated digital clock, walnut- finished hardwood sides, twin meters for indicating S -units
and SWR, digital clock with alarm and automatic turn -on.
Circle No. 44 on Reader Service Page.
PACE CB -1023
$329.95(Pa/Ir cam, Inc.)

General Description: A 23- channel transceiver for
mobile operation. Power supply is 12 VDC.
Overall dimensions are 17/8 -in. h x 71/2 -in. w x
91/2 -in. d. Front panel controls, switches and
jacks include Volume, Squelch, Clarifier, RF
Gain, AM /USB /LSB, PA /CB, Noise Blanker,
and Channel Selector. Standard accessories in-

MIDLAND 13.896
$389.95 ( Midland Electronics Co.)
Description: A 23- channel solid -state
transceiver for mobile or base-station operation.
General
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dude microphone. mounting bracket and

DC

power cord.
Editorial Remarks: The CB -1023 is the smallest
AM /SSB mobile set with a full 15 -watt PEP input, has an S /RF meter, PA function, and a
locking connector on the microphone to prevent
unauthorized use.

Circle No.

50 on

Reader Service Page.

PALOMAR SKIPPER 13
$395.00 ( Palomar Electronics Corp.)
General Description: A 23-channel base station of
tube and transistor design. Power supply is 117
VAC. Front panel controls, switches and jacks
include AM/ANL/SSB, Squelch, AF Gain, RF
Gain, LSB /AM /USB, Clarifier, Microphone,
Channel Selector.

h x 71/2-in. w x 9sß -in. d. Power supply is 12
VDC. Standard accessoreis include microphone,
mounting bracket, power cord, FCC application

form. Front panel controls. swtiches and jacks
include Mike, Volume, Squelch, AM /USB /LSB,
Clarifier, PA /CB, Noise Blanker, DX /Local,
Channel Selector.
Editorial Remarks: The Panther is a compact
rig, with crystal lattice filter, external speaker
jack, PA function. FFT front end. ±600 Hz
fine tuning.
Circle No. 48 on Reader Service Page.

Editorial Remarks: The Skipper 73 has a ceramic
mike, external speaker jack. S meter. 8 -pole
ladder filter.
Circle No. 46 on Reader Service Page.

PEARCESIMPSON CHEETAH SSB
;379.95 (Pearce-Simpson)

L

PEARCE -SIMPSON SIMBA SSB
$489.95 ( Pearce -Simpson)
General Description: A 23- channel a ausceiver for
base or mobile operation. Power supply is 117
VAC or 12 VDC. Overall dimensions are 7%-in.

Front Panel controls,
switches and jacks include Headphone, Mike,
Mike Gain. Volume, Calibrate, AM /USB /LSB,
Squelch, RF Gain, Clarifier, Clock controls,
Blanker. CB /PA, Calibrate (SWR) , S /RF -Modulation, Channel Selector. tSandard accessories
include desk mike. power cords.
h x 15 -in. w x 12 -in. d.

1/1111_

16-

ml

tm1

V

General Description: A 23- channel transceiver for
mobile operation. Power supply is 12 VDC. Overall dimensions are 21/2-in. h x 8q/ -in. w x 101/2 -in.

d. Front panel controls, switches and jacks inchide S /RF /CAL, Blanker. l'A /CB, Clarifier,
Mike, AM /USBL /SB, Squelch, Calibrate, Volume, RF Gain, Channel Selector. Standard accessories include microphone. mobile mount, power

cable.
Editorial Remarks: The Cheetah SSB has illuminated S /R1, s \\ I: meter, crystal lattice filter.
Circle No. 48 on Reader Service Page.

PEARCESIMPSON PANTHER SSB
$299.95 ( Pearce- Simpson)
General Description: A 23- channel

transceiver for
mobile operation. Overall dimensions are 2íi -in.

VYVVV'ti

Editorial Remarks: The SIMBA SSB has a lighted
digital clock that sounds an alarm or turns on
the set, microphone gain control and modulation meter, separate meters for SWR and S /RF
indication, external speaker and l'A jacks, and
lighted mode indicators for USB, LSB and AM.

Circle No.

48 on Reader

Service Page.

REALISTIC TRC -46
$329.95 Radio Shack)
General Description: A

23- channel solid -state
transceiver for base or mobile operation. Power
supply is 117 VAC or 12 VDC. Overall dimensions are 2s -in. h x 81/2-in. w x 101/2 -in. d. Front
panel controls, switches and jacks include AM/
LSB /USB, Clarifier, Volume, Channel Selector,
Squelch. RF Gain. Microphone. Power. Remote

/
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Volume, PA, Silencer. Standard accessories include microphone, power cord and mounting
bracket.

Editorial Remarks: Fhe TRC -46 has an illuminated S /RF meter which glows red on transmit,
white on receive; a remote microphone -mounted

volume control for adjusting receiver speaker
volume (a convenience during mobile operation)
Circle No. 43 on Reader Service Page.
.

ROBYN SS -141
$439.00 (Robyn International)
General Description: A 23- channel transceiver for
operation in base or mobile service. Power source
may be 117 VAC or 12 VDC. Overall dimensions
are 31%8 -in. h x 111116 -in. d x 91%16 -in. d. Front
panel controls, switches and jacks include AF
Gain, RF Gain, AM /USB /LSB selector, Squelch,
Noise Blanker, PA, SWR Calibrate, Meter se-

lector, Channel Selector, Clarifier, microphone
jack. Microphone and power cables are standard
accessories.

Editorial Remarks: The 747 has a push -pull
speech clarifier, wood grain cabinet (top and
sides) , separate SWR and S /RF meters, individual mode lamps, 3 -watt PA system, external
speaker and PA jacks, noise blanker and series
gate noise limiter, net weight is 13.2 pounds.
Circle No. 51 on Reader Service Page.
SBE CONSOLE II (SBE -16CB)
5399.95 +Linea) Systems, Inc.)
General Description: A 23- channel base

station
transceiver, with provision for emergency operation during power failure. Power source is 117
VAC, but internal circuitry can automatically
switch to external 12 -volt battery for emergency
service. Overall dimensions are 5 -in. h x 12 -in. w
x 101/4-in. d. Front panel controls, switches and

jacks include RF Gain, Volume, Clarifier,
Squlech, Power RF Power -S/SWR, Channel Selector, CB /PA, Noise Blanker /Off, AM /USB/
LSB. Dynamic mike with coil cord supplied,
voice- operated relay and desk-type mike available
as optional accessories.
Editorial Remarks: The Console II has automatic
modulation limiting and load control, gold
panel with simulated ebony end pieces. On the
Air annunciator light, meter to monitor transmission power and S -units during receive.
Circle No. 47 on Reader Service Page.
SBE SIDEBANDER II (SBE -12CB)
5359.95 (Linear .Systems, Inc.)
General Description: A 23- channel transceiver for
mobile operation. Power source is 12 VDC, with
optional 117 VAC supply available for base operation. Overall dimensions are 21/ -in. h x 71/ -in.
w x 91/4-in d. Front panel controls, switches and

jacks include RF Gain, Volume, Clarifier, Squelch,
AM/ USB/LSB, Noise Blanker /Off, CB /PA,
Channel Selector. Dynamic mike with coil cord
supplied.

Editorial Remarks: The Sidebander II has a
speech -operated "logo- gradient" load control for

output RF power, solid -state
switching for antenna changeover, provision for
PA with an external speaker. Meter on panel
reads output power and modulation and is calibrated 6 dB per S -unit on receive.
Circle No. 47 on Reader Service Page.
maintaining

SILTRONIX SSB -23
$529 ( Cubic Corp.)
General Description: A 23- channel

mobile transceiver operating on a power supply of 12 VDC.
Overall dimensions are 21/2 -in. h x 8 -in. w x 11in. d. Front panel controls, switches and jacks
include Squelch, Volume, Fine Tune, LSB /AM/
USB, PA Volume, RF Gain, Nois, Blanker,
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS
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channel. Standard accessories include microphone, mobile mounting bracket, and power
cable.
Editorial Remarks: The Corsair has a built -in
PA function, mechanical filter, solid -state design, 4 -in. x 6 -in. speaker and S /RF meter.
II
Circle No. 55 on Reader Service Page.
TRAM DIAMOND 60
Tram Corp.)

,5389

c

/(:It. Channel Selector.
Editorial Remarks: High -frequency crystal filter,
variable fine- tuning, RF attenuator for reducing
overload from wrung local signal..
Circle No. 53 on Reader Service Page.

TEABERRY TWIN "T"
j429.00 ( Teaberry Electronics Corp.)

General Description: A mobile transceiver with
23- channel capability. Power supply is for 12
VDC. Overall dimensions are 2% -in. h x 65/8-in.
w x 93/4-in. d. Front panel controls, switches

General Description: A 23- channel transceiver for
either mobile or fixed station operation. Power
supply operates from 12 VDC (positive or negative ground) or 117 VAC. Overall dimensions
are 5t -in. h x 13 -in. w x 9%-in. d. Standard accessories include microphone and two power
cords. Front panel controls, switches and jacks

/

include Power, RF Gain, Volume, Squelch, Clarifier, Channel Selector, Calibrate, Meter function,
Blanker Ott -Olt, l':1 /CB, Phone, Microphone.
Editorial Remarks: The Twin "T" has lights for
indicating transmit and receive, an integrated
S /Power /SWR meter, and provision feeding
audio to a tape recorder.
Circle No. 49 on Reader Service Page.

and jacks include Volume, RF Gain, SWR. TTC
(Transmitter Tone Control) , Clarifier, Squelch,
AM/USB /LSB, Channel Selector, Noise Blanker,
PA /CB, SWR /Cal. Standard acecs.sories include
microphone, power cord, mounting bracket with
theft -resistant hardware.
Editorial Remarks: The Diamond 60 has an
S /HF /SWR meter, external speaker jack, PA
function, vinyl -covered steel cabinet, transmitter
tone control to adjust voice bass and treble,
transmit indicator.
Circle No. 55 on Reader Service Page.
-TRAM TITAN IV
$627 (Tram Corp.)

TRAM CORSAIR
$395 ( Tram Corp.)

General Description: A 28- channel base- station

General Description: A 23- channel transceiver for
mobile operation. l'ower supply is 12 VDC. Overall dimensions are 35/8-in. h x 83 -in. w x 91/2-in.
d. Front panel controls, switches and jacks include Squelch, Channel selector, Fine Tune, Volume, LSB /USB /AM, Limiter /PA, Microphone.

/

Fine tuning adjusts over range of ±1.2 kHz each

transceiver, with variable receiver tuning for
monitoring radio -control and Business Radio
channels between CB channels. Power supply is
117 VAC. Overall dimensions are 8t% -in. h x
183/4-in. w x lis/ -in. d. Front panel controls,
switches and jacks include RF Gain, Transmit
Channel selector, Squelch, Main Receiver tuning,
Meter switch, Receiver fine -tune, Transmitter
fine -tune, Microphone Gain, Multi- Function
meter, Volume /On -Off, Limiter, Spot Switch,
SWR Calibrate, SSA indicator, Transmit On/
(Continued on page 104)
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THESE TROLLIES DON'T
Hospital robots ride the corridors
Robots are the new hospital orderlies in
Fairfax Hospital in Virginia. These ro-

bots are trollies which can carry anything
from a wards -lunch to the dirty laundry.
The robots are programmed to travel along
set routes on command with never a human
hand helping them on their way.
The hospital scene is almost out of science
fiction. Stainless -steel robot trollies, roughly
the size of large filing cabinets, slide noiselessly down corridors, board elevators, get
at another floor and proceed to a pre-

Eight trollies stand at ease (above)
waiting to go to work like the unit on
the right. Attendant loads general purpose
module on trolly for general hauling.
66
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With the flick of a switch on the computer
control dial (see top), which is part of
every trolly, the unit is programmed on
its way. Photo at far left shows a
trolly with general purpose module on
board being loaded for laundry
purposes. Photo near left shows meals
being stowed on a food module in the
kitchen for distribution to patients
anywhere in the hospital complex.

GO !DING, DING, DING'
serving as silent, hard -working teamsters
determined destination. For most of their
journey there is not a human hand to guide
them. Named "Amscars" by their distributor, The American Sterilizer Co., these unmanned trollies are powered by three 12volt batteries and carry two types of detachable service units for delivering supplies.
When the trolly is loaded, a course is set
on a control panel and the automatic vehicle takes off, running along an invisible
path (a series of wires embedded in the
(Continued on page 99)

Like patient commuters, one trolly waits
at an elevator (two photos up) as another
pulls up. The trollies silently signal
for an elevator and board when one comes
to the floor (one photo up). Dispatch
clerk (left) monitors electronic chart
that pinpoints trollies in the hospital.
67
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Co- inventors J. T. Cutchen (left) and J. O.

Harris (right) examine their device which
top photo with eyepiece "open."
Photo was taken without a photoflash unit.
Photo below it shows effect of an electronic
lash. Eyepiece is darkened, allowing no
light to pass through to the wearer's eyes.
is shown in

year industrial accidents occur which
FJvery
result in permanent blinding. The rea-

son is usually that the worker, wearing normal protective goggles, could not close his
eyes fast enough when a sudden ultra- bright,
destructive light build-up occurred. To avert
these tragedies a new type of industrial
goggle has been developed which has built
into it a "blinking lens."
The blinking goggles contain a special
electro -optic ceramic which becomes trans parent when electrical voltage is applied,
and darkens -within a 50- millionth of asecond -when the voltage is interrupted.
This means that a person wearing the goggles can look at an electric lightning storm

I

i

and yet never actually see a flash! Even better, the brilliant flash of a high- current
utility circuit breaker will not blind the man
who happened to look at it.
Inside the Goggles. Five tiny light- sensitive cells between the goggle lenses see when
the light reaches danger levels and switch
the goggles "off." When the light level is
safe again the cells switch the goggles "on"
and the wearer can see again. The "blink"
of the goggles is so fast that it is quite possible that the wearer is totally unaware that
the goggles have switched off and on again.
This is because the human eye needs a 1/4second reaction time.
(Continued on page 99)
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by Art Traufer

antique radio collectors have one or
more early battery radios in their collections which have bayonet shell -type sockets
made for 01A type tubes. The OlA tubes
require 5 volts on the filament and draw a
hefty .25 amps each. Since these tubes were
out of production many years ago and are
becoming hard to find, it is desirable to use
more modern tubes having lower filament
voltages and less "A" battery drain. One
such tube is the type 30 tube, which requires only 2 volts on the filament at only
Many

.060 amps!
Type 30 tubes have the same four pin
arrangement as the old 01A tubes. However, the 30's base is smaller in diameter
than the 01 A's base and it also does not
have the metal pin for use in bayonet sockets. The 30 tubes were made for use in
"push-in" type sockets.
To use a 30 in an OlA bayonet socket it
isn't necessary to make an adapter or to
"re- tube" an 01A base with a 30 glass envelope. All you have to do is build up the
diameter of the 30 base so that it fits the
bayonet socket and then put small metal

pins in the base.
How To Do It. Buy a 12" length of Crown
Line PCV-1120 1" white plastic pipe at a
plumbing supply house, or buy any other
plastic pipe having an inside diameter the
same (or slightly larger) than the diameter
of the 30 tube base. Be sure the outside
diameter is the same (or slightly smaller)
than the opening in the OlA bayonet tube
socket.
Saw off a 1" piece from the plastic pipe,
then file the tough sawed edges smooth
and glue the 1" piece on the base of the 30
tube. If the plastic fits a little too loose on
the tube base simply wrap a turn or two of
Mystik cloth tape around the tube base before you apply the glue. Let the glue harden.
If the modified 30 base now fits a little
too loose in the OlA bayonet socket wrap
a turn or two of the cloth tape around the
base.
To complete the job fasten a small metal
pin in the base. To do this drill an undersize
hole through the plastic and into the tube
base and then twist in a machine screw
(Continued on page 102)
Shown from left to right are :
type 30 vacuum tube
unmodified, type 30 vacuum
tube modified by a wider
base and addition of a
base bayonet pin, type
OA1 vacuum tube
grandfather used, and last,
the bayonet socket that is
the cause of the problem.

Fabricate an OA1 from a type 30
tube and keep your ancient rig on the air!
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TAMKS

To
RADIO

CONTROL

by Joe Gronk

Robert Earwicker (right) works on R C servo
in the British Artillary Carrier, a radio control model lifelike in practically every
respect. For right is the WW Il German
Valentine tank matching every detail in the
German War Office catalog. Below, an
American Crusader tank waits its call to action
from Earwicker's multichannel R C transmitter.
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Every Sunday a big tank battle takes
place in the woods of Keston Ponds,
Bromley in Kent, England. The men and

women involved form the Bromley Tank
Corps. The Corps consists of some 30 tanks
and troop carriers, lovingly built by a number of modelers scattered over a wide area
of southeastern England. Every Sunday a
number of these people get together at
Bromley to exchange reports and work their
beautifully scaled models.
"Most of us at one time had radio -controlled aircraft or boats," said Robert Earwicker, the group's unofficial leader and
spokesman. 'With those models there are
big problems, namely, restriction of air

space, and the almost impossible task of
finding a suitable uncluttered stretch of water to use. One of my old flying-club members was a tank commander, and seeing the
flying problem increase he suggested controlling models in another dimension-tanks.
From that it grew till today, you see, there
are some thirty models all about one -ninth
scale."
What's Inside. The models are made of
plywood and metal, using German drive
motors and English gearing. The models
take about 30 hours to build, which means
three months working evenings, and they
cost about $300 each, fully equipped. This
doesn't include the multi- channel transmit-

Jean and Robert Earwicker swing a convoy of radio-controlled tanks into action. The
tanks, models from several nations, look like the real things when size is overlooked.
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R/C

ting control box, which can cost anything
from $50 to $400 depending on the range
and sensitivity the controller wishes to have.
The ages of the "Bromley Tank Commanders" vary between 18 and 70. There is
even one female commander. The group
usually gets about ten tanks together at every
Sunday gathering. They hold war games,
making the scene more realistic with the aid

of smoke canisters and controlled mini-explosions. A few of the tanks fire pellets
worked by compressed air. One member
once built a flame -throwing tank which was
so dangerous that he had to scrap it after
several close singes!
The group's tanks cover models from
WW II to the present. The models are
scaled from plans, when available, or from
plastic models if no plans can be found.
There are British, German, American,
French and Russian tanks and tractors in
the "Corps."

Rebroadcast Your CB and VHF/UHF Receptions
One way to keep an ear on the Amateur
or Citizens band, or even newscasts from
your favorite FM station, while working
around the house or searing steaks out on
the patio, is to install a lot of remote
speakers. An easier way is to feed the audio
signal from your CB or amateur receiver
into a broadcast band Rebroadcaster and
radiate the signals throughout the house
and yard. A small AM transistor pocket
radio tuned to the rebroadcaster frequency
will alert you instantly if a call is received
on your communications gear. Best of all,
since the radio travels with you, you're
never away from your receiver.
Build the rebroadcaster in a metal cabinet.
The power supply can be a transistor radio
type 9 volt battery, though a line supply is
preferred for more dependable continuous
operation. The unit draws about 10 mA.
Power input and antenna length are limited

9IDC

1

C4

.05uF

WIRE ANTENNA
NOT LONGER
THAN 10 FEET

LI

Cl

C3

EXTERNAL
SPEAKER

rt

C5

40

ter (Radio Shack 272.131 or equiv.)
2022 (Circuit Specialists Co. -see Ad.)
Q1 -NPN transistor, HEP -720 (Rodio Shack 2762015)
RI -6200 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor, see text
(Radio Shack 271 -000 or equiv.)
TI- Output transformer, 4 -16 ohms to 2500
ohms (Allied Radio 928 -005, Lafayette 3385218, or equiv.)

L1-Oscillator coil, Miller

.01uF

HEP -720
AUDIO INPUT>
FROM CB SET

PARTS LIST FOR REBROADCASTER
C4-0.05 uF disc capacitor, 25 VDC or better (Radio Shock 272 -1068 or equiv.)
C2-30 or 47 pF disc capacitor, 100 VDC or
better (Radio Shack 272 -121 or equiv.)
C3, C5 -0.01 uF disc capacitor, 25 VDC or bet-

I

01

umuumumuummummmmmmmuumm11uuummmuuumnumumumummmnuuumuum

CI,

Q IUNUSED

C2

.05uF 47pF

by FCC regulations. If the input current
exceeds 10 mA, increase the value of R1 in
20% increments until the current is below
10 mA. The antenna wire cannot exceed 10
feet. Adjust slug L1 so the rebroadcaster
operates on an unused AM frequency. The
audio input connects to the speaker or headphone output of your communications
equipment. Adjust the volume on the receiver for a high, undistorted transmission
by the rebroadcaster.
After the unit is operational, tune the AM
band and the marine band above it (if you
have a shortwave receiver) and check for
spurious radiations. Also, check for harmonics. If you are splattering the band
with signal and noise, reduce power. Best
way to do this is to cut off sections of the
antenna a few inches at a time. Also, after
your tests are completed, check with your
neighbors to determine whether or not you
are interfering with their receivers.

T.OluF

OUTPUT>

1500 f2

.mmmmuommmuumumummmmmummuuumuuumumoumummmuuuuuuma
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Security Project Book. With auto theft and
home burglary incidence on the increase,
Motorola HEP Semiconductors has published
a timely project book entitled Build Your Own
Home & Car Security (HEP -409). HEP markets
a broad line of semiconductors, their hardware
and accessories, as well as semiconductor kits
and projects brochures. Compiled and written
for the hobbyist-experimenter, the book is devoted entirely to the topics of sensors, alarms
and detectors primarily for home and auto use.

the country and wished it were legal to contact
them? Now you can do all of this and more by
entering the world of ham radio. Whether you
are a CBer or an SWL-or anyone who wants
to get started in amateur radio-From CB to
Ham Beginner by J. A. Stanley answers your
questions. It explains how to: select and tune a
communications receiver, listen in on the ham
bands, acquire technical knowledge by building
and experimenting, learn to send and receive
code, build or buy an amateur transmitter,
erect an effective antenna, and put a ham station
on the air. Published by Howard W. Sams &
Co., Inc. For more information circle No. 66
on Reader Service page.
Fixing Musical Amps. Here's a volume that
covers the repair and maintenance of amplifying systems used with guitars, pianos and
organs, as well as repairing the instruments
themselves. It's How To Repair Electronic
Musical Instrument Amplifiers by Byron Wels.
A very lucrative business awaits the technician
who can service and repair electronic musical
instrument amplifiers and associated equipment.
Electronics is involved in a variety of guitar
systems, organs, and even electronic pianos.
Countless thousands of such systems and instruments need service right now, and every year
HOW TO REPAIR
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Soft cover

AMPLIFIERS

....«w,,.

106 pages

$1.25

Beginning with basic alarm theory, the manual
contains illustrated construction and installation
techniques for 11 safety systems. Each project
includes a brief description of the systems function, a schematic diagram, suggested applications and a complete parts list. Also included
are assembly hints and a photograph of the
finished product. The manual is available from
franchised HEP suppliers throughout the country. For more information, circle No. 62 on
Reader Service page.

Time to Switch. Are you tired of listening to
the same type of traffic on the CB band? Have
you heard "skip" stations roll in from across

Soft cover
144 pages
$4.25

Soft cover
288 pages
50 illustrations
$5.95

vast numbers are added to those already in
use. This book provides the knowledge required
to troubleshoot and repair such equipment-not
only the electronics, but also the mechanical repair of guitars and other fretted instruments. It
is a complete book, covering all phases of
electronic musical instrument repair. Published
by Tab Books. For more information, circle
No. 69 on Reader Service page.
For Big Sound. Selecting & Improving Your
Hi-Fi System by Harvey Swearer is a handy
guide to the latest information on home audio
equipment. It tells what to look for, what to
expect, and what to avoid when considering
starting or expanding any part of a hi -fi system.
All pertinent Characteristics of the equipment
are defined to advise the reader exactly why
listening pleasure increases with better quality,
more elaborate layouts. Four -channel sound is
described in its present phases of development,
with the emphasis on complete compatibility
with an existing system. Speaker -selection
criteria are described, along with a few im77
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GM

REFERENCE
DATA FOR

BOOKMARK

RADIO

EDITION

ENGINEERS

Selecting X tmpn.oi,r¡¡'
)01n- 1ti,1 é Spit.an

Hard cover
1150 pages

1350

illustrations

$20.00
Hard cover
224 pages

40,

VAR

HOOKS

122 illustrations
$7.95

portant trade -off considerations. Finally, there
are hints concerning placement of components,
listener's tests, room acoustics, shortcuts, and
adjustments. For information and catalog of
other Tab books, circle No. 69 on Reader
Service page.

Reference Data. Whether you are in radio,
telephony or telegraphy, you will agree that
the new Fifth Edition of Reference Data for
Radio Engineers is an invaluable tool: a reference library in one fact -laden volume published

by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. This new compilation with its comprehensive index and cross index was made by an extremely qualified group
of practicing engineers, professors, and industry and government experts under the direc-

tion of the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation staff. It is skillfully written,
greatly enlarged, and meticulously revised and
edited. In 45 chapters of a brand new format,
50% of the text is new material, including
seven subject areas not covered by the fourth
edition. In addition to the basic phases of electronics, there is new material on microminiature
electronics, space communications, navigation
aids, quantum electronics and many other cur rent topics. For more information, circle No. 66
on Reader Service page.
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HEAD -AMP

FOR THOSE MINI -SOUND

D Quite often the audio output from small
projects is just barely sufficient to produce
a recognizable signal in standard expertmenter magnetic earphones. Yet a handful of surplus components will provide
enough gain to turn that whisper sound
into a roar. Specifically intended for use
with magnetic earphones of from 1000 to
5000 ohms impedance, the Head -Amp
can do double-duty as an audio signal tracer
when troubleshooting.
Transistor Q1 can be any PNP of the
2000n
MAGNETIC
HEADPHONES

CI

IuF

RI

INPUT

C

+

500K

B1=-

01

C2

tuF

2N2613 variety. Even the 10- for -a -buck
kind will work. Volume control R1 should
have an audio taper. Distortion control R3
can have any taper. Make certain C2's
polarity is correct; the positive terminal
connects to volume control R1 (wiper
terminal). Adjust distortion control R3 for
best sound quality. If you use a jack and
plug to connect your headphones to this
amp, you can eliminate on -off switch S1 because power is removed whenever the headphones are disconnected.
111111111 I I I 11111I I I II I I 11111111 I I I I

11 11

I

111110 I 111111

I

I I O 1111111I 11111111111111111111

PARTS LIST FOR HEAD -AMP

B1-Battery,

R2

100K

PROJECTS

e

12V

+I

SI

It takes two to stereo, and

four to

quadeo. Construction is easy, just
use one battery and combine all
ground connections in one chassis.

12 volts (two Radio Shack 23066, Eveready 5105, in series or equiv.)
C1 -0.1 uF capacitor, 15 VDC or better (Radio
Shack 272 -1069 or equiv.)
C2 -1 uF capacitor, 15 VDC or better (Radio
Shack 272 -1055 or equiv.)
Q1 -PNP transistor, 2N2613 (Radio Shack 2762003 or equiv.)
R1- 500,000 -ohm audio taper potentiometer
(Radio Shack 271 -1723 or equiv.)
R2- 100,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor (Radio Shack
271 -000 or equiv.)
R3 -1 megohm potentiometer, any taper (Radio
Shack 271 -211 or equiv.)
nuuuuuwnuuununnuwmmuumnimuuuuuuunnunununununnunununuuunurt
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A BETTER

BATTERY TESTER
by Marshall Lincoln

today uses a surprising number of batteries in daily living -more of
them than we realize until we sit down to
count all the battery -operated devices we
have in home and shop. But how many of
us have a good way to test all the various
sizes and kinds of batteries we use, to learn
when each should be replaced (or in some
cases, recharged)?
Mostly, we must rely on the old method
of using a battery until it seems to be getting weak, and then replace it. If we want to
be cautious, we may replace it sooner than
necessary "just to be sure," and never really
know if the old battery was really worn out.
Sometimes we may keep a couple extra
batteries on hand for the most important
devices in the household. These may go
dead on the shelf before we get around to
using them. So, the next time, we put off
buying a replacement until we need one and
then find the store is out of the size we need.
Any way you look at it, we wind up with a
feeling that "there must be a better way."
Naturally, There Is. It's through use of a
battery tester that will check all the many
types of batteries we have in the house. And
to do the job right, it must do more than
must also put
just measure the voltage
the correct load on the battery while measuring the voltage.
EACH OF US

-it

The little testers you find on the counter
at an electronics parts store do this in a limited fashion. It's easy enough to build a similar tester to check just one or two types of
batteries this way for yourself. But with so
many different types of batteries in common use today, these simple testers still
don't do the complete job. What you need
is a battery tester with a built -in load which
can be adjusted to suit any common type of
battery which you are likely to have. The
better battery tester illustrated here does
just that, and yet is not much more complex
than a simple tester which may work with
only a few selected types of batteries.
Using commonly -available components
and inexpensive, yet suitably accurate meters, this battery tester enables you to test
just about any household or workshop battery you're likely to encounter, from the little button cells used in hearing aids and photographic exposure meters, up through
medium-voltage radio "B" batteries.
A Terminal Voltage? This tester has both
a voltmeter and a milliameter, and so it enables you to check the battery voltage while
at the same time observing the amount of
current being drawn from the battery. By
adjusting the tester so it draws the amount
of current for which the battery is rated by
the manufacturer, you can quickly see if its
79
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using this tester, the power rating of the
portion of the rheostat which is being used
BETTER BATTERY TESTER
is reduced accordingly.
You certainly won't be sucking 50 watts
terminal voltage drops significantly under of power out of the batteries you test, but
this load.
you need rheostats heavy enough to safely
Three rheostats, of different resistance val- dissipate lesser amounts of power when set
ues, are used in the tester to give you con- for less than their full resistance.
tinuously-variable control of the load placed
In using the tester, you'll adjust a rheoon the battery. This is the key to use of this stat used as a load on the battery being
better battery tester
gives you the abil- tested until the milliameter shows you this
ity to easily impose the proper load on the load is drawing from the battery the amount
battery so you can observe the effect this of current for which it is rated. To determine this "load current," refer to the acload has on the battery's terminal voltage.
Each of the tester's two meters has three companying battery table, which covers
ranges, selected with a rotary switch just many of the commonly -used batteries
below the meter. Voltage ranges are 0 -3, you're likely to encounter, or refer to a bat0 -30, and 0 -60 volts. Current ranges are 0 -5, tery manual from the manufacturer of the
batteries you use.
0 -50, and 0 -500 mA.
For example, the normal full rated load
Three rheostats give you a selection of
load resistance from zero to 20,000 -ohms. current for a 1.5 -volt size "D" flashlight cell
Only one rheostat is used at a time, with is shown as 150 milliamperes. To test such
a cell on this better battery tester, follow
S1 used to select the rheostat in use. By covering the load resistance range with three this procedure.
rheostats whose resistance values overlap,
1. Plug a pair of test prods into the two
this tester allows you to select a medium or
banana jacks at the lower left corner of
low resistance setting with greater precision the tester. Set the voltmeter range switch
than if a single rheostat were used for the to "lx" (for the 0.3 volt range) and the
load.
milliameter range switch to "100x" (for the
Overrated Rheostats. When you look at 0 -500 mA. range).
2. Set the load range switch to "low."
the parts list, you may be surprised at the
power ratings of these rheostats-they This will select load resistor R3.
range from 121/2 watts up to 50 watts. Why
3. Touch the positive test prod to the
such a high power dissipation rating for the positive battery terminal and the negative
load resistors to be used on household bat- test prod to the negative battery terminal.
teries, which don't produce nearly that Turn the "low" rheostat control (R3) until
much power?
the milliameter shows you are drawing 150
These high power ratings are needed to milliamperes from the battery, and as you
give you the flexibility to test a wide range
do this, also watch the voltmeter. If it conof batteries. The power rating on a rheostat tinues to indicate nearly 1.5 volts as the
applies only to the full resistance of the current flow is adjusted upwards until it
rheostat. When you turn the slider to a reaches 150 milliamperes, the cell is in good
lower resistance point, as you will do when condition, since you can see it is supplying
SI, S2, S3 are SP3T, Centralab 1461
R4 332012
E-0 -3 volt DC meter, edge reading or

-it

20,000.0
RI

350n

60 VDC

500

R5 1580n

--NAAr

R3

R2

30

HI

SI

1.30
R6
5

-O

+

O

INPUT

M

S2

3 VDC

LOW

MED

VOC

0.3 VDC
150
R7

50MA

500

MA

I+
5 MA

round (Allied 701 -5102 or equiv.)
DC meter, edge reading or
round (Allied 701 -5302 or equiv.)
R1- 20,000 -ohm, 50-watt rheostat
(Ohmite 4211 or equiv.)
R2- 350 -ohm, 25 -watt rheostat
(Ohmite 0155 or equiv.)
R3 -50 -ohm, 12% -watt rheostat
+
( Ohmite 0110 or equiv.)
R4-3320 -ohm, t/2 -watt resistor (IRC
type CEC -T -O or equiv.)
R5- 1580-ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor (IRC
type CEC -T -O or equiv.)
R6 -1.3 -ohm, t/2 -watt resistor (Ohmite
type RC20GF or equiv.)
R7 -15 -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor (Radio
Shack 271 -000 or equiv.)

1-0 -5 mA
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BATTERY TEST REFERENCE CHART
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Maximum
Current

Type and Application

Manufacturer Type Number

(mA)
RCA

Burgess Eveready

Ray -O -Vac

-.

NEDA

1.5 Volts

flashlight cell
flashlight cell
D flashlight cell
Key chain lights & novelties
AM flashlight cell
Transistor radios AA size
AA

7R
1C
2D

15E
14F
13F

716

910

4D0

24F

15
14

14

2LP

13

920
120
220

915
935
950
904
912
1015
1035
1050
815BP
835BP
850

AL-7
AL-9
AL-1
AL-2

E92
E91
E93
E95

MN -2400
MN -1500
MN -1400
MN -1300

24F
15A
14A
13A

Portable radios C size
Portable radios D size
Photoflash AA size
Photoflash C size
Photoflash D size
Alkaline AM size
Alkaline M size
Alkaline C size
Alkaline D size

VS067

F3

736

A3

3

Portable "A"

250

VSO40C

VS068
VS317

F4M
Z4
TW1

509
724
731

941

25

918

918

9
8

9

25
80
150
20
20
25
80
150
25

80
150
200
300
500
500

VS034A
VS035A
VS036
VS073
VS074
VS334
VS335
VS336
VS734
VS735
VS736
VS1074
VS1334
VS1335
VS1336

Z
1

2
NE
7

930
130
2R

15

C

4.5 Volts
250
6

Volts

500

A2

.2

Lantern service spring terminals
Portable "A"
Lantern service binding posts

7.5 Volts
70
50
80
9

VS065
VS129
VS315

C5

717

B5

.713

D5

707

26

26

Portable radio "A"
Portable radio "A"
Portable radio "A"

VS300A
VS301
VS305
VS306
VS322
VS323
VS327
VS330

P6

1600
1601
1602
1603
1605
1604

L6
C6X

226
2506
246
276
266
216
206
2356N

1600
1601
1602
1603
1605
1604
'1611
1612

Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor
Transistor

VS342

TW1S

732

VS304

XX9

239

VS704

Y10

504

VS084

U15

412

VS085

U20

VS014
VS015
VS086
VS112
VS344

8

Volts
9
150
15

30
20
8
7

80

D6PI
2N6
D6

M6
2U6

radios
radios
radios
radios
radios
radios
radios
radios

12 Volts

250

Lantern service

13.5 Volts
10

1900

Transistor service

220

Photoflash BC units

215

215

Photoflash BC units, transistor service

413

A210

210

Transistor radios

A30
Z30

W359
738

206
205

206
205

1130

415

213

213

5308

762S

B30

484

709
207

709
207

Portable
Portable
Portable
Portable
Portable

1900

15 Volts
1.5

22.5 Volts
2.5

30 Volts
2.5

45 Volts
40
25
4
50
70

radio
radio
radio
radio
radio

"B"
"B"
"B"
"B"
"B"
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BETTER BATTERY TESTER

its rated load current without a significant
drop in voltage. However, if the voltmeter
shows you the voltage dropped excessively
as the current was adjusted upward to the
value that's normal for this particular cell,
then you know the cell is weak.
Incidentally, if you compare battery ratings published by different manufacturers of
similar battery types, you may find a few
variations in ratings. However, the versatility of this battery tester permits you to operate it to fit virtually any ratings to be
found for low and medium voltage batteries.
Some batteries that have just a little life
left will produce their rated load current for
a short time before their terminal voltage
begins to drop off. So, even if the cell tests
good at first, hold the test prods in place for
a minute or so and watch the voltmeter
closely. If the voltage begins to drop off, you
know the cell may be all right for short periods of operation, but that it is nearing
the end of its useful life.
For Unknown Loads. In describing the
test procedure for a size "D" flashlight cell,
it was said to use the low resistance rheostat
load. That's because the author, who designed this tester, knew from his calculations which load to use. Many times though,
you may not be sure which rheostat to use,
so just follow this simple rule. Start a test
using the high rheostat (Rl) set for its highest resistance, and work down from there.
This is easy to do if you wire the unit
so each rheostat will be set for maximum
resistance when it is turned fully counterclockwise as viewed from the front of the
panel.)
In making a test, turn the resistance knob
to the right, which will reduce the resistance, as you seek a setting that will produce on the milliameter an indication of the
current for which the battery is rated.
If you find you must turn the rheostat
nearly fully clockwise to obtain the amount
of current you want to draw from the battery being tested, you will find it's very hard
to set the rheostat precisely enough to hold
the milliameter steady. This will happen
because you will be attempting to work with
a very tiny portion of the rheostat's full resistance range.
When this happens, the thing to do is set

Once parts are assembled mechanically, it's
fast and simple matter to wire a tester.
Choose a panel meter that fits your design.
a

the load selector switch (S1) to medium and
try again, using the medium rheostat (R2) .
If the same thing occurs with R2, then set
51 to low and use the low rheostat (R3).
As a general rule, you'll find the high
rheostat will be used on tests requiring fairly low amounts of current from low voltage
batteries, and the low rheostat will be used
for high amounts of current from low and
medium voltage batteries. The medium
rheostat will be used to conveniently bridge
the gap between these two general categories. However, because of the wide variety of voltage and current combinations
now available in the many battery types,
it's not practical to set an iron -clad rule to
determine which rheostat to use in every
case. So, just follow the procedure of starting with a high resistance and working down
until you reach the proper load for the battery you're testing.
Construction. Building the battery tester
is very simple and straightforward, as you
can see from the photos. Any type of metal
or plastic utility box may be used. The one
shown here is a 5 x 91/2 x 21/4 -in. steel
converta -box, which is a little easier to
work with than the more common mini box.

Drill 3/s -in. holes for the switches and
rheostats. Drill large enough holes for the
two binding posts to accommodate fiber
shoulder washers so the binding post mounting screws will be insulated from the metal
panel, and cut rectangular holes for the
meters.
One or two evenings should be sufficient
to complete the unit, and then you'll have a
battery tester that we think you'll be proud
to own and wise to use.
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by Don

Jensen

PROGRAMS
FOR
p

One way you can now keep yourself current on what's going on in the world of
SWBC DXing is to listen regularly to the
special DXers broadcasts from a number of
stations around the world. Some of these
have been around for many years; Radio
Sweden's "Sweden Calling DXers" has recently celebrated its 25th birthday; and a similar
program from Radio Australia is even older.
Some feature DX tips extensively or exclusively; others have some tips and also
incorporate a mailbag feature, reading listeners letters and playing requested records.
There are many of these DXers programs
on the air. Let's run through the week to
report on some of them you can hear. Remember, though, that stations do change
their frequencies and they move from the
spots mentioned. But chances are that the
time schedule will remain fairly constant.
If you don't find these programs where we
note, tune around a bit and you'll probably
locate them on a different frequency in the
same bands.
Mondays Radio Japan has its weekly English
language DX program directed to North
America scheduled for 0015 and again at
0200 (as in all of cases, the times are
quoted in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).
So don't forget that 0015 GMT, Monday,
is really 7:15 p.m. EST; 6:15 p.m. CST;
5:15 p.m. MST and 4:15 p.m. PST, Sunday,
in North America). (11,800, 15,445 kHz)
Other DX programs on Mondays are Radio
Portugal at 0215 GMT, (6,025 kHz) Radio
Norway at 0220, but on the Monday after
the first Sunday of the month only, (9,610
kHz) ; and Radio Bucharest, Roumania, at
1930 (7,195, 9,570 kHz)

DXers

Tuesdays As we mentioned, Radio Sweden's
DX program is the second oldest of its type
in the world. It can be heard each Tuesday
at 1100 (9,630 kHz) and 1600 (11,930
kHz). Tuesday in the U.S. and Canada, but
actually Wednesday by GMT, the same
program can be heard directed toward us at

Headquarters of Nippon Hoso Kyokai, the
Japanese Broadcasting Corporation widely
heard as Radio Japan by SWL's here.
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FREQUENCY VS.
PROGRAMS FOR DXers
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0030 (11,955 kHz) and 0330 (11,705 kHz).
Additional DX program fare Tuesdays includes Radio Budapest (Hungary) (9,833
kHz at 2245 GMT, and HCJB, Quito,
Ecuador, 1930 GMT (11,780 kHz)
Wednesdays The powerful transmitters of
Radio RSA, the international service of
South Africa, beam a DX program to North
American DXers. at 2330 GMT (9,695
kHz), and to other parts of the world, in
English, at 0800, 1000, 1600 and 1900 GMT
(variously, 9,695, 11,970, 15220, 17,815
kHz). On the first Wednesday of each month,
Radio New Zealand has a popular DX show
at 1030 GMT (9,520 kHz). Radio Prague
(Czechoslovakia) has its program for hobby
listeners at 2200 (6,015 kHz).
Thursdays The widely heard religious station,
Trans World Radio, on the Caribbean island
of Bonaire, Netherland Antilles, features a
DX program at 0045 GMT (Again, don't
forget, that will be late afternoon or early
evening Wednesday in North America.
(11,815 kHz). Another program to try for
is the one aired by Radio Nederland at 2130
GMT. (9715, 11730 kHz)
Fridays On Fridays, the BBC, British Broadcasting Corporation's World Radio Club
airs its program at 2345 GMT, in English
on a whole series of frequencies. Try any of
the following outlets. (6,110, 9,510, 9,580,
15,260 kHz). Other DX broadcasts are Radio Budapest, 1615 (9,833, 11,910 kHz);
Radio Sofia (Bulgaria), 1930 GMT (9,700
kHz) ; Radio Bucharest, 2100 GMT (7,195
kHz)
Saturdays A very popular DX program with
.

At first, many DXers are puzzled by the terms
frequency and wavelength, and the relationship
between them. Actually, both are different ways
of expressing the same thing. Wavelength refers
to the length, in meters (o meter is roughly 39.4
inches), of a particular radio wave. Frequency
describes the number of times per second that
the wave "vibrates ". Frequencies are expressed
in kilocycles per second or kilohertz (more often
megacycles per second or megahertz on the
higher frequencies). These are the formulas for
converting one to the other:
Wavelength in meters
Frequency in kHz

300,000
_ Frequency
in

kHz

300,000
Wavelength in meters

=

MAJOR SW BROADCAST BANDS

90 meter band
60 meter band
49 meter band
41 meter band
31 meter band
25 meter band
19 meter band
16 meter band

3200
4750
5950
7100
9500
11700
15100
17700

to 3400 kHz
to 5060 kHz
to 6200 kHz
to 7300 kHz
to 9775 kHz
to 11975 kHz
to 15450 kHz
to 17900 kHz

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111%

North American listeners is that broadcast
by Radio Canada International. You can
hear it at 2315 and 2345 GMT (9,625,
11,945 kHz). Other Saturday broadcasts are
those by the Swiss Broadcasting Corporation
at 1530 GMT, on the second and fourth
Saturdays of each month (9,590, 11,870
kHz), Trans World Radio's station at Monte
Carlo, Monaco, at 1745 GMT (7,180 kHz),
and earlier at 0930 GMT (9,640 kHz).
Sundays The oldest of all DX programs is
that

Radio

of

Australia,

which can be heard Sundays
at 1300 GMT (9,580 kHz),
and 1530 GMT (9,550, 9,680
kHz). Radio Nordsee International, a pop music, unlicensed pirate broadcaster
which operates from a ship

anchored

in

international

This modern studio building
belongs to Radio Clube de
Mocambique. The station, at
Lorenco Marques,
Mozambique, is one of the

most popular SWBC outlets
in southern Africa.
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THE SINPO CODE
well you reSINPO is a shorthand technique used for reporting to stations to inform them of how
Strength of
evaluation:
reception
in
factors
major
for
the
five
stand
ceived their signals. The letters
signal, Interference from other stations, Noise from atmospheric sources, static, Propagation conditions,
are rated
generally the degree of signal fading, and Overall evaluation of the reception quality. These
numerically on a scale of from one to five, with five the optimum and one the minimum conditions.
no inTypically, a strong signal might be reported as SINPO 55444, meaning excellent signal strength,
to many
terference, slight static, slight fading and an overall rating of good. While of use in reporting
are not
of the major international broadcasters, unfortunately many small and rarely heard stations
familiar with the SINPO code.

S
5- Excellent
4-Good
3 -Fair
2 -Poor

1- Barely audible

5 -None

4- Slight
3- Moderate
2- Severe
1- Extreme

P

N

1

5 -None

4- Slight
3-Moderate
2-Severe
1- Extreme

5 -None

4- Slight
3- Moderate
2-Severe
1- Extreme

O
5-Excellent
4-Good
3 -Fair

2 -Poor

1-Unusable
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waters off the coast of Europe as a weekly
DX program on Sundays at 0900 GMT.
(6,210 kHz). On the first Sunday of the
month, try Radio Norway's broadcast to
North America at 1620 GMT. (15,175

kHz).
In addition to their broadcasts specifically

directed to SWLs around the world, some
of these stations offer special incentives to
listen in. Some have their own listeners
clubs; some have contests-can you imagine
winning an all-expenses -paid trip to Portugal
and the Portuguese African colonies? Others
have prizes. Still others offer listeners badges,
pennants and publications. For example,
Radio Sweden (Swedish Broadcasting Corp.,
S -105 10, Stockhold, Sweden), will send, free

First step of the VOA's microwave link
between Washington DC studios and the
transmitters at Greenville, North Carolina.

of charge, mimeographed summaries of the
DXing tips broadcast on its programs to
those SWLs who contribute items for the
program.
Other Helps For DXers. What are other
sources of information on DXing and the
stations that are out there to be heard? We
hope you'll find our own "DX Central Reporting" a big help. You'll find it, of course,
in this magazine.
No serious DXer should be without the
annual World Radio and Television Handbook. It contains one of the most complete
lists of short and medium wave stations, TV
outlets and the like in the entire world. It
also has data on station addresses, schedules
and much much more. It has been called,
quite correctly, the DXers Bible.
Here at e/e we frequently receive questions from listeners concerning this station
or that, broadcasting in one country or another. Because of the amout of mail received, rarely is it possible to give you the
specific detailed answer you are seeking.
But, in analyzing the questions received, it
can be safely said that the vast majority
could be answered by the writers themselves,
with much less time and trouble, just by
checking a copy of WRTH!
We do suggest you invest in a copy for
you'll get your money's worth out of it. The
book is published each year in Denmark and
is handled through a number of dealers and
by some of the DX clubs previously mentioned.
The book can be mail ordered from Gilfer
Associates, Inc., P.O. Box 239, Park Ridge,
NJ 07656.
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Four Ways To 4- Channel
The SA -8000X is from Technics, the neon
audiophile line by Panasonic, and is an
AM /FM 4/2- channel receiver with built-in
CD -4 demodulator plus AFD matrix for dire t
demodulating or decoding every 4- channe
medium in use today, without external
accessories. The 64 -watt (total continuous
rms power) receiver is $499.95.
Circle No. 60 on the Reader Service Page.

Craig's 3140 Quick -Mount 8-track
player plays quadraphonic tapes and also
gives an enhanced 4- channel effect to
conventional stereo cartridges by using the
matrix switch. The sound remains on whE
the fast -forward button is depressed to
enable locating a desired selection easily;
$112.95.
Circle No. 63 on the Reader Service Page.

n

Combining an AM/FM-stereo receiver
with 4- channel cartridge player, the General
Electric SC4205 also has a Quadrabalance
joystick to control all four 2 -way air suspension speakers simultaneously. The
4- channel capability includes discrete
8 -track tapes, encoded discs, encoded
broadcast, and stereo synthesizer; $339.9E
Circle No. 67 on the Reader Service Page.
From Pioneer, the QD -240 CD -4 disc
demodulator supplies 4- channel sound from
all CD -4 discrete discs, and is hooked up
between the stereo turntable and the
4-channel amplifier or receiver. Frequency
response is 20 to 15,000 Hz. The mode
switch has three positions: 2- channel,
CD -4, and direct. $129.95.
Circle No. 70 on the Reader Service Page.
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learn how typical semiconductor tests can be made. If you
hat you

This series is based on
BASIC ELECTRICITY /ELECTRONICS,
Vol. 4, published by
HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.

.a

learn. You

study this chapter thoroughly,
you will be able to make simple
tests on semiconductors to determine their operating quality without the use of special instruments.
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SEMICONDUCTOR TESTING
Semiconductors are reliable devices. One example of this reliability
is an early second generation (meaning all transistor) digital computer
that was tested during its development. The computer contained over 100,000 individual
(not integrated circuits) crystal diodes and transistors. The test was run for two years,
averaging 20 hours of operation per day. Within that period there were only three semiconductor failures.

While vacuum tubes are the source of most troubles in equipment in which they are used,
semiconductors, particularly transistors, are relatively troublefree. However, the hobbyist,
technician and student should be able to determine when a semiconductor device is operating properly.

Preliminary
The approach to finding a bad semiconductor is the same as that for locating any other
defective component. You do not test a component unless you have a good reason to suspect
that it is defective.
Since most semiconductors are soldered into position, the advice above becomes even
more meaningful. Soldering and unsoldering a number of transistors to find a suspected
bad one can be a tedious, time -consuming chore. Excessive heating can ruin a semiconductor.
Therefore, be sure there is a good reason for removing a transistor before doing so.
Substitution Test-When you are reasonably sure you have found the circuit containing
the trouble and that the trouble is, in fact, a semiconductor, you can verify and correct the
trouble by a substitution test. As with vacuum tubes, this is probably the simplest and most
reliable of all tests. When subsitution of a good diode or transistor has restored the circuit
to proper operation, the semiconductor that it replaced was the cause of the trouble.
Be very careful when rem -ing and replacing semiconductors. Although strongly constructed, semiconductors are sensitive to excessive voltage, current, and heat.
When soldering or unsoldering a semiconductor, use the minimum heat required. Keep
the semiconductor away from the chassis. Use a low- voltage soldering iron (30 to 40 watts)
and a heat sink, as shown in the illustration. A heat sink is a device for dissipating heat.
USE PLIERS AS A HEAT SINK

HEAT SINK
(LONG NOSED PLIERS)

\'\

HEAT

\

DIODE

-SINK BETWEEN DIODE AND

IRON

QUESTION

IRON (30 -40W)

LOW -WATTAGE

TO DISSIPATE

HEAT

ANSWER

Ql. What factors can ruin a semiconductor?

Al.

Excessive

current, voltage, or heat

can ruin a semiconductor.

When a semiconductor is known to be defective, check the circuit for defects that may
have caused the damage. If the defects are not eliminated, they will also damage the substituted unit. These checks can be made with a voltmeter and ohmmeter. Compare readings
with those in the equipment manual.
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I

EQUIPMENT MANUALS PROVIDE DATA

Crystal -Diode Tests
A crystal diode is a semiconductor. Among the crystal-diode family are general-purpose
germanium and silicon rectifiers (diodes) and silicon diodes constructed for high -power or
very high-frequency purposes. Although these diodes may be effectively tested only under
circuit operating conditions, other tests can be made as follows.
Resistance Measurement -A good diode will have a high resistance to current in one
direction and a low resistance in the other. The ratio should be at least 10 to 1 for the diode
to function as a rectifier. This is called a reverse -to- forward resistance ratio, with the greater
value being in the reverse direction.

DIODE RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT

REVERSE RESISTANCE
GREATER THAN 500=800 OHMS

Diode Test Set-Test sets are available to check the rectifying qualities of a diode. Some
of them provide a combination resistance and current test. When the set is used as an
ohmmeter, it will measure forward and reverse resistance. When it is used as a milliammeter, it will measure forward and reverse current. Others use one or the other to obtain
the forward-to- reverse ratio. Most sets are constructed as shown in the diagram. (over)
The diode is inserted in the device, and R1 is used to adjust the meter reading so that the
pointer will remain on scale when the switch is thrown. The switch reverses the current
direction through the diode. R2 limits the current to a safe value.

Transistor Testing
There are laboratory instruments that measure transistor characteristics in out -of- circuit
and in- operating- circuit conditions. Test sets of lesser capabilities are available for use by
technicians concerned with repair, rather than design, of transistor equipment. However,
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many worthwhile checks can be made without the use of a transistor
tester.
When trouble occurs in transistor equipment, isolate the source of the
trouble to a specific circuit befire touching a single transistor.
THE SIMPLE DIODE TESTER

o

NSW
IODE

L__'BEING

TESTED

J
QUESTION
Q2. The reverse -to-forward resistance
ratio of a diode should be at least

-

to

-.

ANSWER
A2. The reverse-to- forward resistance ratio
of a diode should be at least 10 to 1.

Transistor Testing Precautions
If the equipment manual contains waveforms at test points on a schematic or block
diagram, an oscilloscope should be used to locate the circuit that is causing the trouble. If
there are no waveforms available, voltage and resistance readings can be used to achieve the
same results. As mentioned before, put off actual testing of a transistor until you are sure
that it needs testing. When the faulty stage is isolated, use a multimeter to test the
other parts of the circuit to determine whether abnormal conditions exist.
The multimeter used should have a high impedance to prevent loading the circuit. Low
impedance across a circuit will change resistance and current values and provide a false
voltage reading. The battery voltage of the ohmmeter used should not be in excess of 3
volts. Larger voltages may send an excessive amount of current through the transistor.
Parts and connecting leads are usually mounted very close together in the construction
of transistor circuits. The metal tips of test probes are long enough to short- circuit leads
when taking measurements. If this happens, excessive circuit voltage or current could be
shunted to another part. To prevent this, insulate the metal portion of the probes so that
TO INSULATE THE TEST PROBE

NORMAL PROBE
INSULATION

--- 1/8"

PLASTIC TAPE OR OTHER INSULATING MATERIAL
TO

1/4"
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only a short portion of the tip is exposed.
Double Check -When using a test instrument such as an AC voltmeter that could have a
capacitor in series with the test lead, ground the probe to make sure the capacitor is discharged. If the capacitor were to discharge through a transistor, the transistor could be
damaged.
During the circuit -checking tests it is best to remove the transistor if it is the plug -in
type. Removal is not absolutely necessary if you exercise necessary care.
The technical manual for the equipment should supply sufficient information to make
circuit checks that include the transistor. These tests involve the amount of bias or voltage
applied to and the current through the elements of a transistor. With the exception of some
circuits (pulse and power -amplifier stages, for example), transistors are usually biased so
that 1/2 to 3 milliamperes flow through the emitter, and voltage from collector to base is
usually 3 to 15 volts.
Polarity, as well as the value of voltages, is particularly important to the safe operation
of transistors. Check the amount of voltage first to be sure that it is not too high. Then
determine if the polarity is in the correct direction. Voltage on PNP transistors must be
negative on the collector and positive on the emitter with respect to the base. Polarities in
NPN transistors are the reverse of those in PNP types.
RELATIVE POLARITY, TRANSISTOR ELEMENTS

COLLECTOR

+COLLECTOR

EMITTER

EMITTER

i

{

V

BASE

BASE

NPN

PNP

QUESTION

Q3. If the trouble in a piece of equipment is isolated to one circuit, why
should tests be made on other cir-

cuit components before testing the

transistor?

ANSWER
A3. Detection and elimination of any

abnormal circuit conditions will
protect the new transistor. The
transistor should not be unsoldered
until you have determined the transistor may be defective.

Transistor Tests
If all checks indicate that the transistor may be defective and the transistor must be
removed for further testing or replacement, turn off the power to the equipment. Removing
or inserting a transistor in an operating unit causes the current in the circuit to surge (rise)
for instant. The surge may be enough to damage the transistor.
Ohmmeter Test-Forward- and reverse -resistance checks of the transistor elements provide an indication of its condition.
To make the test, ohmmeter readings should be taken in both directions (reverse the test
leads) from emitter to base, collector to base, and collector to emitter. The purpose of the
test is to determine whether shorts or decreased resistances between elements have occurred.
The large -to -small ratios for emitter to base and collector to base should be 500 to 1 or more.
Direction of the ratio depends on whether the transistor is an NPN or PNP type.
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OHMMETER FOR TRANSISTOR TESTING

OHMS

J
Most of the commercial testers are simple in design. Of the several tests that can be made
in the laboratory, only a few are found in test sets normally used by technicians. The two
most common tests are for leakage and gain.
Leakage Test -To determine leakage between elements, most testers place the transistor
in series with a meter, battery, and current-limiting resistance. A good tester has a
microammeter. If current readings exceed those stated for the transistor, it should be re-

placed.

COLLECTOR- EMITTER /BASE LEAKAGE

-If

Gain Test
transistor leakage current is within suitable limits, gain can be tested.
Gain is a measurement of the change that occurs in collector current as a result of a small
change in base current. The reason for this test is that the current gain capability of a
transistor can decrease with age.
A variety of circuits are used to measure gain. All result in a ratio of Ic /IB (collector
current to base current). This ratio is matched against the minimum standard for the particular transistor. If the measured gain is too low, the resistor should be replaced. This test
is often referred to as direct -current gain, since changes in DC current are involved.
Other Tests -More expensive sets measure the punch -through (or break-through
voltage level between collector and emitter to base. If current passes at a prescribed rise in
voltage between the elements, the transistor would be considered defective.
QUESTIONS

ANSWERS

Q4. What does a leakage test indicate?

A4. A leakage test reveals an excessive
flow of current between the elements in a transistor.
A5. A gain test determines the ratio of the
change in collector current to a corresponding change in base current.

Q5. What does a gain test indicate?
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An AC-gain test on a transistor is quite similar to a trans- conductance test for vacuum
tubes. This test measures the ratio of collector -current change to emitter-current change as an
alpha amplification factor. The ratio of collector -current change to base-current change is a
beta amplification factor. Both ratios are measured with AC applied to the transistor and
are then compared with desired values in a chart.

WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED
1. Semiconductors, particularly transistors, are reliable and have a
2. A crystal diode is a semiconductor that allows current to pass

long life expectancy.
more readily in one

direction than the other.
Transistors are sensitive to excessive heat, voltage, and current.
When testing transistor circuits, observe these rules: An ohmmeter that applies a
voltage in excess of 3 volts should not be used on a transistor. Test -probe tips should
be insulated to prevent application of undesired voltages to transistors. Capacitors in
test leads or instruments should not be allowed to discharge through the transistor.
Make voltage and resistance readings in the circuit to locate any abnormal situation.
Do not remove or install a transistor when equipment is energized. To prevent loading,
use a high- impedance voltmeter when taking voltage readings.
5. Bias voltages and collector current can be measured in a transistor while it is still in a
circuit. Measurement of reverse and forward resistances between the separate elements
will indicate a defective transistor.
6. A diode tester is designed to accurately determine reverse-to- forward resistance ratios.
7. Transistor testers include circuits to measure collector leakage, DC gain, AC gain, and
punch -through voltage.

3.
4.

This series is based on material appearing in Vol. 4 of the 5- volume set,
BASIC ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS, published by Howard W. Sams & Co.,
Inc. @ $22.50. For information on the complete set, write the publisher at
4300 West 62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268.

Ask Hank, He Knows
Continued from page 22
Troubles with PC Board.

How do you unsolder a part from a printed
circuit board? Do I need special tools?
-K. H., Binghamton NY
I use the same iron to remove a part as I used
to solder it in place. Sure, there are special
tips, even special irons with suction attachments
that slurp up solder when molten. But, the
average Joe just needs some common sense and
he'll do fine. First, to remove defective resistors and capacitors, cut the part in half with
a hand cutter. Now, heat the point where a lead
connects to the board and gently pull the part
out with a long-nose plier. Pull slowly so no
solder splatters. Now, remove all solder from
the iron's tip and pick up excess solder from
the connection until the PC board hole reappears. Sometimes you can heat the point and
tap the board from behind. Be sure the hot
solder splatters down to the table. Also, you can

heat the spot and blow gently through the hole.
Again, be careful of flying solder. Most parts
with leads can be removed this way. Sockets and
electrolytic cans are tougher. I rock these out of
the board by heating a contact point and lifting
carefully, rotating around the part until it lifts
off. Remove as much solder beforehand as possible to make life easier. If you are a repairman,
then I suggest you pick up some of Unger's
specially designed desoldering tips.
Indoor Car Radio Needs Power

to power a 12 -volt car radio from
AC line in my den. Do you have any dia-

I would like
the

grams

I

could use for this purpose?

-R.

H., Estes Park CO
Sure I have, but I'm not giving them to you.
The reason is simple, the parts for these circuits

cost more than the Sears 28H7108 3- Ampere
charger that sells for only $7.95. It's a 12 -volt
rig only. If you want 6 and 12 -Volt operation,
then get Sears 28H7182 4-ampere charger for
only $12.98. They have other units for up to
10 amperes continuous duty for only $34.95.
Why build? You may need some filtering, but
then you may not. (Continued on page 98)
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Jerry Lineback, Illinois; Ken Swatkoff, Alberta,
Canada; Elliot Straus, New Jersey; Gladys
Martin, New York; North American SW As(Continued from page 29)
sociation, P.O. Box 8452, South Charleston,
WVA 25303)
Backtalk. Lloyd Tyerman sent us a clipping
continue apparently depends on listener re- the other day from his hometown newspaper,
action, so now seems a good time to listen for the Stonewall (Manitoba) Argus. The story
the Israeli station and report your results.
told of how Lloyd played a major role in the
It is possible that the IBA will continue to rescue of two persons aboard a sinking pleasure
try various frequencies, seeking clear channels
craft off the Bahamas in April.
to North America. But, at this writing, the
Though the story didn't give all the details,
broadcasts, half in English and half in French, apparently Lloyd was monitoring the 27 MHz
can be heard on 9,009, 11,705 and 11,945
citizen band when he picked up a May Day call
from 0500 to 0530 GMT, and on 11,865, for help. The signal "skipped" in across thou15,425 and 17,870 kHz, from 1130 to 1230
sands of miles to Lloyd's Manitoba home.
GMT.
Reader Tyerman contacted the Royal CanaFor those of you with rather simple re- dian Mounted Police in. Winnipeg, who, in turn,
ceivers, who have some trouble finding stations
notified the U.S. Air Force. A Coast Guard
on specific frequencies in the crowded shortship was dispatched to the scene, off the west
wave bands, try the 9,009 kHz frequency. It coast of Bell Island in the Bahamas. The two
isn't the most powerful of the IBA transmitters, persons were rescued just before their craft
but it is about the only broadcast station in that sank.
area of the band and should be relatively easy
Nice work, Lloyd!
to find.
Mark Rodocker, Villa Park, Ill., sends along
If you're seeking a QSL from IBA, address a bit of information on an easily heard Mexican
your report to Box 1082, Jerusalem, Israel.
station in the broadcast medium-wave band.
Bandsweep. (Frequencies in kHz, times in
"XEG, Monterrey, N.L., Mexico broadcasts
GMT) 2,446 -A very nice DX catch that in 1050 kHz. This is a bootleg station, having
occasionally slips through the ORM on 120
a 100 kilowatt signal -twice the U.S. legal
meters is the ORTF station on Reunion Is- limit- across the border. With English language
land. This island in the Indian Ocean can be pop -rock programs and ads for mail order
best heard -when it is heard at all -for a few products during the early morning hours, on
minutes after 0230 sign on
.
3,250
weekends, it is a best bet for Mexico."
You've heard Radio RSA, South Africa's powerThanks, Mark, but there's one little correcful international service. Now try the home
tion to note. XEG is a perfectly legal, Mexican
service of the South African Broadcasting licensed station, not a bootlegger. Our southern
Corporation, broadcasting in English, around neighbor allows stations to run considerably
0330
4,679 -One of the more frequent- more power than is the case in the U.S. or
ly heard stations in Ecuador is Radio Nacional
Canada. Go to it, you BCBers!
Espejo, in Quito. It isn't that it is one of the
"Would you please tell me how I can get
strongest signals in the 60 meter band, but being registered? I don't know how to go about it as
just a bit off the beaten path, frequency -wise, I've never been registered before, but I would
it isn't too hard to find. QSLs, unfortunately,
like to be!"
are few and very far between!
4,820
That question comes from a Canadian reader,
On those days when the atmospheric noise
Leo Poirier in St. Catherines, Ontario.
isn't too bad, now is a good time to try for the
Well, Leo, I imagine what you're talking
lower frequency Africans. A good one to watch about is the Monitor and DX Headquarters,
for is Radio Gambia. It relays the BBC's news- operated by Hank Bennett, P.O. Box 333,
cast at 0700
6,025 -As you may know, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08002. Hank issues the well there's more to Soviet broadcasting than just
known WDX identifications which, over the
Radio Moscow. One such Russian station is L
IIIIIII11IIilll
IIIIIIII
IIII IIIIIII11II1II11111111I1II111IIill11lIIII IIIIIIIIIEl
Radio Tashkent, which broadcasts in English
from 1200 to 1230
6,240
new
clandestine station, Radio Libertacao has popped
up on this frequency, broadcasting anti -Portuguese programs to Lisbon's colonies in West
Africa. Listen for this one, usually broadcasting in Portuguese, during the afternoons until
RCt
$EIMCE
2300 sign off
11,880- Here's an easier
one for some of you less experienced DXers.
Alit(/////l
Tune the missionary station, ETLF, Radio
Voice of the Gospel, with its English language
religious programs around 1900.
(Credits: Fred Heutte, Dist, of Columbia;
E

DX Central Reporting
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years, thousands of DXers have obtained. Your
DX editor, for instance, is assigned WDX9EZ.
There is a fee for the registration and if you're
interested in further details about the registration program, I suggest you send a stamped,
self- addressed envelope to Hank at the above
address.

(A note from the Editor: If you noticed Don's
name missing from the beginning of this column
in the last issue, blame it on me. With a pair of
cans clamped to my head and the old rig tuned
to 41 meters, I did a lousy proof reading job.
I'm sorry, readers, and my regrets to Don
Jensen, for he's the greatest.)

unuuuauuunuunnuuuuuuuuuuuuuuunumumnuuuumnnmuumnunnnnuuuununnnuuuuunuuuunnuunuuuuwauanuuuunnnuuuuunuuuuuuu

Newscan
Continued from page 24
As questions are presented by the instructor,
a push- button device on the arm of 265 seats
allows the students to pick one of five possible
answers. The device immediately indicates to
the student whether he is right or wrong, and
indicates to the instructor the percentage of the
class responding, and the percentage correct
or incorrect for each possible answer.
An electronic scanner collects individual student responses and feeds them to a computer,

and the instructor's determining how the material has been assimilated.
The system was installed by Instructional
Industries, Inc., of Ballston Lake, N.Y., an independent affiliate of General Electric and an
outgrowth of an educational systems group in
the GE research and development center. An
exclusive feature of this system is that it allows the addition of student stations or additional classrooms later without duplicating
basic electronic equipment, thus holding down
the cost of additions.
Radar Rates Rear Ends
RCA has designed and tested an experimental automobile radar system designed to
prevent highway rear -end collisions by tracking cars ahead and sounding a warning when

the separation distance becomes unsafe. The
compact radar, mounted on the front of a car,
transmits a continuous signal which is received
by a novel, passive reflector on the rear of the
vehicle ahead. The reflector doubles the frequency of the transmitted signal and reflects it
back to the radar.
By measuring the time required for the signal's round trip, the radar calculates distance
to the car in front and flashes a light and
sounds a buzzer when the separation distance
decreases below one car length for each 10
miles -per -hour of speed of the car carrying the
radar. Range of the radar is 100 yards.
An operational radar of this type might be
integrated into a car so that it would automatically release the throttle and apply the
At

teacher's console, Dr. Phil Manning, Professor
of Medicine, flashes a question to a class of

doctors. Console reports instantly to instructor on
how class as a whole has answered question- per
cent correct, per cent who selected each wrong
answer.

which analyzes the data and relays it to a teletype. The instructor receives an immediate
printed read -out with detailed data analysis of
question -by- question performance by individual
students and the class as a whole. Thus the instructor can rapidly assess student understanding of materials presented and identify areas
that need reinforcing. This represents a marked
advantage over the traditional method of assessing student comprehension by giving quizzes,
which have to be graded and then returned to
the student
tedious process entailing a long
time lapse between presentation of the material

-a

scientist tests an experimental radar developed
to prevent highway rear-end collisions. Radar on
front of car transmits a signal which is reflected
back at twice the frequency by reflector just
under license plate on rear of car ahead.

RCA
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brakes to provide headway control. Furthermore, if special small reflectors were emplaced
on the highway shoulders and on collision hazards such as bridges, the radar could automatically apply the brakes should the car run
off the road. But don't drink to the RCA system yet! The radar still requires testing and refinement, but RCA scientists believe that an
operational system, including both the trans-

Diagram shows operation of experimental
automobile radar developed by RCA Laboratories.
Radar on car B transmits a signal (fl
which is reflected back at twice the frequency
(2f) by a special reflector on the rear of the
car ahead. The radar then calculates the distance
between the two cars and sounds a busier and
flashes a light should the separation become unsafe.

mitting /receiving radar and the special reflector, can be mass produced within five years at
a cost to the consumer of between $50 and
$100 per car-approximately the price of many
AM /FM car radios now being installed in cars
for entertainment.
Besides its safety applications, the radar also

Ask Hank, He Knows
Continued from page 22
For the Birds

How do I keep birds oft the ground plane
radials of my CB antenna?
-E.G., Baton Rouge LA
Repeat after me, "Shoo, shoo, shoo!" Better
than that, do what one reader did. Mount a
117 -volt washing machine solenoid on a bracket
to the mast of thè antenna. Position the solenoid
so that the plunger strikes the mast when a push
button closes the electrical circuit. The noise
and vibrations on the birds tootsies will scare
them away without hurting them:

could permit a smoother traffic flow and significantly decreased travel time in congested areas
such as tunnels. Experiments under congested
traffic conditions have shown that the number
of automobiles passing a given point can be
increased substantially if constant speed and
separation such as that possible with the radar
are maintained.
A key feature of the RCA radar is its rejection of ground clutter -false targets created
by signals bouncing off highway signs, bridges,
overpasses, trees, and other roadside objects.
This is achieved by making the reflected frequency the second harmonic. Since the signals reflected by the highway itself and roadside objects are not at this second harmonic,
they are ignored by the radar. The sensitivity
only to the doubled frequency also prevents the
interference and "blinding" that normally
would occur when two radar-equipped cars
travelling in opposite directions pass one another.
The experimental radar transmitter/receiver
employs all solid -state electronics. It is
mounted on the front bumper of the car, but an
operational version could be smaller and concealed in the grillwork or behind a nonmetallic
front license plate.
The reflector is the same size as the radar,
except it is only one -half inch thick. It is completely passive and requires no power or wiring.
Its simplicity would allow it to be produced for
under $10, and therefore it could be readily
adapted to even the oldest cars still operating
on the highways. It could, in fact, be combined
with the rear license plate. Let's hope the price
comes down and the application increases.
offer involved projects that the reader cannot
hope to build and have working without a
custom -made PC board. That's their style. Like
it, buy it; otherwise go elsewhere.
His View

I built three of your projects and none of them
worked.

I had enough!

Talahassee FL
I was once out of work for three weeks

-I

had enough, too! However, let me make one
suggestion. Buy a good soldering iron and get
rid of that tube of Solder Glue.

Hey, Look Me Over
Continued from page 15

Hates PC Boards

Why must everybody magazine publish projects that must be mounted on printed circuit
boards?
-A.S., Gary, ID

Not everybody does. Check this magazine
and the number of projects you will find using
PC boards, if any, is one. The rest of the
projects are PC board free! Some magazines

video for private listening in bed, etc., without distrubing others. Features include a superheterodyne receiver, RF amplifier. Includes 4 "C" batteries and earphone. Suggested retail
price for model
11 -707
is $29.95. For more information, circle No.
39 on Reader Service Page.
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Hey Herb
Continued from page 53
suspect the amplifier you're using is one tha
was highly rated by several publications, which
didn't determine that when loaded with 4 ohms
and driven to clipping (maximum output) the
power output dropped about 50% and then
took several seconds to build back -producing
severe clipping of the waveforms until it had
stabilized. The amplifier will be okay as long
as you don't drive it into clipping. If you need
more volume I suggest you get a higher power
amplifier.
Hey Herb: For many years I've purchased audio

equipment on the basis of intermodulation distortion-at least it was an important performance specification. Now I find one of the leading
hi-fi magazines claims you can't hear 6% or less
I.M. when listening to a program. Since I.M.
specifications are usually well under 1%, often
about 0.1%, why do we bother with I.M. at all?
We don't bother with I.M. You do. Some
magazines do. But I and many other professional
sound technicians haven't turned on an I.M. analyzer in 20 years. We know that 7% was set as
the hear-no -evil limit by the Hollywood experts
-and they are real experts -something like 30
years ago. I.M. was a major problem on optical
sound tracks where 12% I.M. was not unusual. It
has never been a problem in hi -fi gear. But, I.M.
made for a lot of space -filling articles and letters
to the editor. It is always an impressive mathematical analysis (to the layman) , and is an excellent figure to throw around -at least it sounds
as if one knows what he's talking about. I rate
any article on I.M., as it concerns hi -fi equipment, in the same category with "discussions"
,on "RMS watts should really be average watts ",
"cycles per second is really Hertz ", and "the advantages of ferrite recording heads". (Want to
buy a very old, rarely used I.M. meter ?)
Hey Herb: What is meant by a bridged or BTL
output circuit, as used in advertising some

modern amplifiers?
To avoid having a duplicate line of stereo

and 4-channel receivers and amplifiers, many
manufacturers now make only 4-channel equipments with special output -circuits that permit
the power of the rear channels to be combined
with that of the front for ordinary stereo use.
The extra cost is nominal. The user simply flips
a switch and the entire system operates as an
ordinary stereo receiver or amplifier. If, at some
future date, the user decides to expand to 4channel he need only add twó speakers and open
the switch. In this manner the user's new equipment will not become obsolete, as it would be
if he purchased only a stereo receiver. Though
the bridged or BTL output was originally used
to reduce the number of equipments a manufacturer had to make to cover both stereo and 4channel, it has really turned out to be a protection against obsolescence for the consumer.
(Sometimes we buyers win one by accident) .
Herb would like to answer all the questions
our readers send. However, he can only
sample the questions received and answer
as many as possible through this column.
Sorry, it's impossible to answer questions by
return mail. Questions of a personal listening
nature cannot be answered. Send your questions to Hey Herb, ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS, 229 Park Avenue So., New York NY
10003.

Blinky Blocks Bright Lights
Continued from page 68

The goggles can be adjusted so that the
light intake can be reduced or increased.
Therefore their use in dark or very bright
surroundings is possible.
The power comes from a 200 -hour battery. The lenses are in fact thin polished
slices of ceramic sandwiched between two
polarizing filters. The filters are crossed at
right angles to each other so that they transmit no light. When voltage is applied to the
ceramic between the filters it alters the
polarization so that the light will pass
through the filters. The blinking goggles let
the industrial worker see through his job so
that he can see through his retirement.

F.
F.

These Trollies

Don't...

Continued from page 67

>Wó

"I think this is your problem!"

floor). Amscar signals its own elevator,
travels to whatever floor has been programmed, exits and continues down corridors to its destination. There it waits until
nurses, orderlies or aides come to unload it,
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or guide it manually to another location
where it was unexpectedly needed. At Fairfax Hospital, patients or visitors rarely see
the trollies at work, since most of their operations are confined to behind -the -scenes
service areas.
The trollies are loaded in the basement
with food, laundry and medical supplies
and sent off to their destination at about
1 mph. On the final leg of their automated
journey they return to the basement, this

time loaded (by hand) with dirty dishes
and linens and rubbish. At present, Fairfax
Hospital owns about 60 Amscars. Approximated 13 other hospitals have contracted to
have similar systems installed. There's been
some talk about eventually teaching these
machines some bedside manners to help out
the doctors. We do not know how a patient
should answer such inevitable pre-recorded
greetings as "Good morning. How are you
feeling ?"

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I

Heathkit Metal Detector
Continued from page 76

maximum sensitivity occurs when the metal
is approximately under the center of the
search head, it is still a good idea to locate
the precise center using a dime as the "treasure" and then to mark the precise center
on top of the search head with a dot of
bright nail polish or white paint. It's a lot
easier to find small coins when you know
their exact position within 1/2 -in.
Building the Kit. The most critical part
of the assembly, which is the positioning of
the coils in the search head, is done for you
at the factory; the coils are positioned properly and supplied cemented and mounted
in place. The transistorized electronics is
divided between two small printed circuit
assemblies. One, containing the oscillators
and driver for the search coil is mounted
directly inside the search head and is connected to the audio and meter printed circuit assembly which is mounted in the
plastic housing (and handle) at the top of
the telescopic shaft. The connecting wires
for the two printed circuit assemblies pass
through the telescopic shaft so they are fully
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111 .1111111111111111111111111110

Antique Radio Corner
Continued from page 50

each year. Another is The Antique Radio
Club of America. This is a new club and
publishes a bulletin named the Antique Radio
Gazette. The DeForest Pioneers is a society of the Pioneer Associates of Dr. Lee
DeForest, Father of Radio. They publish a
newsletter. There is also the Canadian Vintage Wireless Association which accepts
members in the United States.. Their bulletin

I I I 11111111110

011111111111111111111111111111 I 1111111111111
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1111111111111111111

protected against damage. Though the printed circuit boards represent simple, no problem construction, there are a few points
where the connecting wires must be snaked
through difficult or tight quarters, and Pop
will have to figure on giving junior some
assistance with the final assembly.
Somewhat unusual, you will find that even
though power is provided by a 9 -volt transistor radio battery, there is a Zener voltage
regulator in the power supply circuit. The
regulation insures that performance remains
constant as the battery is used, or if the
battery is subjected to wide extremes of
ambient temperature variations, as might
occur if the metal detector was moved from
a cool shade into the hot sun. By providing
voltage regulation Heathkit insures the user
will not be confused by meaningless variations in the tone's level or meter reading.
Summing up. There is no better way to
locate metal at a reasonable instrument cost
other than with the induction balance system used in Heath's GD -348 Deluxe Metal
Detector ($89.95). By providing both a user
adjustable sensitivity and search head balance (null) Heathkit insures the user obtains the optimum level of performance
possible. For additional information circle
No. 1 on the Reader Service Coupon.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

is called The Cat Whisker.
I know of two local clubs for radio collectors. One is called the Indiana Historical
Radio Society and also publishes a quarterly
bulletin. It is based in Indiana, but will ac-

cept members from all over the United
States. The other club is named The Rocky
Mountain Antique Wireless Assoc. The club
members live in and around Denver, Colorado.
Another way to learn about old radios is
to visit the large number of public and
private radio and wireless museums. Some
of the outstanding public museums are: The
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DON'T BUY OR L GHT TRUCK
UNTIL YOU BUY
A COPY OF...
AutoFacts Keeps on Scoring for Consumers!
Dan Carrigan of New Orleans La. writes
"I have to let you know how grateful my wife and I
are to your publication. We just ordered our first
new vehicle and got a great deal thanks to
AutoFacts! Armed with the specific cost
information we did battle with local dealerships.
I found that just showing the manager my
AutoFacts book had an amazingly disarming effect.
When all was said and done we had saved $1010
from the quoted price of the first dealership we
consulted. Keep up the good work -we appreciate
,

-

you!"

.LLnnassl>c .ADOEL t:ARE
ALL

ANY NEW CAR
FOR ONLY

5125 OVER

WHOLESALE

signed/Dan Carrigan

How to get

a

WHAT YOU SHOULD

KNOW ABOUT

INSURANCE
AND FINANCING

.. valuable for the consumer in the
market for a car. Car/Puter's
AutoFacts lists the 'dealer'
(wholesale) costs of new cars with all
optional extras itemized and of many
used cars. For comparison shopping
or nitty -gritty haggling- invaluable."

SPECIAL BONUS FOR AUTOFACTS READERS!

-from

new car for only $125 over dealer's cost.

Through the United Auto Brokers' Car /Puter organization, you can take delivery, without delay, of a brand
new car for just $125 over cost. Your purchase includes
freight and pre -delivery service. You take delivery of a
new car of your choice from a local dealer and you get
the same new car warranty and service as if you had
paid full list. Car /Puter's 48 -hour computerized service
that helps you make the best new car deal on your own.
Certain limited production or specialty models priced
higher. Some foreign models not available.

AND LA3HT rRUMs

DETONAI EqumrLArr

The New York Times
Book Review

AutoFacts-

vi makes you a smarter buyer!
can save you up to $1000!
helps tailor your purchase
to your pocketbook!
tells you whether you're
being offered a good deal or not!

NOW ON ALL LEADING NEWSSTANDS
prefer a full year's subscription of four
issues (1974 New Car Yearbook and
Buying Guide; 1974 New Car Prices edition; 1974 Spring /Summer New Car Prices
edition; Spring /Summer 1974 Used Car
Prices edition).

If you prefer, complete and mail this coupon
to Car /Puter's AUTOFACTS, Davis Publications, 229 Park Avenue South, New York,
New York 10003.

I

Send 1974 New Car Yearbook and Buying

Guide. Payment enclosed of $1.50 plus
25¢ for postage and handling.

$6.00 for full subscription is enclosed.

Send AUTOFACTS 1974 New Car Prices

edition. Payment enclosed of $1.50 plus
25¢ for postage and handling.
NOTE: Write publisher for bulk rates. Add
$1.00 per issue for orders outside Continental U.S.A. and Canada.

name

(please print)

address

city

state

zip
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Receive a FREE COPY of the

"CRAFT PRINT DO -ITYOURSELF CATALOG "!

This unusual

catalog is yours FREE (regularly $I)
if you complete and staple this coupon to your
CJTCA membership application. (See advertisement for CAMPING JOURNAL TRAVEL CLUB OF
AMERICA in this issue.)
AND as a member of CJTCA you receive a 25%
discount on any blueprints you order!
Otherwise send $1 for the Croft Print Catalog.
Blueprints for all kinds of BOATS, BOAT TRAILERS,
CAMPER TRAILERS, RACING KART, MARINE
ENGINE, TRACTOR, PONTOONS, SNOWMOBILE,
SCUBA -SCOOTER,

SCOW!

ARC

WELDER,

LEEBOARD

CRAFT PRINT Dept. EE9 -73
Davis Publications Inc.

229 Park Ave. S. NY NY 10003
As a member of CJTCA receive the $1 catalog
FREE and a 25% DISCOUNT on all blueprints.
(Attach this coupon to CJTCA application).
do not wish to join CJTCA and enclose $1 for
the catalog.
I

I

Name

(please print)

Address

City

State

Zip

Smithsonian Institute in Washington DC,
The Henry Ford Museum at Dearborn, Mi,
The Signal Corp Museum at Fort Monmouth NJ, the ARRL Museum at Newington, CN, and there is a very fine exhibit of
antique radios, speakers, tubes, etc. at the
Indiana State Museum at Indianapolis, ID.
The display at the Indiana State Museum
was arranged by the Indiana Historical
Radio Society with the cooperation of the
Museum Curator. The photographs shown
are from the museum exhibit, and were taken by John Noble, a club member.
This winds up what could be the first of
many Antique Radio Corners. The future
of this department is how useful it is to
the readers of this magazine. With this in
mind I have prepared a Fact Sheet for collectors of antique radio and wireless equipment, plus a list of Public Radio and Wireless Museums. You may have a FREE copy
of both by sending a long stamped self addressed envelope to Antique Radio Corner, ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS, 229 Park
Avenue South, New York NY 10003.
In future columns we will have book reviews, some history at Atwater Kent and
other early pioneers of the radio industry,
hints on restoring radios, and in general try
to keep you informed on what is happening in the field of antique radio collecting.

Antiquing an Old Tube
Continued from page 69

about %2" in diameter letting the screw cu
its own threads in the hole. Clip off the
screw leaving about I/s" projecting from
the base and then file the clipped end of the
pin smooth.
Caution: Do not drill too deep into
the tube base or you might strike the
glass inside the base and ruin the tube.
Use a depth marker on the drill so you
will not drill too deep.
Who Has It? Possible sources for type 30
tubes or other battery tubes having the same
type bases as the 30s and having low filament voltages and low filament drain:
George Haymans, WA4NED, Box 468,
Gainesville GA 30501. George has a
good stock of new type 30 tubes at this
writing. Write him for prices. He also
has type VT -25 tubes which are similar
to type 30s.

Barry Electronics, 512 Broadway, New
York NY 10012
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INBOARDS
Ranger

Whizz
Chum
Sportsman
Rocket
Nanny Jane

Dolphin

Sea Lark
Sea Mate

Panther
Riviera
Deep -V Sea Angler
SAIL BOATS
Falcon
Gypsy
Sea

Skiff

Dart
Petrel

Breeze Baby

Star-Line

Tern
Cat's Paw

Roamabout family vacation camper trailer. Arc Welder portable transformer type. Heavy -Duty
Boat Trailer. Van De Graff 400,000 -volt electrostatic generator. Fold -up Vacation Trailer. Pop -up
Camper for pick -up truck bed. SCUBA SCOOTER, battery- powered unit. Pow'r Pup suburban tractor.
Car -Top Camper. Racing Kart. Tent Trailer, mobile camping platform. Skyrocket, famous radiocontrolled model. Marining A Champion uses salvaged auto engine for inboard power for runabout or
cruiser. Sea. Mite gaff- ripped sailer. Sno -Bird, sportman's snowmobile. Boat Trailer. Capen Jack for
youngsters, with tugboat superstructure. Underwater Metal Locator. Just -for-fun leeboard scow.
Glide -Easy plywood canoe.
SCALE MODELS -Dixie Belle steam -powered Mississippi River Sternwheeler, authentic in every
detail, Scale 1/4" =1'; plans also show howto build a 1/8" scale non -powered model Sea Sled model,
streamlined airfoil -type hull, zooms over water. Use .049 cu. in. gasoline engine. Construction balsa,
1/16" plywood firewall. Simple to build; full -site patterns.

Sea Flea

Zephyr
Manu

.Buddy
Missile
Crescent
Sun Fun Sailer
Sea Horse

Build the REAL THING -Yourself!

Moby Dirk

Sailing Kit

150 GREAT EASY -TO -BUILD PLANS

Morning Star
Jamaican
Tabu

HYDROPLANES
Hornet
Yellow Jacket

Spitfire

Minimax

Hasty Hornet Jr.
Scat Cat
Blue Streak
Airmarine Special
Hasty Hydro
Min imast
Maximus
Skeeter
Cab -Over Hydro

NOVELTY BOATS
Surf-Sail-lee Boat
Gloster
Dials Bottom
Dingbat

SAILBOATS
HYDROS

OUTBOARDS
INBOARDS

Save hundreds of $s!

CANOES, KAYAKS
HOUSEBOATS

Your blueprint for fun!

PONTOONS

Lippeer

Let's

Go

Delta
Busy

Barreling

ROWBOATS

$1 Catalog price taken

DINGHIES

off your first order!

El Cid

CAMPER TRAILER

CANOES. KAYAKS
Kayak
Little Chief
Blue Bill
Hunting Kayak

SNOWMOBILE & MUCH MORE

Hydrofoil Boat

10% off cost of 2 or
more sets of plans!

ONLY $1.00

HOUSEBOATS

PONTOONS
Planing Pontooner
Pedal Cat

Marty

Parts -o
Houseboat

Float- AHome
ROW- BOATS-

DINGHIES
Blue Bird

If you can't afford it -make it yourself. Get Top
Mileage from your own craft skills.

Castaboat

W idgett
Auto Top Boat

Kingfisher

Handy Andy

Dally Varden
Topper

Sea Midge

Can't Sink
Jon Boat

Snapper
Robin

Little

Hope

Rapid Robert

White Duck
OUTBOARDS
Bass Boat

Zipp

Sea Gal

Buzz
Sun Fish
Doodle Bug
Shore Lark
Torpedo

Maybe you've been ogling a trim sailer or a slick runabout and looking forward to the time
when you could paint "Billy Jo -I" on the stern. Or maybe your wish -it is a canoe, dinghy, or
a snowmobile. Whatever -and check the racy names in this ad for which blueprints are available- you're only a $1 away from the most complete catalog of Craft Prints you'll find. 78 of
these plans cost you only a fiver and none are above $10!
Marvin Deftfingers drove his wife nuts and took over the garage for a full six weeks but
now in their SEA FLEA they sail safely into the sunset (counting their savings) and return to
easily dismantle it for car -topping.
Whether your thing is nautical or a Pop -up Camper or a Scuba -Scooter or a Pow'r Pup
suburban tractor, the CRAFT PRINT DO -IT- YOURSELF Division of Davis Publications has it for
you. Order your new catalog today and go a- crafting!

Victory

MAIL

Jazz Baby

Fire.Fly

Pollywog
Mustang
Cobra

Blitzen
Eager Eve

Swift

Swoose

Playboy
Sea King
Dragonfly II

Ate

Sea Raver

Voyageur
Sea Babe
Jet Joe

Bebop

'Stirgeree
Sneak box

Flrebird
P laymat.

Veep
Skeeto
Hunk Finn
Sea Jet
Sea Hawk

3 AMAZING OFFERS

All Craft Prints are unconditionally
guaranteed; if you are not completely
satisfied, return them and your money
will be promptly refunded.

Catalog price ($1.00) completely
refunded with first order.

TODAY----- -

BOAT BUILDER, Craft Print Division
Davis Publications, Inc., Dept. CP115
229 Park Avenue S., New York, N.Y. 10003
_ copy(ies) of the 1973
Please send me
Craft Print Catalog for only $1.00 each...COM-

PLETELY REFUNDED WITH FIRST ORDER.
NAME
ADDRESS

You can deduct 10% from total price if
2 or more sets of plans are ordered.

CITY
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STATE

ZIP
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HIGHLY
PROFITABLE

ONE -MAN
ELECTRONIC FACTORY
Investment unnecessary, knowledge not required,
sales handled by professionals. Ideal home business.
Write for facts today! Postcard will do. Baita-DEEC,
Box 248, Walnut Creek, CA 94597.
Circle No. 9 On Reader Service Card

McGEE'S

WRITE
NOW FOR

BIG SPEAKER CATALOG
1001 BARGAINS IN

-

SPEAKERS- PARTS -TUBES -HIGH FIDELITY
COMPONENTS-RECORD CHANGERS
Tape Recorders -Kits -Everything in Electronics
1901 McGee Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64108

Circle No.

18 On Reader

Service Card

+Sign of

SSB Today

the vod

Continued from page 65

neighbor.

Mode indicator. Standard accessories are microphone and power cord.
Editorial Remarks: The Titan IV has a mehcani
cal filter, solid -state circuitry except for final
transmitting tube, crystal spotting for AM, and
microphone gain control.
Circle No. 55 on Reader Service Page.

The American Red Cross

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
READER
SERVICE NO.
16
12
9

21

23
10
3
5

15
7

24
4
I

ADVERTISER

14

104
9

54.57
7

Circuit Specialists
Cleveland Institute

26

2nd Cover & Page 3
22

Cornell Electronics Co.

EDI

26

Edmund Selentiflc

13

Eico Electronics

22

Electronics

12

Heath Co.

20

Mosley Electronics,
McGee Radio Co.

10

Inc.

National Radio Institute
National Technical Schools

29

New- Tronies Corp.

28

Olson Electronics

26/27 Photolume Corp.
22 Progressive Edu -Kits. Inc.
32
14

30
2
17

Radio Shack

Relco Electronics
Turner Co.

Western Radio

xeelite

Co.

UNIMETRICS STINGRAY I
$329951 Uniwetrics, Inc)
General Description: A 23- channel single side band rig with double sideband capability. Designed mainly for marine use with water -tight

23

Avantl Research, Inc.
Berta
B &F Enterprises
Bell & Howell Schools
Browning Labs

I.C.S.
19
International Crystal
33
E.F. Johnson
13
Lafayette Radio
II Mieroflame, Inc.
25 Midland Electronics Co.
6
18

PAGE
NUMBER

Antenna Specialists

G C

Cornell, 4213 University Ave., San Diego
CA 92105
Steinmetz, 7519 Maplewood, Hammond
IN 46324
Transelectronic, Inc., 1306 40th St.,
Brooklyn NY 11218
United Radio Co., 56 Ferry St., Newark
NJ 07105
Zalytron, 469 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola
NY 11501
A purist collector may say that you are
cheating when you substitute a 30 for an
01A job. Maybe so, but your restored ancient receiver will be operative, and if your
luck holds out you may uncover an O 1 A
someday.

&

11

108 & 3rd Cover
6

4th COVER
73

& 74
23
16

-

6
29

18.21

36.39
8
24

23/26
5

17/25/27/105
22
6

22
15

and corrosion -resistant construction. Power supply is 117 VAC and 12 VDC for base or mobile
operation. Overall dimensions are approximamately 2% -in. h x 71/2-in. w x 91/2 -in. d. Front
panel controls, switches and jacks include Automatic Noise Limiter, CB /PA, Volume, Channel
Selector, Squelch, Fine Tune, LSB /USB /AM,
Speaker /headphone.
Editorial Remarks: Large meter for reading Sunits and RF power, automatic burglar alarm
switch, RF noise -cancelling circuitry.
Circle No 57 on Reader Service Page.
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Radio Shack Is Electronic Parts Paradise!
We're "The Parts Place"
for Magazine Projects &
Do-lt-Yourself Experiments!
12 -Volt Power Con verter.Converts 120
VAC to 12 VDC. Use
to charge 12 -volt batteries or as a battery

a. u,pert°x r

Auto Siren Alarm Kit. For 24hour protection against would be car thieves or vandals. Shrill
alarm sounds if hood, trunk or
doors are tampered with. 6
switches, 2 keys, lock, wire/
hardware included. For
12 -volt DC neg. ground. 2195

eliminator when
servicing 12 VDC

2 VOLT POWER

equipment. Output:
12V at 1.75 amps
continuous, 5 amps
surge. Blowout protected. 1895

CONVERTER
o

6to 12 VDC Inverter.
Converts 6 -VDC input
to 12 -VDC output.

Dual inputs

-6V

neg. & 12V pos. grd.
Output: 12V neg. grd.
at 3 amps. Solid state,

fuse protected. Ideal
for use in VW's,

Printed Circuit Kit. All you need to

dune buggies, etc.

custom -design your own circuits. Two
41/2x3" copperclad boards, resist -ink
solvent with pen, 6 -oz. bottle of etchant,
layout strips & circles, scouring pad,
1/16" drill bit, 4'/2x61/4x2'/4" plastic
695
etching tank. Safe to use.

Etchant Solution. Takes copper off perfboard
without damage

to

the

experimenters.
16 fluid oz.
169

pensible for technicians. Lists up to

domestic.

Also has biasing diagrams, polarities,
00
etc.

SPST Magnet Con-

tact Switches. Rated "Mini"
ment
0.5 A at 125
199

VAC.

231-1
FREE

'74 CATALOG! MAIL IN THIS COUPON

CB, Stereo

Hook -Up Wire. Five 100'
coils in assorted colors. Sizes
#18thru #22. Solid & 369
Stranded types.

5,000 types, for-

eign &

r

board.

Safe, easy to use.
A "must" for hobbyists, builders &

Transistor Substitution Guide. Indis1

1895

Ri-fi, Ham, Kits, Radios, Recorders, Tools, More!

Apt.

Name

Street
City

State

Zip

#

lfll

Size

Fila-

Transfor-

mers. From 6.3V to
24V.300 mA DC
rated. Low as

124

Aluminum
"Mini" Boxes.

Lightweight,

sturdy. Many
sizes available. Low as

Over 2000 Stores In All 50 States

ftadie IhaeK
and ALLIED RADIO STORES

Q A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY

P. 0. Box 1052, Fort Worth, Texas 76107
Circle No. 32 On Reader Service Card
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Classified Ads 65¢ per word, each insertion, minimum 15 words, payable in
advance.
For information on Classified ads-to be included in our next ELEMENTARY
ELECTRONICS
-write to R. S. Wayner, Classified Ad Manager, 229 Park Ave. South, N. Y. 10003.
ADDITIONAL INCOME

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES- Con'f.

FARMS, ACREAGE & REAL ESTATE

WIN $1,000,000.00 in the New
State Lottery. Rush $3.00 for Jersey
com-

HERBALISM! The home - gold mine!
Free lesson. Seeds. Herbalism Institute -D,
1339 Remuda, Glendora, Ca. 91740.

Acre! Buy, lease or homestead. Free Details! Lands Digest. Box 25561 -JC, Seattle.

plete details and instructions. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Davidson's, Box 274 -SM,
Belleville, Illinois 62222.
TO $1500

$1000

Monthly

At

Home.

Write: Pearl Interprise, 410 Mitchell St.,
Belton, Texas 76513.
AGENTS WANTED
ADULT Films 1000 Titles. Send $1.00
and Phone Number B & R Tape Company,
Box 1168, Bryan, Texas 77801.

HOW To Make Money Addressing. Mall
ing Envelopes. Offer Details 100. Lind
bloom Services, 3636 Peterson. Chicago60659.

FREE -Wholesale Catalog and Sales
Plan. JAM Enterprises. 3100X
Liberty
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15201.

AUTHOR'S SERVICE

FREE BOOK "2042 Unique,
Enterprises." Beat inflation withProven
fabulous.
successful "Little Knowns." Work Home!
Haylings -Ell, Carlsbad, Calif. 92008.

Publish your book! Join our successful
authors: publicity advertising promotion,
beautiful books. All subjects invited. Send
for free manuscript report and detailed
booklet. Carlton Press, SMH. 84 Fifth

SELL SELF HELP (ALPHAGENIC)
RELAXED MEDITATION CASSETTE
TAPES. They really work for golfers.
plain Janes, lonely hearts others. High
profit repeat sales. Dealer info 01 00.
BERGQUIST, Box 1307, Tempe, Az. 85281.

AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES

$1000 MONTHLY possible from your
own home, write Jordan, Box 884, Dept
DC7, Visalia, Calif. 93277.

Avenue, New York 10011.

AIRMASTER Gas Saver. Fits All Cars,

Airmaster, Lenora. Kansas 67645.

$14.95.

instant mileage
Satisfaction Guaranteed. $2.00. Computer.
Schurman
SAVE GAS,

5002

90019.

San

Vicente, Los

Angeles,

Calif.

BLUEPRINTS, PATTERNS & PLANS
NEW

-

CRAFT PRINT CATALOG
choose from over 100 great easy -to -build
plans. Send $1.25 (completely refunded
with your first order). BOAT BUILDER,
(CP Div.) -229 Park Avenue South. New
York, N.Y. 10003.
BOOKS & PERIODICALS

WIRETAPPING Expose!
Privacy
Details $i s
(Refundable).
Don -Q, Box 548, Seattle, Washington
98111.
$10.00 GIFT Certificate Free
Giant Adult Catalog. Send $1.00 To:With
D.
EE. Slater. Route 3, Box 59, Mission,
Texas
78572

BUSINESS for sale by owners, send for
free brochures. Indicate kind, location,
price. Interstate Business Marketing,
P. O. Box 1888. Pueblo, Co. 81008.
CAMERAS & PHOTO SUPPLIES
POPULAR Cameras-Accessories, Best
Prices! Mandarin, 214 Shaws Building,
Hong Kong.

COINS, CURRENCY

& TOKENS

CANADIAN! Silver Dollars 1968 -73 Ten
for $14.95. Silver Halves 1910 -66 Twenty
for 913.95. Benny Lee Ltd., 331 W. Pender
St., Vancouver. Canada.

I made $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder!
Help others make money! Start with
Proof! Torrey. Box 318 -T,
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197.
$15.00 -Free

Wa. 98125.

FORTUNES in LAND! Buy CHEAP! On
SIGNALS! Your community or any state.
Free information. Land Signals, DLDP -3,
Box 325, Scottsville, Texas 75688.
FOR THE HOME

FOR anyone who wants the satisfaction
and economy of repairing, furnishing and
maintaining the furniture In his home.
Send $1.25 to FURNITURE -229 Park Avenue South, New York. N.Y. 10003.
GIFTS THAT PLEASE

FREE CATALOG OF UNIQUE GIFTS.
Write: A &V Mailorder Specialties, C3,
Route #1, Moorefield, Nebraska 69039
HEARING AIDS
HUGE SAVINGS! BUY DIRECT! Eliminate dealer markups 20 days FREE Trial
Terms arranged. No salesman will call.
LLOYD'S -79, Rockford, Illinois 61108.

HYPNOTISM

HYPNOTIZE STRANGERS in 30 Seconds! Most powerful hypnotic device ever
created! Complete easy instructions included. Guaranteed only $2.00. From:
WORLD -28C9, 3047 University. San Diego,
Ca. 92104.

INVENTIONS WANTED

either sell your invention or pay
cash bonus. Write for details. Universal
Inventions, 298 -3, Marion, Ohio 43302.
WE

DO -IT-YOURSELF

NEW CRAFT PRINT CATALOG-Choose
from over 100 great easy -to build plans.
Send $1.00 (completely refunded with your
first order), BOAT BUILDER, (CP
-229 Park Avenue South, New York Div.)
NY
10003.

CONVERT TV to 6 -ft. wide screen!
Do- It- Yourself -easy! Kit,
instructions, lens. $12.95 ppd. Free Illustrated Details. Macrocoma, SMC -9, Washington Crossing, Penna. 18977.
B &W/Color.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

GOVERNMENT LANDS-Low as $1.25

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION

MAKE Magnetic Signs. Big profits.
tails. Universal, Lenora, Kansas 67845. De-

"LOGIC newsletter, design and construction, sample copy, $1.00, Logic
Newsletter, POB 252, Waldwick, N.J.

1000% PROFIT Bronzing Baby Shoes In
Your Home. Free Honest Facts. NBC
-DG,
Gower, Mo. 64454.

ORDINATION Certificate. Details Free.
Ministry of Service. Box 526, Seymour.
Texas '76380.

07463."

LOGIC
LOGIC NEWSLETTER. Design, Theory.
Construction. Sample copy $1.00. Logic
Newsletter. POB 252, Waldwick, N. J.
07463.

MAGIC TRICKS, JOKER NOVELTIES
& PUZZLES

CATALOG 10f. 1,500,399 Tricks, Novelties, Jokes. Elbee, 7408 -S. San Antonio,

Texas 78207.
MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES

OVER $16.50 an hour. Spare time at
home! Rubber Stamp industry needs small
manufacturers. We furnish all equipment
and know -how! Particulars free! Write:
Roberts, Room RC- 107 -CJ, 1512 Jarvis,
Chicago, Il. 60626.
MORE

?IMF`

FOR GREATER CLASSIFIED PROFITS, RESULTS AND SAVINGS
Place your ad in one of our SPECIAL COMBINATIONS: Business, Science & Mechanics, or Davis Combination. Each Combination is designed to give your ad the largest audience available. For further

information write to

R. S.

Wayner, Manager, Classified Advertising, Science & Mechanics, 229 Park Avenue

South New York, N.Y, 10003.
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CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE -Cont.
PERSONAL

REMAILING SERVICE

CONTRACEPTIVES for Men-by mail!
Eleven top brands-Trojan, Conture, Jade,
and many more. Three samples: 81.
Twelve assorted samples: $3. Free illustrated catalogue with every order. Plain
package assures privacy. Fast and reliable
service. Satisfaction guaranteed or your
money refunded in full. POPLAN, Box
2556 -DCG6, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.

RECEIVING - Forwarding - Remailing,
monthly rates. Nortex. Drawer 430,
Weatherford, Texas 76086.

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES

Cont.

Guaranteed Home Income raising chinchillas. 250. Chinchilla, 11DC2, Port
Richey. Fla. 33568.
SELL Your Photos. Report tells How,
Where. Color Slide Markets. Only $1.00.
CHarlene's, 8660 East Evans Avenue,
Denver, Colorado 80231.

JOIN "Money- Getters Guild" 250 Russell Advertising. Box 612 -D, New Philadelphia, Ohio 44663.

SINCERELY interested in Marriage?
Fourteen Years experience. Social Introduction Service, Box 1547, Eugene, Ore-

MONTHLY in your mailbox
GUARANTEED. Send 25t + stamped self
addressed envelope. Odyssey. Box 12560DC.

Latex family
planning items available privately by mail.
Free details. Donald King, Box 336C,
Ehrenberg, Arizona 85334.

$2500.00

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19151.
Make Your Classified Ad Pay. Get "How
To Write a Classified Ad That Pulls." Includes certificate worth $2.00 toward classified ad in S & M. Send $1.25 (includes
postage) to R. S. Wayner,- Science & Mechanics, 229 Park Ave., South, New York
10003.

$40.00 DAILY possible tying fishing flies
at home. Details 250. Flyoo, Box 481 -EE.
Albany. Oregon 97321.

MUSIC & MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
TAPES don't have to cost a fortune.
Our catalog offers a complete selections of
over 1.000 8-Tracks, Cassettes, and LP's at
below 50% off. Write now for a free catalog to: Eastern Music Distributors. Dept.
109, 2568 East 21st Street, Brooklyn. New
York 11235.
OF INTEREST TO WOMEN

addressing-stuffing envelopes Typewriter- longhand, also
Clipping News items at home. Information; Send stamped addressed envelope.
$25.00 DAILY Possible

Ame -7, Box 310, Le Mars, Iowa 51031.
OPTICAL GOODS- TELESCOPE

EYEGLASSES Wholesale -Free Catalog.
Optical Company, Box 175, Dept. 28
Station, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11235.

A -Z

C, Bay

PERSONAL

ORIENTAL Introductions! Photographs,
descriptions, questionnaire, brochure, details. $1.00. INTER -PACIFIC. Box 30 BC.
Birmingham, Michigan 48012.

THERE is no charge for the Zip Code.
Please use it in your Classified Ad.

SALESMEN-DISTRIBUTORS
"PERMANENT Match -Pen" fast seller,
brand new. Ball point pen and instant
lighter combined. Sample $1.50. H. Blanchard, 206 Plain St., Stoughton, Ma.
02072.

SCIENCE & CHEMISTRY

gon 97401.

AVOID Embarrassment.

PHOTOGRAPHY -PHOTO FINISHING
SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS!!!
Make your own S& M Densitometer. Send
$3.00 for detailed drawings and instructions. A must for successful photography
in your darkroom. Order direct from:
S & M Instruments, Dept EE9, 229 Park
Avenue South, New York. New York 10003.

BRAINWAVE feedback, muscle feedback. Professional biofeedback instru-

ments: Electroencephalophone, Electromyometer. GSR, heartrate. J&J, 8102 -M,
Bainbridge, Wa. 98110.
STAMP COLLECTING

FREE Stamps, Approvals. Send 100. U%
Stamp Co. 320 Congress, Austin, TX.
78701.

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT

GIANT 120 Page Canadian Surplus
Catalog $1. Etco, Dept. DG, Box 741,

RADIO & TELEVISION
TV TUBES 360 each. Send for Free 48
page color catalog. Cornell. 4217 -W
University, San Diego, California 92105.

-

"CRYSTAL Experimenter's Handbook"

500. "20 Crystal Set Plans" Handbook
500. Catalog 25$. refundabe. Laboratories, 1477 -G, Garden Grove, Calif. 92642.

TELEVISION PROJECTOR KIT. Bele
Electronics Corp. 138 Hialeah Drive,
Hialeah, Florida 33010.
FREE Catalog lists resistors, tubes,
transistors, rectifiers, condensers, tools,
tuners, etc. etc. Hytron Hudson. Dept. EE,
2201 Bergenline Avenue. Union City, New
Jersey 07087.
ANTENNA Equipment: TV Signal Amplifiers, FM Taps, Coaxial Cable. Free
Brochure. La Salle Electronics, Box 2153,
New Market Station, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
14301.

calibration
AMAZING; Precise AC
source you can build from ordinary parts.
Plans $2.00. Total. Box 251, Ridgewood,
N.J. 07451.

DISCOVER how to avoid calling the
serviceman. Save by servicing home equipment yourself Send $1.25 for magazine.
RADIO -TV REPAIR -229 Park Avenue
South. New York, New York 10003.

Montreal.

TIPS FOR THE HOME, ETC.

PRACTICAL tips for home, garden and
workshop are in "1001 How -To Ideas."
Send $1.25 for your copy Includes Postage,
to 1001 How -To Ideas. 229 Park Avenue
South, New York, New York 10003.
TREASURE FINDERS -PROSPECTING

EQUIPMENT

CATALOG.
FREE
FACT- FILLED
World's largest line of metal detectors.
Models as low as $49.50 and up. Two year
U.S.
locations,
Guarantee. Three factory
and Canada, plus over 1,000 dealers and
35 Service Centers from coast to coast. No
finer instruments made at any price. Budget terms. Write: WHITE'S ELECTRONICS. INC., RM #399, 1011 PLEASANT
HOME,
SWEET
ROAD,
VALLEY
OREGON 97386.
SUCCESSFUL Treasure Hunters use
White's Detectors from: Paul B. Marvel,
R D 1, Box 83 -EE, Frankford, Delaware
19945.

METAL Locators. Free catalog. dollar saver certificate. Detector. Room 961 -S. 102
W. Arrellaga, Santa Barbara, Calif. 93101

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS!!!
Buy an S &M Model Supersensitive Photometer with Standard Probe
& Make your own DENSITOMETER.
S &M Densitometer Plans with detailed drawings and
instructions only $3. Order from:

Complete

SCIENCE & MECHANICS,
INSTRUMENTS DIV., DEPT. EE9 -73
229 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003
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Let ICS mad
you a FREE
demonstration
lesson without

obligation...

to prove that
you can m
TV Servici

athome.Servicir
Credit towards a Certified Electronic Technician
(C.E.T.) rating will be granted by the National
Electronics Association to ICS students upon
completion of the ICS Career Program in TV
Service /Repair.
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Practice on a new 25"
MOTOROLA QUASAR

II®

chassis.

TV Servicing is a satisfying
career ... and the pay is great. Qualified
men are needed now to maintain the
93 million sets in U.S. homes. And
prospects for the future are even
brighter.
Now ... here's an opportunity for you to prove to yourself
that you can learn TV Servicing ... at home, in your spare time. ICS,
the world's most experienced home -study school, will send you a
FREE Demonstration Lesson (complete with sample questions) if you
will merely fill out the coupon below and mail it to us.
In addition to your free demonstration lesson, we'll send you
.. also FREE ... a brochure that describes the 25" (diagonally
measured screen) MOTOROLA QUASAR II "' Color TV chassis that
we include in our TV Service Training Program.
This chassis with automatic fine tuning control is ideal for
training purposes because it combines solid state devices with
vacuum tubes to give you both kinds of practical experience. All
parts carry Motorola's two year replacement guarantee!
The QUASAR II chassis comes to you in three basic subassemblies ... NOT AS A KIT ... because we want you to learn how
to repair TV sets, not build them.
Our free literature also describes the fully assembled test
equipment you receive such as the Deluxe 5" Solid State
Oscilloscope, the tools and the learn -by -doing kits, all of the finest
quality.
And we're going to tell you about eight other career
opportunities in Electronics and the ICS Career Programs that can
help prepare you for them. r
1
' ICS School of Electronics
All you've got to do is mail
Schools
International Correspondence
the attached postpaid
Scranton, Pa. 18515
card or coupon- today!
YES, want you to mail to me without obligation, the FREE
I

1

DEMONSTRATION LESSON and complete literature on the
career program checked below. (Please check one.)
FCC Licensing
Color TV Servicing a Repair

Computer Maintenance
CATV /MATV Technician
Telephony
Electrician

International Correspondence Schools
Since 1890

School of Electronics
Scranton, Pa. 18515

Approved for Veterans' Training. Eligible
Institution under the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program. Accredited Member National Home Study Council. Canadian residents use coupon address for service from
ICS Canadian, Ltd. In Hawaii: 931 University Ave., Honolulu, Hawaii 96814

Communications/
Broadcasting

Hi -Fi Sound Systems

Industrial Electronics
AA681U

Name
Address

Age

City
LState

Zip

J

happen to
live near one of our
603 service centers ..

.. then it's reallyimportar- f* =insist on Johnson quality!
Because the proven reliab fty of Johnson CB -adios makes it fa
lew likely gnat you'll ever reed service. Which is why we can
confidently tack cur product with a full 1-year parts and lator
wa-ranty, wilh over 600 aufhori_ec ser .lice cetters nationwice.
And besides reliatility, Johnson citizens two
y,
racios have a wellearned repute :ion for truly.
outstanding performance. Engineered into all .cur
t,
Messenger radios areadvanced =eatures, like speech
compression for c -eater "talk poorer" and special
selectivity filers tc cut adjaren: charnel intelerence
,áßr
And that's why U.S made JDhn SOW radios are your
best CB value ... wherever you live!
Prices start at uncer $100. Nrite for tree cata;og.

JOHNSUIT
Waseca, Mi-_nesota

E61

3

Messenger 120 Brih -in Toe. Alert selective ca lñç © Messenger 323 -M All tie features of tie Messenger
3'3
Del Receive Capability
Messenger 123 lull i -flans, bot ¡1st %j6" luge G Messenger Ill Rnçgei,
I i- dio.nel mobile
© Messeng 223 Powered *toil circuitry base station
Messenger 122 New 23- naneel
aotile well high visibility rotary 'MI
Messenger 124 -M Deluxe 23- chancel base station with Duel

E

us

Receive Capability
P%

j8

Q Messeng

©

109 Profes -iencl pertcble with rechargeahl: latter

and fest push-butten channel .section

Me

s

enger 123A Ill

23

]

1

0

Messenter 3123 Ultimate
chmels in;d new inpeved circuitry.

es

O

Messenger 111 With

in 23- iicnne mobile perform ence

Circle

'o
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